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Undeniably, 2010 has been an exciting,
busy and memorable year in the history of
the College. Congratulations to all our
GCSE and A level students who achieved
excellent results. We wish them well for the
future. At the start of the New Year we
bade a sad farewell to Mrs McHugh. We
must pay tribute to her commitment, energy
and vision shown to the College during her
eleven years of service, at, Principal level.
Mrs McHugh will be sorely missed and we
wish her well during her retirement filled
with travel and socialising. We also said
goodbye to Fr Tom Layden. Tom was
appointed as Provincial of the Society of
Jesus in Ireland. We are delighted that after
a decade of friendship with Lagan College
Tom will continue to have a vested interest
in the College albeit from a distance.

In April we were able to officially name the
preferred bidder for our building project,
as the South Eastern Education Partnership.
We anticipate the next stage of our build
programme to get underway properly in
Spring 2011. We are indebted to
Castlereagh Council who approved the
planning permission without issue and the
National Trust who continue to whole-
heartedly support our mission of building
Lagan College in its permanent capacity.
Our students were extremely well travelled
this year and involved in a number of
exciting educational visits to far off places
such as Rome, Nice, London, Paris and
finally the World Challenge tour in August,
in which our senior students enjoyed the
sights, culture and sounds of India.

Continuing on with an international flavour,
a number of peace delegates from around

the World visited in February. We also
strengthened our links with the Doane
Stuart School in Albany, New York, by
hosting an exchange programme with five
students. Our link with our Cross of Nails
School in Coventry, the Coventry Blue Coat
School was enhanced when we were
visited by their Principal, Dr Julie Roberts
and other staff members in June. This year,
we managed to secure our second Eco
Flag award, all credit to the continued
service and drive of the Eco Committee.
The Duke of Edinburgh Award was
introduced back into the College and extra
curricular activity continues to be an area
of investment.

Lagan College had another successful year
and a great deal of thanks goes not only to
the students, but also the staff and families
who work together to make it a thriving
and happy school community. Gratitude
must also be paid to the Board of
Governors and the Directors for their
leadership, vision and giving unstintingly of
their time to the new school build
programme.

Finally, thank you to Deborah Hill for her
effort in producing our school newsletters
throughout the year and also this year's
edition of the Voices magazine.

We hope that you enjoy reading it!

Mrs Amanda McNamee
PrincipalPR
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Mrs. Amanda McNamee
Principal

2 VOICES

Welcome to another edition of ‘Voices’, we hope that you will
enjoy reading about the achievements, events and activities that
were undertaken within Lagan College in 2010.

WELOME
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T.S. Eliot once said, “What we call the
beginning is often the end. And to make
an end is to make a beginning. The end
is where we start from.” As we embark
on our new school building project I can’t
help but feel some nostalgia for the old
‘lower buildings’ that have reached their
‘end’. It is, as some would say, the end of
an era, but the end of one era opens up
into a new one, and it is with hope and
excitement that we look to the future. A
future where, in a few years time, we will
finally have the accommodation that our
students and staff deserve, a future where
our students can  be educated to the
highest standard under one roof, and a
future where new memories and new
achievements can be made. 

Our Head Girl, Carla McGaharan said
“Lagan College has always been, for me,
about the community we build rather the
buildings we commune in” and our
students’ achievements this year are proof
that we are a community and that our
students continue to strive for and achieve
their goals despite not having a state of
the art building. Our Junior and Senior
Prize Giving ceremonies celebrated our
students’ achievements, both academic
and non-academic, and it was with great
delight that we welcomed back past
Head Boy/Head Girl Team, Peter Ker
and Emma Brannigan, as our guests of
honour at the Junior ceremony. Our
students may leave us when they finish
their exams but they continue to be an
important part of the Lagan College
community and it is fantastic that so many
of them want to give something back to
the College and take part in so many
College events after they have left.

As always, students, past and present,
and staff alike have contributed greatly to

the College magazine this year, and for
that I offer my sincerest thanks. I would
also like to thank Richard Sherry and his
team from the Ulster Tatler for once again
producing such a high quality magazine.

Many College activities have taken place
throughout the year. These have included
trips to Nice, Paris, Rome, Dublin and
London, as well as the World Challenge
2010 trip, which saw a group of our
students and staff travel to India for what
was most definitely not a holiday! (Just
ask Miss R Morgan!). Junior Mastermind
took the school by storm, we won our
second Green Flag Award for our eco
efforts, records were broken at our
annual Sports Day, we were entertained
by our musically talented students and
staff at ‘Lagan’s Got Talent’, we were
blown away by the Abba extravaganza
‘I Have a Dream’, we jigged the night
away at the annual Céilí and we were
visited by the students from the Doane
Stuart school in Albany, NY, and by the
Northern Ireland Minister for Education,
Catriona Ruane. I am in no doubt that
the year ahead will be just as eventful!

And so, we reached the end of the
academic year in June 2010 and we
said our farewells to our Year 14 students
and to some of our staff. It is now that we
embark on a new beginning in
September 2010, where we welcome a
new intake of Year 8 students, and it is
with hope, optimism and confidence that
they too will succeed like so many who
have gone before them.

I hope you enjoy reading this year’s ‘Voices’. 

Mrs Deborah Hill
Editor

VOICES  3This page is sponsored by THE BELFAST BUS COMPANY, Unit 1, Bayview Industrial Estate, Dargan Crescent, Belfast  Tel: 028 9074 2444. Fax: 028 9074 2555. 
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Mrs Deborah Hill, Editor

“Our students may leave us when they finish their
exams but they continue to be an important part of

the Lagan College community.”
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4 VOICES

Lagan College

Teaching Staff
2009-2010

MEMBERS OF STAFF

Principal Mrs A McNamee, B.A (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.), 
M.Ed., P.Q.H. (N.I.)

Deputy
Principal Mr D McNally, B.A.(Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E., D.A.S.E., 

M.Ed.(Q.U.B.), P.Q.H. (N.I.)

Vice
Principal Mrs R Harbinson, B.Ed. (Q.U.B.), M.Ed. (Q.U.B),

P.Q.H. (N.I.)

Senior
Teachers Mr G McFadden, B.A. (Loughborough), P.G.C.E., 

M.Sc.(U.U.J.)
Mrs A MacParland, B.A.(Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E.,
M.A.(Q.U.B.)
Mr M Montgomery, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E., M.Ed. 
(Q.U.B.), P.Q.H. (N.I.)
Mrs J Russell, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)

TEACHING STAFF

Mr E Adams, B.Sc. (University of London), M.Sc. (University of London), 
P.G.C.E. (Homerton College, Cambridge), Ph.D.
(University of Nottingham)

Miss J Atkinson, B.Ed. (Q.U.B., Stranmillis) (Head of Business Studies)
Miss A Bell, M.A. (Edin), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.) (Co-ordinator of Modern Languages)
Miss M Bell, B.A. (U.U.C.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.) Ass. Head of Year 9
Mrs K Bingham, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Miss R Black, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Ms S Black, BEd. (Q.U.B.), P.G.Dip., L.G.S.M (London) ( Head of Drama)
Miss D Bryan, B.A. (St. Patrick’s College), H.Dip (U.C.D) Ass. Head of Year 8
Mr P Burch, B.A. (U.U.J.), A.T.C. (Head of Art & Design)
Miss A Carr, B.Sc. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E. (University of Sunderland)
Miss M Cavanagh, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E, (Q.U.B.)
Mrs M Beckett, B.A. (U.U.C.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.C.) (Head of English)
Mr G Connolly, B.A. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E., M.Sc. (U.U.J.), (Head of Year 11)
Mrs S Connor, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Mrs G Cooke, B.A. (U.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Mr L Copeland, B.A. (Middlesex University), P.G.C.E. (King’s College, London)
Mrs F Cottney, B.A. (U.U.C.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Ms J Coudière, B.A. (Paris), P.G.C.E. (Head of French)
Mrs A Cowie, B.A. (Q.U.B.) P.G.C.E. (University of Strathclyde)
Mrs N Danter, B.Sc. (Edinburgh), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Mrs G Diamond, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E.
Mrs O Donnelly, P.G.C.M., B.A. (Open), Dip.Ed., Dip.Mus. (Head of Music)
Mr B Dowd, B.Ed. (St Mary’s), M.Ed. (Q.U.B.) (Head of Religious Education)
Mrs C Eddy, B.Ed. (Liverpool John Moores University.) Cert. R.E., M.Ed. (Q.U.B.)
Miss L Ellis, B.A. (H.E.), P.G.C.E., (U.U.J.), Cert. R.E. (U.U.J.), M.Ed. (Q.U.B.) 

(Head of Home Economics)
Mrs M Evans, Dip.H.E. (U.U.J.) Dip. Cat. & Ad. Ed., D.A.S.E., C.P.D., (Q.U.B.) 

(Head of Careers)
Mr D Ewart, B.Eng. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.), M.Sc. (Q.U.B.),

(Head of Physics)
Miss G Fairley, B.Sc. (U.U.C), P.G.C. E. (U.U.J)
Miss D Fullerton, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (University of Manchester)

(Head of Biology)

Mrs J Gough, Cert.Ed. (I.M.Marsh)
Mr K Graham, B.Sc. (U.U.J), P.G.C.E. (University of London)
Mrs L Grant, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B (Ass. Head of Learning Support)
Mr S Hare, B.Div. (Heythrop) M.Phil. (Kent) P.G.C.E. (Birmingham),

(Head of Year 8)
Miss M Hoy, B.A. (Colchester), P.G.C.E. (London)
Miss J Kennedy, B.A. Q.T.S. (John Moore’s University)
Mr J Killen, B.A. (U.U.C.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.), (Head of Year 9)
Mrs H Killick, M.A. (Aberdeen), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.) (Chaplain) H.Dip., M.Phil. 

(T.C.D.) (Chaplain)
Mrs T Knipe, B.A. (York University), P.G.C.E. (I.O.E)
Miss S Layton, Chaplain, B.A. (Q.U.B.), E.Ed., (Univeristy of Queenland), 

M.I.S. (University of Queensland)
Ms M Leckey, B.Sc. (U.U.C.)
Miss S Lemon, B.Ed. (Stranmillis)
Mr G Lenaghan, Cert.Ed. (St Mary’s)
Miss O’Lenaghan, B.A. (Q.U.B.)
Mrs H Lowry, B.A. (Q.U.B.) P.G.C.E.
Mrs N Major, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Mr L Mathison, B.Sc. (Aberdeen), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.),
Miss D Maginnes, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Mr A Maxwell, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Mr A McCann, Cert.Ed. (St. Mary’s), Cert. R.S. (Head of Year 12)
Mr C McCann, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Lancaster University)
Mr A McCanny, B.Ed. (Q.U.B.), M.Sc. (U.U.J.) (Co-Ordinator of Information 

and Communication Technology, Head of ICT)
(currently on secondment)

Miss E McCleery, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Mr J McCloskey, B.A. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)(Head of Boys’ PE),

(Head of Physical Education)
Dr C McConnell, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), D.Phil., P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Miss M McConville, B.A. (Aberdeen), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Mr F McGuckin, B.A. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.) (Head of Politics)
Rev R McKee, B.A. (Open), M.A. (Oxen), M.Ed. (Open), Cert.Theol., Cert.Ed.,

D.A.S.E. (Head of Technology & Design)
Mrs S McKee, B.Ed. (Q.U.B./St Mary’s), (Acting Head of Information and

Communication Technology)
Mrs R McKnight, B.Ed. (Stranmillis)
Mrs M Mills, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B) (Head of Year 10)
Mr D Mooney, B.Sc. (St Andrew’s), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.) (Head of Mathematics)
Miss J Morgan, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (University of Durham)

(Head of Sociology)
Ms R Morgan, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E., M.A. (U.C.L.) (Head of History)
Mrs L Mulholland, B.Ed. (Q.U.B./St Mary’s), Co-Ordinator of Information and 

Communication Technology
Mr P Mulholland, B.A. (Stirling), P.G.C.E. (Durham), Head of Learning for Life 

and Work
Miss C Murphy, B.Ed (Stranmillis)
Ms E Niblock, B.A. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E. (University of Leeds)
Miss L O’Connor, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Miss C Orr, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Stranmillis) (Head of Spanish)
Mr J P Patton, B.A. (Q.U.B.) P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Miss R Poland, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Miss A Ritchie, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Southampton University)
Miss J Rogan, B.A. (Fine Art), (U.U.J.), M.A. (Fine Art), P.G.C.E. (U.U.J.)
Mr P Rossi, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.W.E. Bristol)
Mrs H Seawright, B.Ed (Stranmillis)
Mrs G Shevlin, B.Ed. (Q.U.B./St Mary’s), B.Sc. (U.U.J.), P.G.C.E, City & Guilds,

Workshop Competency
Mrs H Smyth, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E., M.Ed. (Q.U.B.) (Head of Geography)
Mr D Strain, B.Eng. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E., M.Sc. (Q.U.B.)

(* = new teacher )
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Miss C Sullivan, B.Th. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.) Ass. Head of Year 10
Mrs U Walters, B.Ed. (St. Mary’s), P.G.C.E. (Head of Learning Support)
Miss M Wells, B.Sc. (Liverpool), P.G.C.E. (University of London)
Miss K Wightman, B.Sc. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (Q.U.B.)
Mr J Wishart, B.A. (Q.U.B.), P.G.C.E. (U.U.C.)

MUSIC TUTORS

Mr G Myles, Woodwind Tutor, M.A. B.Mus.
Mr P Ferguson, Brass Tutor, B. Mus.
Ms S McLeod, String Tutor, G.G.S.M.
Mrs S McLaughlin, Voice Tutor
Mrs G Crothers, Piano Tutor, M.Mus.
Mr A Sykes, Percussion Tutor
Mr E Ward, Guitar Tutor
Mr F Fitzpatrick, Cello/Double Bass
Mr S Fulton, Voice

SUPPORT STAFF

Bursar
Mrs M Mackey, B.Sc. (Hons) Accounting, Fellow of Institute of Chartered

Accountants

Assistant Bursar
Mrs B McMillan, M.I.A.T.I

Secretary to the Principal
Ms R Smith

Office Manager
Ms L Brown

Clerical Officers
Mrs H Cochrane
Ms F Hutchinson

Librarian
Mrs P Durkin, B.A. (Q.U.B.), B.Sc.Econ. ILS. (University of Wales, Aberystwyth)

IT Network Manager
Mr C Matchett, B.Sc. (Hons)

School Nurse
Mrs Nora O’Loan, R.G.N
Mrs Ursula McCluggage, R.G.N

Building Supervisors
Mr B Anderson
Mr A Nesbitt
Mr J Menagh

Sixth Form Supervisor
Mr B Gamble, B.Sc. (Hons)
Mr J Farrimond, Cert. Ed. (Manchester), Cert. R.S.

Classroom Assistants
Mrs J Burke
Ms T Irwin
Mrs K Walker
Mrs J Hamilton
Mrs L Thomson
Miss S Moreland
Mrs A Moreland
Mrs M Kroger
Mr E McManus
Miss E McAdoo.

Supervisory Assistants
Mrs B Irvine
Mrs B Falloon,
Mrs J Lilburn
Mrs L McMillan

Mrs H Prentice
Mrs M Templeton
Mrs J Johnston
Mrs A Menagh

Technicians
Mr M Cahoon, DI, CC.DIP CPC (ICO Glasgow) CPD
Mr D Carleton
Mr K Elliott, B.A. (Q.U.B).
Mrs D Hill, B.A. (Hons) (U.U.J.)
Mrs Y Mannus
Mr B McCann
Mr A Smyth

BOARD OF
GOVERNORS
Nominated by the Directors

Dr Ian McMorris (Chairman)
Lady Bain
Mrs Anne McCaughan
Mr Ken Dunn (Vice Chairman)
Ms Gerry Rice
Mr Andrew Nethercott

Nominated by the Minister

Mr Don Anderson
Mr Graeme Kane
Mr Francis Martin
Ms Jeanette McConnell

Elected by Teachers

Miss Lynda Ellis
Mr Ciaran McCann

Elected by Parents

Mrs Caroline Magowan
Mrs Sheina Rigg
Mr Rodney Archer
Mrs Helen Evans

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF LAGAN COLLEGE

Dr Ken Dunn (Chairman)
Mr Brian Murphy
Dr Ian McMorris
Lady Bain
Mrs Kathleen Brannigan
Miss Lois Benyon
Mr Dermot Sweeney

PARENTS COUNCIL

Peter O’Callaghan (Chairman), Ian Bradley (Secretary),
Mark McNulty (Treasurer), Ann Marie Gallen, Shirley
Clarke, George Coutler, Helen Evans. Noelle Holywood,
Glenda Martin, Jacqueline McKechnie, Tina McKenna,
Joanne McNaney, Ann Cafolla, Mary Stewart, Michael
Spiers, Jacqueline Stewart, Eileen Wilson.

VOICES  5
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6 VOICES

PARENTS’ COUNCIL
The main aim of the Parents’ Council
is to support the College in the
organisation of Open Day and the
annual school show. We also
organised a number of fundraising
events throughout the year.

The Parents’ Council will help in any
issues that affect the school by using a
collective voice. An example of this
was when a senior manager from
Translink attended a Parents’ Council

meeting in which all aspects of the
public transport to the school were
discussed. This resulted in agreement
by Translink to look at ways to
improve the overall service.

The Parents’ Council is an important
part of the College which meets in the
school library on the second Thursday
of every month at 7.45pm. These
meetings provide an opportunity for
parents to get to know one another

and as a platform for discussion and
debate. The Parents’ Council has its
own section and emailing facility on
the College website
www.lagancollege.com.

The Parents’ Council needs continuous
support from parents of all walks of life
that can bring much needed enthusiasm
and new ideas. Everyone is welcome!

Mr Michael Spiers

PARENTS’ EMAIL
Parent Email was set up by Lagan College to enable the school to send important information by email to parents.
To date around 300 families have signed up and we hope to have all families signed up as soon as possible.

If you haven’t already signed up please go to the school website and follow the Parent Email link in the Parents
Section. Once you have signed up and your details have been confirmed you will begin to receive emails from the
College. You will also find a link on the Parent Email web page that allows you to read old messages.

For further information contact:

Michael Wilson 
Elliott Duffy Garrett 

Royston House 
34 Upper Queen Street 

Belfast BT1 6FD

Tel (028) 9024 5034
Fax (028) 9024 1337

michael.wilson@edglegal.com
www.edglegal.com

are a leading law firm whose delivery of

first class legal services is based upon an

understanding of the demands of the modern

world and have recognition of the qualities of

knowledge, experience, problem solving and

value for money required by clients.

When Elliott Duffy Garrett was established in

1973 our founding Partners, who came from very

different social and political backgrounds,

wanted to create a firm that reflected the very

best in legal skills irrespective of religion or

politics.  It is a tribute to their vision that the

firm continues to uphold that tradition.  Over 30

years later we are justly pleased, not only of our

many legal achievements, but also of our

independence and diversity.

We

ELLIOTT DUFFY
GARRETT

Commercial Lawyers

GED
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NEW STAFF
Lagan College welcomed 14 new members of staff this year. We hope they
have all enjoyed their time so far at the College and trust that they have settled
into their new surroundings.

We would also like to thank all the temporary staff for their hard work and
commitment to the College this year. We wish them all the very best for the
future.

• Mr Wishart, History & Politics Departments • Miss Kennedy, Head of Girls P.E. • Mrs Knipe, English Department

• Ms McConville, Art & Design Department • Mr Privilege, Art & Design Department • Mr Graham, ICT Department

• Mrs Walters, Head of Learning Support • Mrs Grant, Assistant Head of Learning Support • Miss James, Maths Department 

VOICES  7
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NEW STAFF

• Mrs Seawright, Drama Department • Miss Melissa Smyth, Classroom Assistant

• Mr Eamonn MacManus, Classroom Assistant• Miss Jolene Hamill, Classroom Assistant • Mrs E Finnegan, Science Department

8 VOICES

Carpetworld
Specialists in the Supply and Installation

of all types of Domestic and Contract Flooring

Expert Advice - Free Estimates

188 Saintfield Road, Belfast
Telephone: 028 9079 6229 / 028 9079 6502

carpet-world@btconnect.com

Monday to Saturday 10.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m., Thursday to 9.00 p.m.

MEMBERS OF

THE GUILD
OF MASTER CRAFTSMEN

Suppliers of Quality Flooring to

LAGAN COLLEGE
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Father Tom
Father Tom Layden has been an invaluable
support to the College over the past 11
years. He has now taken up the role of
Provincial of the Society of Jesus in Ireland.
We congratulate him on his appointment
and thank him for all his work in the
College, and for everything he has done
on our behalf in the church and
community. Both staff and students were
effusive in expressing their thanks for his
service to us. The Justice League held a
party to wish him farewell and the staff
shared a morning tea on his last day. We
are sad to have to say goodbye and wish
him well in his new role.

Miss Amanda Ritchie
The Science Department bids farewell to
Miss Amanda Ritchie and wishes her every
success in her new post at Bloomfield
Collegiate.  Amanda is an excellent teacher
and made a significant contribution to the
Biology department in her three years at
Lagan College.  Last year, as temporary
Head of the Biology Department, she set up

fantastic links with W5 and the National
Trust which we will continue to use for the
benefit of our students, some of who were
able to visit the National Trust sites at
Minnowburn and Divis Mountain to carry
out valuable work.  Never one to shy away
from hard work, Amanda also completed a
week of work experience with the National
Trust and again, brought many wonderful
ideas back to school.  Good luck for the
future Amanda.

Mr Lee Copeland
The ICT department says goodbye to Mr.
Lee Copeland who has left Lagan College
to work in Glastry College.  Mr Copeland
has been a member of the ICT Department
since April 2007 when he replaced Mr.
Aidan McCanny, who was seconded to

the SELB for three years.  During that time
he taught all year groups within the school
and was a 6th Form Tutor.  He regularly
took computer clubs both at break and
lunch times, which were extremely popular
with students.  Although having grown up
in London, Lee set up Lagan’s Young
Farmers’ Club and created the College’s
first vegetable garden. We wish him every
success in his new appointment. 

Mr Chris Matchett
The ICT department is very sad to say
goodbye to our Network Manager, Mr.
Chris Matchett. Chris has moved on to
work with Blue Zinc as a Vitual Server
Manager for the UK and Australia.
Thirteen years ago, Chris joined Lagan
College as the Reprographics Technician.
He became interested in ICT, particularly in
the technical aspects of computing. During
this time, he developed his skills and
knowledge of ICT and successfully

completed his degree. In 2001, he
became our ICT Technician. Chris
developed the role of ICT technician,
adding more functionality to the post to the
extent that, in 2003, he became the
school’s Network Manager. He was
responsible for many new initiatives
including the Parental Email system, the
school foyer information service, the school
computerised merit system and the school
room booking system. We wish Chris all
the very best in his new career.

Miss Roisin Smith
The College said a fond farewell to Miss
Roisin Smith in July after 5 years as the
Principal's Personal Assistant. Roisin was
highly regarded by all. She was extremely
professional in her manner and thoughtful
and kind as a person. We were extremely
sorry to see her go but delighted that she
secured a wonderful career opportunity
working with the Dean of Medicine at

FAREWELLS...
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Queen's University. Few will forget Roisin's
laughter and welcoming smile.

Mr Alan Smyth
Farewell to Alan Smyth, Reprographics
Technician, who left the College at the
beginning of October. Alan plans to return
to Japan, where he has worked before,
teaching English as a foreign language.
We wish Alan all the very best for the
future and in his new career.

Mr Mike Cahoon
“Where is Mike?” That is still the cry when
folks come to the Technology building.
Mike decided to leave the school after 16
years, to pursue a new career in
counselling. His talents will be greatly
missed, not only by the Technology
Department, but by many others
throughout the school.

Mike joined the school as a general
technician focusing on the Technology
Department and Reprographics. He was
an obvious candidate because of his
versatility, eye for detail and interest in
modelling. He was efficient, extremely well
organised and meticulous. He knew where
everything was to be found and did much
to help keep the department functioning
smoothly. His work was always robust; I
believe he worked on the principal of,
“Why use one screw when 20 will do.”

When others sought help from the
Technology Department they did not ask
for me Abe, Geraldine or Claire. They
always asked for MIKE! Often he would
make himself available and would be
willing to help other departments when not
under pressure from the Technology
Department. He assisted the Art
Department with numerous pupils’ projects,
the Chaplaincy, in making and
maintaining the Easter cross, Advent
Candle stand, Nativity scene, and keeping
everything secure to ensure the Baby Jesus
wouldn’t be kidnapped! He assisted the

Music and Drama Departments with props
for various productions. To individuals he
also made himself available, undertaking
anything from helping to fix baby monitors
to providing holes for a ceiling to locate
ceiling lights.

We all wish Mike and his family well as
they undertake this big new step in their
lives. We are sure that Mike will give his
new career his all, as he did for Lagan
College.
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A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF...
HEAD BOY  Adrian Beggs
This year I was given the great privilege of being the Head Boy of Lagan College. I felt honoured to
have been elected as I had always looked up to the previous Head Boys during my younger years at
the College. Right from the start it became apparent just how busy my year was going to be. I wanted
to get a good job and therefore promised myself that I would get as involved as possible during my
final year at Lagan College.

The main aspect of being Head Boy that I will always remember was helping to co-ordinate the
Prefect Teams. It has been fantastic working in a team with the Head Girl and the Deputies, along
with the Senior Prefects and all the Prefects.  I feel this was one of the most rewarding responsibilities
as it taught me invaluable lessons in teamwork and leadership, as well as allowing me to help make
our final year at the College a great one. The Prefect teams helped in many aspects throughout the
school; parent’s evenings, mentoring schemes and various duties during break and lunch to name just
a few. All these shared responsibilities helped our year group grow closer. Assisting in this growth

was a personal highlight of mine. As well as getting to know my year group better, I also worked alongside junior school pupils and many staff
members as well. I loved having the opportunity to work more closely with everyone in the school. It has given me great insight into various
aspects of work that I would not have gained elsewhere. The role of Head Boy has given me the chance to organise and be part of so many
different events and clubs this year. Helping organise our Upper Sixth Formal was a brilliant experience that I will never forget. Although it was
a long and stressful job, it was definitely worth it when we got there on the night. Other clubs I have been a part of as Head Boy include Public
Speaking, Band and Tennis. I have loved being involved in these elements of school life and it has been my pleasure to contribute in any way I
can. I’ve met many dignitaries as Head Boy of Lagan College, including John Bercow, Catriona Ruane and the British Ambassador to the Holy
See. Meeting these individuals was a real privilege and something I will always remember. 

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as Head Boy, and I am so grateful to have been given the opportunity to represent my school. It has helped
me mature as a person and taught me so much about the world around me. 

HEAD GIRL  Carla McGaharan
My reasons for applying for the position of Head Girl will always have their roots in my two older brothers, who were themselves both
Deputies during their time at Lagan College. I heard about all the ways in which they were adding to, and transforming, the integrated
environment of our school and the aspiration to play a similar role grew, as I did, throughout the upper school. When I was appointed to the
role at the end of last year, I was incredibly pleased to have been given such an important position in the school community. Along with our
amazing Prefect Team, Adrian and I have worked very hard this year to give the 6th form students, and indeed the entire student body, a
voice. We’ve been so busy all year, tirelessly working at Parents’ Evenings, greeting visitors, giving speeches and of course running our annual
open day. It’s been a really great experience working with the large Prefect Team, and I truly feel privileged to have been part of it all. 

There have been so many highlights for me this year at Lagan. However, the one that stands out in
my mind particularly was meeting the Minister for Education, Catriona Ruane, along with the
Student’s Council. The opportunity to discuss the topical issue of academic selection was an
experience I will not soon forget. Equally, events such as the formal have played an important part in
my Upper Sixth year, and this night stands out in my mind as one of the best nights of the year. All
the students in my year were able to come together and enjoy food, music and dancing, and it was
clear that the formal committee’s hard work truly paid off in the end. It’s unbelievable to think that
my time here at Lagan College has come to an end. I will miss many parts of Lagan life particularly
the classes and the learning environment that was provided for us all. I had such a great time, and
loved the times when I was deep in discussion about subjects such as the Russian Revolution,
theological debates, as well as hearing my peers’ opinions on everything we were studying. The
people I’ve met here, both friends and teachers, will be sorely missed.

Lagan College has always been, for me, about the community we build rather the buildings we
commune in. However, the news of the long-awaited building programme was a welcome

development to the entire school. Although I will not be there to see it, it’s satisfying and pleasing to know that the future year groups at Lagan
College will have the benefit of brilliant new facilities. As a school community, we continue to excel in not just the academic aspect of school
life, but in extra-curricular and pastoral aspects also; and all this without the state of the art facilities we will be receiving very soon. It’ll be
incredible to see what a change in buildings will do to the already highly successful school that Lagan College has proven itself to be.

I wish everyone the best of luck for the future, and hope that they have the very positive experience that I have had at school.
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A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF...

DEPUTY - HEAD BOY  Gareth Schaefer

When I heard that I was going to be Deputy Head Boy I was very excited as this was
totally unexpected. I can honestly say that I have enjoyed every minute of it!
I have really benefitted from the experience, I have grown in confidence and have
gained better organisational and delegation skills. I feel that an integrated education
has made me a better person as I am very open minded and tolerant and am willing
to listen and value the opinions of others.

One of the things that concerned me about taking on this role was the fact that I
would be required to give speeches in front of the whole school, including teachers
and parents. This turned out to be one of the things that I enjoyed most! Nothing can
describe the feeling of satisfaction that you get when you give a good speech,
especially if you can make everyone laugh and interact with you!

I was lucky enough earlier this year to take part in a Head and Deputy Head
Boy/Girl training day. This was a fantastic experience as I got to meet Head
Boy/Head Girl teams from schools all over Northern Ireland and had the opportunity
to see what their schools were like. 

I have developed great friendships with teachers and pupils alike and, although we will be going our separate ways, I hope that
we can keep in touch as we each develop along different career paths. I have great memories and will never forget my time here
or the people that I’ve had the chance to meet. I am really looking forward to the future but I will really miss Lagan College. It has
been such a big part of my life for the past seven years!

I would like to thank all of the staff at Lagan College for making the past seven years memorable and enjoyable ones, and
particularly all the help and support they gave me during my time as Deputy Head Boy.

DEPUTY - HEAD GIRL  Megan Cunningham

I cannot believe that my time at Lagan College has come to an end. It doesn’t seem
that long ago since I walked into the foyer for the first time, in September 2003. I
didn’t know what to expect. Would I make friends? Is this the right school for me? Of
course the answer to all my questions was yes. When thinking back over the last
seven years, I don’t know why I panicked. I have made friends. Friends that I know
will be life-long friends. Perhaps the question that panicked me most was, is this the
right school for me? On that first day I walked out of the school gates at 3.30pm and
I knew that Lagan College was the right school for me.

I have had an amazing seven years at Lagan College. It has given me so many
memories that I will cherish forever, such as the ski trip to the Swiss Alps and
performing on the OMAC stage. I felt very privileged when the Principal announced
that I was going to be Deputy Head Girl. There were stressful times but overall it has
been such a rewarding experience.

I want to wish Lagan College, its students and staff, the very best of luck with the new
school and I want all the pupils to have an amazing time at school. Just like I did!
You will be surprised how quickly the time can go in.
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FINAL FAREWELL... FOR NOW
Year 14 students said their goodbyes
to friends and form tutors at their
Leaving Day celebration in May.
There was the usual mixture of fun
and food to mark the occasion. The
morning began with an interactive
quiz. The party continued with the
now legendary BBQ, hosted by Mr
Maxwell, and a visit from the ice-
cream man, now also a firm favourite
in the proceedings. A short Assembly
was held where the Chaplains led a

poignant reflection on the time that
had passed for those leaving and the
paths that lay ahead. The Head Boy
and Girl made a number of
presentations to all those who had
made a difference to their time at
Lagan College, including the
Principal, Year Head, Assistant Year
Head and others. Students then
moved, together with staff, to the
bandstand for a last glimpse of Lagan
before they left…for now.
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• Mr McCann with his Maths class.

Congratulations to the four successful candidates who fought
off stiff competition to be Lagan College’s  Head Boy/Head
Girl Team 2010/2011. They are as follows:
Head Boy: Paul Maguire-Wilson
Head Girl: Kaya Carville
Deputy Head Boy: Timothy Hamley       
Deputy Head Girl: Claire Johnston

• From left to right: Timothy Hamley, Claire Johnston,
Kaya Carville and Paul Maguire-Wilson

Congratulations

• The Class of 2010
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6TH FORM

YEAR 14 PROGRESS FILES

VOICES  15

This time last year, the theme of the
Progress Files Ceremony was “building”
and I described some of the impressive
buildings in Belfast that have been
constructed over the last few years.  I
remarked that these fantastic new
structures can now grace the skyline only
because we have a more certain sense
of peace, an increasing sense of
confidence in a shared future.  And I
reflected on the growing sense of
expectation that we have of a new
building for Lagan College.  This year,
that expectation draws ever closer.
However, while the hope of a new
school remains for the staff and students
of the future, I’m sure it’s a bittersweet
thing for all of you to be leaving without
seeing it as a reality.  But what I want to
say to all of you today is what a student
said not that long ago: “But Miss, Lagan
College has never been about the
buildings.”  

And she was right. Your time in Lagan
has always been about relationships,
something living and growing, something
organic.  Something like the tree of life
that we have taken for our theme this
year. You have made friends here, some
of them for life.  You have put down
roots here, you have grown as young
people and you have flourished.

You have made a commitment in coming
here, to study and learn but also to
contribute and join things.  You have

helped with events and been
ambassadors for your school in so many
ways.  You have joined sports teams
and been in the school show.  You have
been in clubs and societies, gone on
trips and visits, made things and
displayed your work.  You have taken
part in assemblies and hosted visitors
from all over the world.  You have taken
part in live interviews for TV and radio.
You have contributed to the school
magazine, newsletter, the school
website and had your photo on the
plasma screen. You have chatted with
your teachers and joked with your
friends.  You have got to know the

younger
students
and spent
time
talking to
other
members of
our wider
staff.  You have been in community.  We
have been a family.

Not that it has all been easy.  There
have been tough times and challenges
along the way.  You have had to dig
deep at times to find the necessary
strength to keep going when you felt like
giving up.  You have had to keep a
focus and be determined to achieve your
goals.  Some of you have had to work
your way through problems and
conflicts.  Many of you have done
yourselves proud through your hard work
and positive attitude.  All of you have
matured.

You have put in place a plan for your
future, and now, with your exams all but
over, you will move into your summer
with feelings of both excitement and
nervousness.  In an uncertain world, and
at a time when things are constantly

• Sellotape tree.

• 14MRP

• Brendan McLernon, Gareth Schaefer, Paul Elliott,
Van Den Bos, Adrian Beggs.
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16 VOICES

changing, I hope that you will be able to
look back at your time at Lagan and feel
confident about who you have become.
I hope you will feel equipped to go out
into the world and make your way.

And so, I pray for you three things, that
you will have vision, commitment and
passion.  I pray that you will have a
vision for a better future for us all, that
you will be able to see a way forward
through obstacles and barriers.  I pray
that you will have the commitment to
sow wisely so that you may reap fully,
that you will know what to prioritise in
your life.  I pray that you will be
passionate about what you do so that
you will find satisfaction and reward in
your life, that you will know what to
value most.

Many of you will look back to your first
day at Lagan in Year 8 and find it hard to
know where the years have gone.  Your
parents, too, will be feeling the
significance of this moment in time, as you
move into the next exciting phase of your
life.  Many of you are unrecognisable
from your Year 8 photos but all of you are
soon to start a new first day again,
somewhere.  And you will be like the new
boy again, the new girl.

But for us here today, you have been our
most senior students.  You have been our
prefects and mentors.  You have helped
the staff in so many ways, doing duties,
giving up your time to host events and
befriending little ones.  You have
fundraised and worked with the
Chaplains to promote justice and fair
trade.  You have worked hard and you
have played hard too, organising your
own formal and being there for each
other as friends.  Like the branches of a
tree, you have been a support to each
other and to our staff. 

So, before I finish, I want to commend
you as a year group. Your teachers are
very proud of you.  You will always be a
part of Lagan College and we want you
to come back and tell us how you’re
getting on.  You will know how to keep
in contact through the Past Pupils’
Association on the website.

I am sure at this point, you would like me
to thank all of your teachers for you and
the many other members of staff who have
supported and cared for you at any point
in your time at Lagan.  Like them, I will
have many good memories of our time
together in sixth form and I will miss you.  I
wish you every success in your future.

Mrs J Russell

• Group Photograph.

• Nicole Blackburn
and Erin Aktinson.
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Julianne French

I started at Lagan College in the early
days, back in 1984, as a member of the
school’s fourth ever intake of pupils.
Without wanting to sound too old and
sage-like, it has to be acknowledged that
Northern Ireland was a very different
place back then, so some of my
experiences of school life will hopefully
be a bit different to those of pupils today.
There were definitely times when pupils
were reminded by the outside world that
not everybody supported the school’s
intentions.  Saying that, as the school
motto and sense of community remain the
same, it’s good to know that I will have a
lot in common with pupils that have been
since, and those that are sitting in the
classrooms today.  

It’s been said before, though shouldn’t be
underestimated, that Lagan College really
was a groundbreaking institution in
Northern Ireland, a genuine original
being the first inter-denominational school
to bring together pupils of all academic,
cultural and religious backgrounds.  I
often hear past pupils that I know, talking
about Lagan College as having a ‘special
atmosphere’ and a ‘sense of community’,
words that ring true for me. The thinking
behind the school from my experience is

essentially about inclusion, learning and
having fun. I experienced all three and
try to bring these principles to life in the
things I’ve done since leaving Lagan
College. 

At school, I enjoyed participating in lots
of activities, to quote Woody Allen if he
doesn’t mind, “I was a kid that did”.
Never too cool to come into school
weighed down with hockey kits, musical
instruments, and text books, not too
mention executing the highly esteemed
duties that came with being a member of
the Pupils’ Council.   Taking part in so
many activities has held me in good
stead throughout my academic
endeavours and career.  I don’t think I’ve
ever sat in a job interview where I
haven’t been asked to show how I can
multi-task and deliver when a multitude of
things need to be done.  

Whilst I loved the Sciences and Maths
(everyone’s favourites), I neglected these
for subjects where I got to read and write
most.  I carried my interest in History and
English literature through my A Levels,
degree and the things I’ve done since,
entering a career in Communications.  

I developed the ambition to go travelling
from the books I read and I’m privileged
to have visited so many different
countries, never saying no when the
opportunities arose for me to work in
England, Japan, and then the
Netherlands. I can’t imagine the
experiences and people I would’ve
missed out on had a narrow outlook of
the world, or the different cultures that
make it go round, inhibited me.  

Having worked long and hard over the
years (yes, unfortunately it didn’t happen
overnight), I luckily got the opportunity to
travel in my current role where I head up
a Communications and Events
department for an investment bank in
London. On a day-to-day basis my role is
hugely varied, I manage communications
and teams across a number of different
time zones which means following the
sun – there’s always an early start to

keep up with Asia Pacific, mid morning
things move to the European region, then
in the afternoon the US is awake. 

My work ranges from developing
strategy, working with senior leaders,
managing the team, writing, running our
communication channels and events, as
well as playing a part on one of any
number of projects we always have on
the go. Essentially my role involves
working with lots of different people,
cultures, and teamwork, where the need
for inclusion, learning, and having fun
are fundamental to getting things done.

On a final note, you’ve no doubt picked
up from where I work, that it became
clear early on in my career that I wasn’t
going to get away with being
uninterested in the Sciences and Maths
for long. When I see how these subjects
are applied in actual terms on a day-to-
day basis at work, I realise I missed out
not being so fascinated at school. I’m
glad to see that Lagan College
participates in initiatives like the Stock
Market Challenge I read about in a
previous newsletter, showing pupils
Maths and finance from a totally different
perspective. 

Likewise, I continue to learn and even
study, and, although I’ve said it before,
there really will be no more degrees or
essays after I hand in my MBA
dissertation on 1st October 2010 - Sixth
Formers, don’t think you’re free come
June 2011. 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
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The Genesis Weekend took place in
Dundrum just before the Easter break.
There was good food,  fantastic
weather, 18 enthusiastic pupils from
Years 8, 9 and 10, and willing teacher
volunteers, not forgetting Danielle and
Maggie from Year 14!

Miss James showed us how to be
angelic, Mr Wishart shared some scarey
stories, Miss Ellis showed us how to
wash-up properly and Mrs Cooke
demonstrated how not to use a
shredder! 

There were plenty of laughs and not
much sleep and there were special
moments to chill and reflect on where
we are with our faith. The Genesis Club
is a Christian faith-based group meeting
every Wednesday A Lunch in M15 and
the Senior group called Revelation meets
Thursday B in  M15.

THE CHAPLAINCY & R.E. DEPT

Genesis
Club
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I took part in the three-day trip to
Corrymeela where we joined with
Sixth Form students from Coventry
Blue Coat School. During this time we
learnt about what it means to be a
Cross of Nails school. We heard and
reflected on real stories of people
who faced prejudice and
discrimination with courage and
compassion. I learnt more about
Northern Ireland and prejudice here,
as well as new skills. The trip was a
lot of fun, building relationships and
understanding through games. I

recommend the trip to anyone
thinking about it next year. 

Sarah Murray, Year 13

On Thursday, 28th January, a wonderful
book by Jonathan Bardon entitled "The
Struggle for Shared Schools in Northern
Ireland: The History of All Children
Together" was launched at Belfast Central
Library by former Minister of State for
Northern Ireland, Lord Mawhinney. The
book recounts how the All Children
Together movement was founded in 1972
in the face of much resistance – both
clerical and lay – to a vision that would
see children of all religions and no
religion educated together. The Integrated
Movement has continued to grow and
develop. In September 2009, there were
over 20,000 pupils in 61 integrated
schools all over Northern Ireland.

The evening was inspirational, as we
heard stories of people who had vision

for a better way forward and who took
risks to make these dreams a reality. The
launch was at a good time for us, as we
look forward to our 30th birthday
celebrations in 2011. 
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All Children
Together

Father Tom
Father Tom Layden S.J. has
been an invaluable support
to us over 11 years. He has
visited us weekly, helping
lead a Year 14 seminar
class, participating in Justice
Group, joining with
Chaplaincy chat at
lunchtimes, offering advice
and encouragement as we
reflect and plan, and
providing pastoral support to
members of staff. He
regularly participated in
assemblies and special
events. 

He is now leaving Belfast to
take up the role of Provincial
of the Society of Jesus in
Ireland. We congratulate him
on his appointment and
thank him for all his work in
the College, and for
everything he has done on
our behalf in the church and
community. Both staff and
students were effusive in
expressing their thanks for
his service to us over 11
years. The Justice League
held a party to wish him
farewell and the staff shared
a morning tea on his last
day. We are sad to have to
say goodbye and wish him
well in his new role.

• ACT Book Launch.

Cross Of Nails Residental
At Corrymeela
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Justice League
As in years past, we launched our
year with the Christian Aid Harvest
Appeal. The students worked hard to
raise money to build wells in Ethiopia.
We invited Dave Thomas from
Christian Aid to Justice League and to
assemblies leading up to Harvest. He
shared some stories from his visits to
the area and talked about some of the
people he met there. 

After our Harvest campaign, we
moved our focus to the global
campaign to improve the opportunities
of poor countries to develop
sustainably in the context of climate
change. We added photos of us to
those of many others that the Stop
Climate Chaos Coalition projected
onto prominent buildings in cities with
messages for governments around the
world. It was quite exciting to be part
of such a creative and public
campaign! We also wrote letters to
various Members of Parliament,
joining our voices with the growing
numbers of others seeking more vision 

and courage from our political leaders
leading up to the Copenhagen summit 

in December. We were disappointed
by the lack of agreement at that
summit, but remain committed to just
and inclusive solutions. 

In November, three of our students
rubbed shoulders with local
personalities to help Concern launch
their Fast campaign at Streamvale
Farm. It was a good experience for
them to see the effort needed behind
the scenes to gather wide societal
support for such an initiative. Despite
the awkward timing near exams,
several students then participated in
the Concern Fast in December, raising
over £100 and experiencing a little of
what it is like to be hungry. 

Soon after returning from the
Christmas break, we were horrified to
see the images of people living in
desperate conditions after the
earthquake in Haiti. The group moved
quickly to raise money for the
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• Fundraising for Haiti.

• Fun Run.

• Copenhagen Campaign with Dave Thomas, Christian Aid.

• Justice League with a guest speaker.
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international humanitarian response
across several year groups. The
school then ran a non-uniform day,
which raised over £2000. This was
supported with panache by Brenainn
O’Callaghan, who dressed in shorts
and t-shirt for the whole day. His
enthusiasm in braving the cold was
admired and rewarded - he raised
over £300 on his own! Altogether,
the school raised almost £3000 for
the people of Haiti. 

As Fairtrade Fortnight approached,
the group turned our attentions to
our own practices within the school.
The students 

Both of these groups were supportive
and we are now embarking on a
year-long campaign for the school to
be eligible for Fairtrade status. This
will involve quite a lot of effort and
it is encouraging to see students
taking on such a task. 

On the first Sunday in May we again
ran in the Belfast Marathon Fun Run
to raise money for a school for deaf
children in Embangweni, Malawi.
We were visited a few weeks before
we ran by Matt Williams who
worked there last summer and is
returning soon. He showed us
pictures of how they live and we
were re-inspired to raise significant
funds so they can sleep in proper
beds and be protected from malaria
by mosquito nets. 

After the run, we walked to Common
Grounds café and met Fr Tom for a
well-earned brunch. It was a
highlight of our year again.

• Launch of the Concern Fast.

Junior 
Justice 
Group
This year we have begun a justice group
for members of the junior school interested
in learning more about what is happening
in the world and making a contribution
towards improving the lives of
disadvantaged children here in Northern
Ireland and in developing countries. We
launched our year by supporting the
Harvest Appeal in enthusiastic partnership
with the Justice League of the senior
school. The students made a significant
contribution by running two very
successful bun sales and collecting
donations at lunch times – developing
their impressive skills of persuasion! 

We were then busy leading up to
Christmas fundraising for projects in
Burundi and Chad. The projects are run
by CORD, a Cross of Nails organisation
working in development with people in
areas affected by violent conflict. We are
pleased to announce that we were able
to raise enough to support two projects.
The first was an education programme in
refugee camps in Chad for children
fleeing the violence in Darfur, Sudan. The
other was “twinning” a set of toilets here
at school with one to be built in a school
in Burundi to “help flush away poverty”! 

We all learnt a lot about the factors which
affect children’s ability to attend school
and to learn. As part of our commitment
to this learning, Dean Russell, a friend of

Mrs Killick, visited us to share some of his
experiences in Chad where he was
working last year. It was great to hear
more about their lives after our efforts. 

The Junior Justice Group also took up the
Fairtrade challenge. We organised and
hosted a Fairtrade Exhibition, which
included short films, information leaflets and
Fairtrade treats. It was quite a lot of hard
work for the group and we shared a sense
of achievement as we cleaned up after
hosting dozens of students during lunchtime. 

To help us learn about the conditions that
children live with and try and learn in
around the world, we invited a series of
guest speakers in to share their
experiences with us. Mr Wishart was the
first staff member to visit us. He told us
stories from summer teaching in the south
of Malawi, near Zomba. Enthused to get
to know them, we have written letters to
include in a package for the children in
Pirimite High School. We hope to
establish a pen pal relationship and find
ways to support them. A big thank you to
Mr Wishart for the connection. We were
also visited by Ms Sullivan, Mr Copeland
and Mr Patton, who shared their
experiences of working with young
people in poverty all over the world in
many different settings. Thank you to
those teachers for taking the time to 
be with us! 

• Junior Justice Group writing letters.

• Junior Justice Group.
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We again offered our Peacewaves
programme this year. The aims of the
programme are to gain a deeper
understanding of the conflict in and about
Northern Ireland and its legacy and to
explore how we might cultivate peace in
and between communities in Northern
Ireland. The first part of the programme
was a residential at Greenhill YMCA in
Newcastle in the first week of January.
Our two nights were shortened to one by
heavy snowfall, but we made the most of
the time we had. We heard stories of
people growing up during the Troubles
and their journeys of transformation from
violence to working for peace. Students
also shared some of their stories and
debated and discussed themes that were
raised. We also participated in a range of
outdoor challenges, including high ropes
and climbing, to deepen our
understanding of group dynamics, trust
and conflict resolution. 

Through conversation with the students,
who felt we had begun a significant
process and expressed a desire for more
support to explore further, we embarked
on two more activities over the following
months to continue the work we started in
exploring journeys through conflict and
transformation. The first was a peaceline
tour in west Belfast. The afternoon
provided an opportunity to discuss the
ways in which our communities became
violent and how ongoing division affects
people in their everyday lives. We met Sr
Anne Kilroy, who shared some of her
experiences whilst living on the peaceline.
We finished our tour with a brief visit to
Clonard Monastery, pointing out some of
the initiatives people were taking for
peace even in the midst of the violence. 

On 21st April we completed our
Peacewaves course with an evening at
Belfast Activity Centre. After some
adventurous caving, we explored some of

the ways we respond to conflict in our own
lives. After thinking about how it can easily
escalate, we used role plays to think
creatively about how we might resolve
conflict more quickly and with less hurt to
people. The role plays were very
entertaining, with great talent on display!
The group of 15 students faced all the many
challenges we set them with enthusiasm and
courage and we learnt a lot together. Our
thanks to the R.E. Department of Lagan
College, Youthlink and Irish Peace Centres
for working together with us to make this
programme so worthwhile.

This is what Maeve Nethercott said about
the residential: On 7th January I had the
chance to join some of my fellow Year 13
peers on a 2 day residential called
Peacewaves. The plans were to go on
Wednesday 6th, however with a severe

fall of snow, the event had to be postponed
to Thursday. To be honest, I am very glad
that it was, otherwise I wouldn’t have learnt
or taken part in a brilliant experience!
Along with Mrs Verwoerd, Mrs Killick, Mr
Dowd, John Peacock from Youthlink, and
Wilhelm, Gerry and Alistair from the
Sustainable Peace Network, we embarked
on a journey of realisation, fun and
friendship for the 2 days that we spent in
YMCA Centre, Newcastle. As a group we
discussed issues that had occurred in the
past and that are still ongoing such as
corruption, violence and forgiveness within
Northern Ireland. However, at the centre of
the visit was learning about Gerry and
Alistair’s life stories and how they got
involved in paramilitaries. The stories that
they told us were very emotional and
personal and they showed us how prison
life helped them to realise how they can
change for the better. They now work for
peace and reconciliation. Throughout the
overnight stay as a group we experienced
activities such as going out and taking part
in a low level ropes course and a zip line.
All of this was very enjoyable; however the
meaning of them involved us working
together as team members even though we
all came from different views and
backgrounds. That night Mr Dowd got his
guitar out (and Mrs Killick her violin) and
we all had a great time singing and
chatting to one another. 

Overall, the Peacewaves trip opened my
eyes to how people can change for the
better when they have experienced a harsh
life. I enjoyed it very much and am very
grateful that I had the chance to be involved
in a residential that gave me the opportunity
to share my views on issues that I did not
know a lot about. I also have great respect
and am very thankful that Alistair and
Gerry took the time to come and talk to us
about themselves, the work that they do
now is very positive as they try to send the
message that peace and reconciliation is
key if people want to change to do good.
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PEACEWAVES
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One of the most important weeks in the
year for us is Integrated Education
Week at the beginning of March. The
theme this year was ‘Flying High for
Integration.’ We took some of our
students to Stormont to meet with other
students from integrated schools and to
fly kites decorated with themes of
integration on the lawn, providing a
witness to the politicians there about the
important contribution of integrated
education to our society. We also
explored what integration means
through assemblies and form classes all
week, inviting students and staff to

share a little of what’s important to them
with each other. There were some
wonderful moments during assemblies
as Heads of Year, Form Tutors and
senior students talked about their own
beliefs and important influences in their
lives. 

There was also a special visit from the
joint principals of one of the Hand in
Hand schools in Israel. The Hand in
Hand schools teach Palestinian and
Israeli students together. Their work is
inspirational, especially in the context of
ongoing violent conflict in that region. 

INTEGRATED EDUCATION WEEK

• Integrated
Education Week at
Stormont

• Integrated Education Week Peaceline visit.

VOLUNTARY
SUPPORT
This year we expanded our
voluntary service programme.
Sixth Form students volunteered
with Tor Bank Special School, the
Northern Ireland Community of
Refugees and Asylum Seekers
(NICRAS) and with various local
nursing homes. We completed the
year with a session sharing our
experiences and evaluating the
programme. Most of the students
have said that the service is
sometimes quite challenging - and
that makes it very worthwhile.
Everyone involved has learnt a lot
from the experience of serving
others. Thank you to everyone who
participated this year. 
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DRAMA UPDATE
LAGAN COLLEGE

DRAMA IN
CITIZENSHIP
On Wednesday 16th June 2010 Year
10 students travelled to Stranmillis
College, where they took part in a
Drama in Citizenship project.

Organised in partnership with the
Youth Council for Northern Ireland,
the day opened with a number of
short plays written specifically to
examine the themes of Diversity,
Equality and Rights.  

Buskers, parents pushing lunches
under the gates, people heading to

job interviews and others posting
information on the internet providing

lots of material for discussion in the
follow-up workshops.  A mixture of
games, discussion and even the
opportunity to come up with some
new school rules followed. 

As well as covering important topics
within the Learning for Life and
Work: Local and Global Citizenship
strand of the Key Stage 3 curriculum,
feedback would suggest everyone
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Everybody loves Good News!  So,
we join with the Music Department
to congratulate Emily Dunwoody on
her unconditional acceptance for
Mountview Academy of Theatre Arts,
London – I’ve already booked my
ticket for her West End Premiere!....It
will happen!!

We also congratulate past pupil,
Paula Carson on her recent triumph.
She successfully completed a year at
Italia Conti Stage School in London,
but decided that ‘theatre’ as opposed
to ‘musical theatre’ was more her
bag. She applied for a course
focusing on Devising and Physical
Theatre at the prestigious Central
School, also in London.  Paula was
one of just 30 applicants, chosen out
of thousands, worldwide.
Well done to both students!

We are also very thankful, that Paula
eagerly accepted an invitation to run
a workshop in December ’09 and
critique our latest A2 Devised Piece,
“2.3 Units”. Although it was only
possible to have an eleventh hour
visit, the day before the exam, Paula
affirmed the quality of our students’

work, describing the

play as inventive, funny and
poignant.

Experienced Shakespearean actor,
Sean Kearns, father of Caitlin in
Year 9, fresh from his season at the
London Globe Theatre, delivered a
timely workshop for our Sixth Form
Students prior to their visit to see

DRAMA REPORT...

enjoyed the opportunity to get out of
school for the day.  Students even
recorded that the day had taught
them about the effects of conflict
locally and in other parts of the
world; the value of living in a diverse
society and the importance of
equality and what it means.

Thanks to all who helped in making
the day an enjoyable day out for all
involved, and to the European Union,
Peace III Reconciling Communities
Programme whose financial
assistance made it all possible.

• A
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• 2.3 Units (A2).
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Theatre  Biuro Podrozy’s, exciting and
experimental, “Macbeth, who is that
bloodied man?,” performed at Barrow
Square in Clarendon Docks, during the
Belfast Festival. Isn’t it great to have
such wonderful contacts in our address
book!!

Our Year 9 pupils really warrant
praise too.  They have formed a
consistently strong and enthusiastic
after-school Drama Club. It is exciting
to see their talent grow, and to have
had an immediate opportunity to
showcase this on the P6 Taster Days,
alongside our Top Year 9
Examination piece.

The 27th January 2010 was a day
of mixed feelings – great memories,
gratitude and a little sadness. Mrs
Seawright and I, and our A2
students, headed down to the Old
Museum Arts Centre to celebrate
their final Open Day to the public.
We presented their staff with a

Good Luck cake and a cheque for
£100, from the Drama
Department, towards their New
Build Fund. It is a very exciting time
for them as they move forward in
their building phase and towards the
opening of the new MAC in St Anne’s
Square, Belfast, in 2011…but, in the
meantime, we will miss them.

Anne McReynolds, Director of OMAC
and I reminisced about OMAC in the
80’s. It really was a bright creative
spark in the dark, old days of the
Troubles!  I, myself, was hugely
inspired in workshops led by
French Director Phillipe Gauliere,
The Right Size, Bru-ha-ha, Ra Ra
Zoo and many more!  So, I
personally have much to thank
OMAC for in their contribution

to my training as an Arts Practitioner.
Also, when I joined up the dots, I
realized that not only did our Sixth
Form Students open their Cultural
Generations Programme in 2004 with
their Devised Piece “In the Year
2525” but we also closed it in 2009
with “Cagebirds.’’  Now, if we had

• Cage Birds

• OMAC

Additionally, this year saw
the Formation of the Theatre
Club for Yrs 11 – 14.

It was created to give the
Examination students more
opportunities to see good
theatre, for example, “The
Government Inspector,” a
Jewish Play, “This is what
we Sang” performed in the
Antrim Road Synagogue and
“The Woman in Black.”

• OMAC
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planned that dovetailing, it couldn’t
have worked out better!

Our bi-annual London Trip happened
again in February. All 45 Politics, Art
and Drama students had a ball!
Thankfully it was before the
disruptive, volcanic ash phase.
However, this ‘Act of God’ as certain
airlines maintain, later turned out to
have a very serious impact on one of
our top, A2 students. Not once but
twice, Jazzmin McClure’s flights were
cancelled, at such short notice, due
to volcanic ash clouds, that she could
not make alternative arrangements to
get to her auditions for “Arts Ed” in
London, on time. Consequently, she
has to re-apply next year.
Well, we in the Drama Department

wish that this FANTASTIC student has
a wonderful year, and know that her
disappointment will turn into
something special. She deserves it.

Finally, I could not finish our Drama
Department Update without mentioning
Johnny Lacey’s and Ayca Ayakaban’s
helter-skelter Wedding preparations in
“Don’t tell the Bride” -  televised in the

autumn of 2009. These two former Lagan
College Sixth Form Drama students (who
met at Lagan) were priceless to watch -
and it can’t have done Ayca’s acting
career any harm!!   We wish them both
every happiness together - the new
Christine and Adrian?  Only time will tell!!

Ms. S. Black
Head of Drama

• London Trip

• London Trip

• London Trip
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• Now, is this a tableau or a group hug?

• P6, Taster Day

• Halloween Party

• Halloween Party

• Halloween Party

• The Beauty Queen of Leanne.

• The Beauty Queen of Leanne.
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Czech – born Helen a dancer, choreographer, teacher
and writer, who escaped from the death march out of
Auschwitz concentration camp in 1945, died peacefully in
her 94th year, on 31st December 2009.

Helen had many connections with Lagan College. Her son
Michael actually taught our Principal, French, when she
was a pupil at his school in England. Mrs McNamee also
revealed that it was  Michael’s influence that inspired her
career path.  Sister Anne and I were both taught by Helen
in her “Laban” Dance classes. She referred to Sister Anne
as her ‘Dancing Nun’ and always said that I was on an
elastic band – no matter where I went, I always came
back and she was right!  Helen was not just my teacher as
a young student of 19, she was also a mentor to me and
a dear, lifelong friend. What a privilege it was to have her
in my life.

Both Sister Anne and I were fortunate to be able to share
Helen with our students because she spoke to them on at
least two occasions at Lagan College. I still tell our pupils
stories about her and these will continue. 

Ms S Black
Head of Drama

IN MEMORY OF

HELEN LEWIS
(1915-2009)
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• Fire Extinguisher Sales & Service

• Specialist Fire/Safety Training Courses

• Approved External Training Provider

• Safety Signage

• Dry Riser Testing

• Fire Alarms Sales & Service

• UK Fire Association Members

Ashgrove Centre,
131 Crankill Road, Ballymena BT43 5NW

Tel: 028 2568 5151
Belfast: 07976569157  Coleraine: 07919123535

Email: abcguardian@hotmail.co.uk

GUARDIAN
FIRE PROTECTION AND TRAINING SPECIALISTS
A B C

7-8 Hope Street, Belfast BT12 5EE
Phone: 028 9024 4421

Bracken Blinds / Interiors / Healthcare
QUALITY AND SERVICE
. . . LOOK NO FURTHER

Unit 4, Edgar Industrial Estate, Comber Road, Carryduff BT8 8AN
Telephone: 028 9081 2424.  Fax: 028 9081 4741

www.bracken-interiors.co.uk 

Manufacturers of Quality Roller, Louvre and Venetian Blinds.
Suppliers of Disposable Coated Cubicle Screens for Hospitals,

Health Centres, G P Surgeries and Nursing Homes.
Luxaflex Range of Blinds

Goelst Range of Blinds and Rails

Free Fitting and Estimating
Manufacturing and selling directly to the public for over 20 years

“Quality is Not Expensive . . . It’s Priceless”
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DEPARTMENT
UPDATE

On the evening of Wednesday 2nd June
the Art & Design Department opened the
doors to the new sports arena for a ‘one
night only’ exhibition of this year’s A2 and
AS art work. It was a truly spectacular
show of talent that we have here at Lagan
College and it was also the first time that
we have had the space to show our A
Level students work all together in the one
space! For that, we are extremely grateful
to Mr McCloskey and the P.E. Department,
who very kindly allowed us use of the new
arena for the week before the exhibition in
order for us to set up the show. Many
students, parents and staff attended the
event and it was great to see students
proudly showing their work off to their
family and friends. 
(Check out the centre colour section for
more artwork!)

Mrs D Hill
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A LEVEL ART EXHIBITION

ART
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For the second year running
Year 10 Art students were given
the opportunity to visit the Royal
Ulster Academy Show, which
this year was staged in the old
Northern Bank Building,
Waring Street.  This is an open
submission exhibition which
means everyone who submits
work has a chance to be
selected and have their work
shown alongside all the well
established and well known
artists. 

This year’s RUA Show included
an education element and once
again we were invited to take
part.  One of Miss Rogan’s Year
10 classes visited the show and
then spent time in school
working with local artist Emma
Berkery, exploring and
developing block printing
techniques. It was a valuable
and enjoyable experience for
the students.

Check out some of the Year 10’s
work opposite!
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ROYAL ULSTER ACADEMY EXHIBTION AND
WORKSHOP
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HOME ECONOMICS

As part of the Year 10 Home
Economics  programme we run a
competition to find our  most
promising Young Chef.  Each
student in Year 10 is challenged
to plan and prepare a simple
meal that could be served for a
group of friends before a night
out at the cinema.  

Heats were held in each Year 10
Home Economics class and a
winner and runner-up chosen.The
winners and their willing assistants
then took part in the grand final
on Wednesday 26th May 2010.
The standard was excellent this
year and our team of judges (Mrs
Eddy, Mrs Mills, Miss Ellis, Miss
Fairley & Mrs Manus) found the
final choice a difficult call.  

In the end John Hutchings
(10HOY) was our deserving
winner (what a colourful and
tasty menu!) and Shannon

Magee (10FLN) was a highly
commended runner-up.  

Great fun, great young chefs and
more than a few tasty dishes
sampled!  Well done Year 10!

LAGAN YOUNG CHEF COMPETITION 2010

• Mr McNally presenting John’s prize
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• Shannon’s Meal
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Visiting Speaker from Fujitsu
The Year 14 Business Studies Applied class had the pleasure of meeting with and
learning from Andrew McMinn, a Graduate Software Developer who works for
the international company Fujitsu.  Andrew has been a regular visitor to the
department giving vital information to students for their Investing in People Unit.
Fujitsu are Championship Winners in this area and the expertise and information
that Andrew provides is important to our student’s success.  Andrew gave a very
interesting presentation and answered many questions.  Fujitsu are a valued
industry link for the department and we would like to thank Andrew and the
company for all that they do to enhance our student’s education.

Steve Brankin CEO of Asidua Visits the
Business Studies Department
Our Year 13 Applied Students had the great pleasure and honour of hearing
from one of Northern Irelands’ most successful businessmen. Mr Steve Brankin
is CEO of Asidua, an IT Services company. Steve gave up his time to give a
very informative and interesting presentation on the Enterprising Manager,
something which he himself personifies. Steve ensured that students are aware
of how important it is to be enterprising when managing staff and how their
motivation and satisfaction in the workplace is vital to business success. Both
the presentation and question and answer session gave our students a
fantastic and practical insight into their classroom learning. The department
would like to extend their thanks to Mr Brankin for his time and experience.

BUSINESS STUDIES...

ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
FOR
BUSINESS
STUDIES A2
STUDENT
The Business Studies Department
experienced fantastic results at both
AS and A2 level in 2009. However
one student stood out.  Ciaran Conlon
(pictured above at Central Library) has
the honour of achieving 2nd place in
CCEA Applied Business at A2 level.
This is an amazing achievement and
we are very proud of Ciaran’s results.

This is the second year in a row
where a student from the department
has achieved this honour.  Ciaran has
studied Business from Year 11 and
excelled from the beginning, his hard
work, commitment to his studies and
motivation helped him to this
outstanding student status.

Congratulations Ciaran and 
well done! 
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Year 14 visited McDonald’s, and not just for the food!  Mrs Harbinson
accompanied the Year 14 Applied Business class to McDonald’s,
Dundonald branch where they had kindly agreed to talk to the class
about developing a marketing plan for a new product.  It is essential
with the Applied course for the students to really see the theory in action
and they will now be producing a marketing plan for the launch of a
new product at
McDonalds. Mrs
Harbinson and the
students found the visit
incredibly interesting
and it provided much
needed information for
their unit of study, not to
mention the fact that
they enjoyed a nice
lunch while there.

We would like to extend
our thanks to the staff at McDonald’s for their time and their help.

CAREERS
CONVENTION
2009
Lagan College recently hosted the
biennial Careers Convention for Years 10
to Year 14.  The evening was very
successful with a full and varied selection
of exhibitors from the worlds of business,
education, commerce, emergency
services, volunteering and conservation.

We send our sincere thanks to all participants
who gave so freely of their time to help our
students with the many decisions that have to
be made regarding their future career plans.

This evening could not have been the success
it was had not been for the help of our
support staff.

In particular my thanks to Mrs. Hilary
Cochrane whose secretarial skills were of
tremendous help in the planning and
organisation of the convention.

Thanks to the caretaking staff for setting-up the
school for the evening and getting the school
ready for class the next morning.

Exhibitors glowingly commented on the lovely
food that Linda and our canteen staff provided
for supper.  Thanks to Alan Smith in
Reprographics for getting all the convention
booklets and posters done so quickly.  Chris
Matchett and Kevin Elliot provided the ICT
assistance and ensured all our guest speakers
were able to run their presentations without
fault.

Our Prefects and Shadow Prefects were of
great help in assisting with the entire event
and welcoming our guests.   Finally, the
cleaning staff that ensured the school looked
at its best for the evening.

Feedback from pupils suggests that the
convention was very helpful in helping with
career path decisions and highlighting the
type of subjects they need to be considering
to be successful in a range of career
opportunities.

This was exactly what we hoped for!

Mrs M Evans

ENTERPRISE MASTERCLASS!
On Thursday 24th November all Year 13 Business Studies and Young
Enterprise students were invited to take part in an Enterprise Masterclass
at La Mon Hotel in conjunction with Young Enterprise. This event brought
students from across Northern Ireland together to take part in a series of
seminars aimed at stimulating and encouraging their entrepreneurial spirit.
The event was attended by a number of industry representatives including
leading motivational speaker, Billy Dixon, and a young 18 year old
entrepreneur representing the new business ‘Acts of Random Kindness’.

Our students had the opportunity to work with pupils from other schools
on mini projects; using their initiative and team working skills to come up
with new ideas and formulate a business plan. This proved to be a great
success and will support much of the students Young Enterprise work and
Applied Business Studies course. 

Miss Carr
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WORK
EXPERIENCE
n My work experience took place
at the Gaiety School of Acting.

It has part-time, full-time and weekly
classes for children, young people and
adults as well as a two year acting
course. At the end of their two year course
the students perform a final showcase to
which agents come and many of the
students get signed on. In these two years
the students take part in a variety of
classes and spend 5 days a week from
8.00am until 6.00pm at the school.

During my work-placement I observed
the classes of the full-time students. Some
of these classes included Mime,
Manifesto, Improvisation and Stage
Combat. I also did administration work,
collecting data and doing research in
the Marketing and Research department.

I developed some skills during my
placement. I learned the importance of
both working as a team and working
independantly. I also learned that good

communication and listening skills are
essential in the workplace especially
when doing research so that everyone
does not research the same company
and waste time. I developed my phone
skills as when I made the first phone call
I was very flustered and shy. I soon
however got the hang of it and was able
to collect information quickly and
efficiently. My work experience also
reinforced the importance of being
reliable and good at time keeping.

Overall, I enjoyed my placement
because the people were very
welcoming and helpful. I thoroughly
enjoyed myself, getting to know new
people and working in a new
environment. My placement was very
helpful and I would love to do something
like this in the future and even to go to
the Gaiety School of Acting. This was an
amazing experience!

Ines Mathieu 13BR
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n On my placement I got
the chance to go to
Mitchell House, a school
for children who have
physical disabilities
including Muscular
Dystrophy and Cerebral
Palsy. During this work
placement I got an
opportunity to be in the
nursery. Within the nursery
there were 19 kids with a
range of disabilities. 

I enjoyed this placement
as the nursery had a very
structured day, where the
children got to play, sing
songs, hear stories, watch
a few programmes and
also outside play or soft
play throughout the day.  I
had the chance to help
children in a variety of
different activities such as
painting, taking the

children to soft play which
consisted of a ball pit and
plenty of soft shapes for
the children to play with,
which all the children seem
to have fun with - although
I think I had more fun in
the soft play area than the
children! Being at Mitchell
House allowed me to
experience what it would
be like working with
children who had physical
disabilities. For me this
was a good experience as
it allowed me to
experience something
different from the normal
nurseries that I have
attended before. 

During the week I also got
the opportunity to see
some Physiotherapy and
Occupational Therapy,
and what it involved. This

was a good experience
although did not convince
me that I would like to do
it as a future career. 

What amazed me during
my work placement was
how content the children in
the nursery were. Although
all of them had a physical
disability it never seemed
to bother any of them, they
were all just happy with
who they were.

Work experience has
shown me that working
with children in a place
such as Mitchell House or
even working in a nursery
which has a structured day
may be something I would
like to pursue as a full time
job. 

Julia Orr

n My work experience took
place from the 8th February
to 12th February 2010 at
Bombardier.

This firm is a global transportation
company with two industry-leading
businesses; aerospace and rail
transportation. The office I worked at
mainly designs and builds parts for
aircraft. They also produce
upgraded designs and fix faults with
parts or replace them.

During my work placement I
shadowed several people who had
different positions in the company
The areas I looked into were;
structures design, hyro-mechanical
systems design, electrical systems
design, design liaison and finally
zone management design. These are
only some of the teams required to
build and maintain the aircraft.
During the week I had several
opportunities to work with the
computer software CATIA both
version four and version five. I
designed two objects following a
student guide and then copied out an
electrical system using my initiative
and a little help from my supervisor. 
I also attended a team meeting and
got the chance to see the teamwork
required for the job as they were
each designing a part that had to
blend seamlessly with the next,
although there were some problems
that were quickly sorted out.

I developed some skills during my
work placement. I learnt basic
computer skills in using CATIA V4
and V5 software to design both 2D
and the more difficult 3D objects 
and parts. My communication skills
definitely improved as I had to ask 
a lot of questions and listen intently 
to be able to understand the different
work taken on by different
departments. 

Overall, I enjoyed my placement
because it was a great opportunity
to learn about the industry I am
interested in and gave me a
valuable insight into the working
world. I met a lot of people with
fascinating jobs and years of
experience who answered all 
my questions in depth. 

Sarah Lunney
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Once again our Year 13 Applied
Business Studies students took part in
a one day visit to the Ikea store at
the Holywood Exchange in Belfast.
This trip proved a huge success
where students were treated to a tour
of the store and recycling plant. 

Organised to support their Applied
Business course, pupils got the

opportunity to find out first hand,
from a number of Ikea Managers,
about the work that they do and the
enterprising activities they are
involved in. A huge amount of
organisation went into the event by
Ikea who yet again provided a
wealth of vital information tailored
specifically for our needs. We were
even treated to a free lunch in the

canteen – the highlight of which had
to be the famous Dime Bar Cake!

The Business Studies Department
extends huge thanks and gratitude to
Nigel McGarry and all of the Ikea
staff who continue to support our
students with their time every year. 

Miss Carr

FLAT PACK FURNITURE FOR THE
BUSINESS STUDIES DEPARTMENT...

YOUNG ENTERPRISE 
Our Year 13 Young Enterprise
companies have recently been
putting their entrepreneurial spirit to
the test by organising a series of
events to raise funds for their
company programmes. 

Company members have organised
a variety of activties including

selling Hot Chocolate to thirsty
students in the packed lunch area,
raffling sweets in a competition
challenge and even a personalised
Christmas candy cane service.

Both companies have been working
flat out at designing and
manufacturing their new products

which will be available in school in
the new year. Watch out for some
exciting events after Christmas.
Well done to all students and a big
thanks to Miss Bryan for her
continued support with the
programme.

Miss Carr.
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YEAR 14
STUDENTS
VISIT SAM
MOULDINGS

The Business Studies Department
hosted a Project Business Event,
organised by Young Enterprise for
all Year 10’s.

The activities were carried out over 3
consecutive days with the objective of
raising awareness of entrepreneurial
skills and allowing students to actively
participate in making money through
product production.

All students had the opportunity to work
effectively as part of a team and to use
the strengths of each team member in
order to make as much money as
possible. The Project Business

Programme allows the students
to face some of the problems
which businesses in the
economy have to deal with
and to come up with solutions
to these.

The event also allowed the
students to gain an insight
into GCSE Business Studies
and the opportunities it
could provide for them if
taken as one of their Key
Stage 4 options.

The industry trainer was very
impressed with the business skills
shown by all the students and
commented on their enthusiasm and
participation. Prizes were awarded
on each of the days to the team who
made the most money. Spot prizes
were also given to those students who
were able to answer business related
questions.  

We would like to thank the trainer
Janice Cooper for giving us the
opportunity to participate in the
programme. The students certainly
enjoyed the event. Miss J Atkinson

In November our Year 14 Applied
Business Students were given the
opportunity to visit the highly
renowned local manufacturer Sam
Mouldings.

Collecting evidence for their
assignment on Quality
Management, this visit gave
students an insight into the
operations of a highly successful
manufacturer; whose commitment
to quality and staff have seen them

awarded a prestigous number
industry awards. As a key
educator for international
businesses in the area of quality,
Lagan College were delighted that
this pressurised company took the
time to treat out students to an
information fuelled visit. As a new

contact this year, we would like to
offer a huge thank-you to Grace,
Richard and David and all of their
team. We look forward to their
follow up visit to the college in the
new year. 

Miss Carr

PROJECT BUSINESS COMES TO LAGAN
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Launched at Lagan College in
September 2009, the
Challenge ran from September
2009 to April 2010 and
participating teams took part in
a Young Enterprise Entrepreneur
Masterclass.  

The ‘innoTAYTOrs Challenge’
targeted teams of Year 9
students in secondary and
grammar schools across the
province, and presented them
with an opportunity to win
£5000 for their school and a
new laptop for every member of
the winning team. 

Students were tasked with
devising a realistic and viable
proposition for a new flavour,
new shape or new packaging
variant for Tayto, which may
then be produced for the local
market.  

Ten of the top schools were
shortlisted in January to visit the
Tayto Factory in Tandragee and
had the opportunity to meet
leading business experts for
advice and mentoring. Five of
these teams then progressed onto the final
stage, culminating in a Dragon’s Den style
event with a celebrity-led panel of judges. 

Commenting on this, Mrs Helen
McHugh, former Principal, said: 
“As a school, innoTAYTOrs presents us
with an excellent mechanism to deliver
the curriculum to our pupils 
in a way that is not only educational
and innovative, but fun and inspiring.  

“The challenge’s relevance to the Key
Stage 3 curriculum in particular, makes it
easy for our teachers to bring it into the
Year 9 classroom without disrupting the
day-to-day work and routine. 

“Lagan College pupils have completed
several projects with YENI in the past
which have greatly developed their skills
for life and work, and I am confident
that innoTAYTOrs will do the same – we
can’t wait to get stuck in now!” 

Miss A Carr

INNOVATION AND ENTERPRISE:
A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

Young Enterprise NI teamed up with local crisp and
snack manufacturer Tayto and launched an exciting

new initiative to spice up life in the classroom.
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The Chemistry Society (ChemSoc) at Queen’s University, Belfast,
recently hosted a “Flashes & Bangs” lecture which our Year 14
Chemistry students attended.

The lecture was taken by Professor Chris Hardacre and it was a lecture
with a difference! It aimed to show students the fun side of Chemistry.

The students were able to see amazing chemistry happening before
their eyes and, of course, with plenty of flashes and bangs!

On Thursday 28th January,
Professor Chris Hardacre, Head
of Chemistry at Queens’
University, attended the College
to speak to Year 13 and 14
students.  Professor Hardacre
demonstrated some experiments
involving catalysts and told the
students about the career

possibilities that studying
Chemistry could lead to.

One of the experiments that he
showed us was the
homogeneous catalysis reaction
of the decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide, which was
impressive.

SCIENCE...

ASE Annual
Conference

Flashes & Bangs at Q.U.B.

Chemistry Guest from
Queen’s University
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Chemistry at Queen’s

Thanks to a bursary which I received from the
General Teaching Council for Northern Ireland
(GTCNI), on Thursday 7th January, I travelled to
Nottingham to attend the Association of Science
Education’s Annual Conference at Nottingham
University.  The conference offered a myriad of
events: lectures, workshops with hands-on
practical sessions, cutting edge science sessions,
displays and exhibitions. 

I had the opportunity to
meet with and discuss
how Science is taught in
different countries in
Europe, and included
representatives from
Norway, Denmark and
Romania.  I attended
various workshops during
my two days, including: ‘Sweetie Science’,
‘Thunder and Lightning’, ‘New Ideas for Physics
Lessons’ and ‘My Job is Murder’, a workshop
looking at Forensic Science.

The ‘Thunder and Lightning’ lecture was taken by
the staff at Nottingham University’s School of
Chemistry and focused on chemical energy, with
plenty of it!  In the form of light and sound, there
were lots of chemical colours and energetic
explosions.  The ‘Sweetie Science’ workshop was
full of hands-on activities looking at how sweets
can be used for practical work and investigations
in school - plus I got a free bag of sweets to take
home! 

I attended a ‘Datamouse’ workshop where I
practices my non-existent soldering skills to
change a computer mouse into a datalogger that
can be used as a timing gate for investigations.

In between the workshops, I was able to gather
resources and ideas that can be used back at
school from the many companies that were
exhibiting in the conference, with all the Science
teachers getting a free pen as a present when I
came back.

Miss K Wightman

Weird
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A Visit from OUTER SPACE
On Friday 16th October
2009, the Physics
department welcomed Mr.
Eamonn Keyes, Vice-
President of the
Northern Ireland
Amateur Astronomy
Society (NIAAS).  Mr.
Keyes gave a very
interesting
presentation on
Astronomy to a number
of Year 11, Year 13 and Year
14 Physics students.  This

included stunning images of
the planets, stars, and
galaxies in our vast
universe.

He also brought along
two of his telescopes,
one of which was
specially designed to
look at the Sun
(something you should

never do with the naked
eye or a normal telescope).
He also brought along some

samples of meteorites that
have made it all the way
through the Earth’s
atmosphere to the Earth’s
surface from outer space.
The presentation stimulated
a lot of interest as was
evident from the many
questions asked by
students during and
after the presentation.  Our
thanks go to Mr. Keyes for a
very informative and
interesting presentation.

Pharmacists In Schools
Miss Wightman and Miss Wells attended the launch of the Pharmacists in Schools initiative at Queen’s University, on
December 3rd 2009. The President and Vice Chancellor, Prof. Peter Gregson, opened the proceedings with further input
from the Head of the School of Pharmacy, Prof. David Woolfson and the director of the
Pharmacists in Schools programme, Dr Ryan Donnelly. The aim of the programme is to
show students between the ages of 8 and 14 years how a pharmacist works and to
give the students a chance to become a pharmacist for the day by preparing medicinal
products like creams, liquid mixtures and mouthwashes. We hope to welcome Dr
Donnelly and his team to the College in the near future. For more information on
studying Pharmacy at Queens, go to www.qub.ac.uk/SchoolofPharmacy/

Lagan College Conquer
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On 16th March a group of Year 9 students, including myself, travelled to the National Trust’s Divis Mountain site and were greeted by
three very friendly and helpful National Trust Rangers called Mick, Lynn and Dermott.  

They helped the students participate in four main activities: pond dipping, searching for insects, looking at the insects and pond
creatures and of course climbing the mighty Divis
Mountain this took around an hour and twenty
minutes but was worth it for the beautiful sights
that could be seen from the summit, including
Belfast City centre, Strangford Lough, Scrabo
Tower, the Mournes and the Belfast countryside.  

But my highlight had to be meeting Delilah the
frog who we caught and then released in the
pond.  The boys found some frog spawn when
they were pond dipping which we looked at
under the microscope and also returned to where
it was found.  Overall we had a great day.

Louise Rattery Year 9

Divis Mountain
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Forty Lagan College students in Year
9 had the amazing opportunity to
work alongside the National Trust as
part of National Science Week 2010.

Miss Ritchie and twenty students went
to Minnowburn on Monday 15th
March and had great fun making
habitat piles and underground cities

for insects! The area at Minnowburn/
Shawsbridge is owned and managed
by the National Trust and therefore
our students were doing their bit for
the environment and helping the small
team at Minnowburn. We were
digging large holes, dragging fallen
trees, watching out for frogs and
identifying ancient oak trees.

We all had lunch at the Rose Garden
then wandered up to the Giant’s Ring
to learn about the archaeology of the
site and its distant past, followed by
some hill rolling! All the students had
a brilliant time and were exhausted
by the end of the day.

Lagan College would like to thank
the National Trust for giving us a fun
filled day and making us feel so
welcome!

National Science Week
National Trust

Numeracy in
Science
Miss Wightman, Miss Kelly and
Miss Wells attended a Post
Primary Workshop in Cross
Curricular Skills focussing on
Numeracy in Science on
Saturday (yes Saturday!!) 7th
November run by the Association
for Science Education.
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Tyndall Lecture 2010

“Physics in Action”
Physics students in Year 13 and 14 recently
attended the annual Tyndall Lecture at QUB. This
year’s lecture was entitled "Physics in Action" and
was presented by Dr Cathal Flynn from the Dublin
Institute of Technology. 

Dr Flynn devised a wonderful visual lecture that
illustrated many areas of Physics through exciting
and eye-opening demonstrations. Force, heat,
sound, optics and electricity were all explained
using on-stage experiments and, as promised at the
start of his lecture, NO MATHEMATICS.

The students were very impressed by the demos and
no doubt will try some at home to impress family

and friends – Mr Ewart certainly will.

• Miss Wightman, Miss Kelly & Miss Wells
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Lots of exciting things have been happening in Science Club this term,
with pupils making their own bouncy balls using PVA glue and watching
amazing experiments.  Most recently we designed and launched our
very own fizz powered rockets using old film canisters and effervescent
tablets.  Pupils had to design a nose cone and some wings to make
their rockets as aerodynamic as possible.  Some were more successful
than others.

Science Club meets every Monday during junior lunch for Year 8 and 9
pupils, please ask your Science teacher for more information.

Science Club
meets every week
for fun and
experiments not
normally carried
out during Science
classes.  Each week
is different and
everyone is
welcome to come
along and enjoy the
fun.

So far this year, we
have played with
slime (and looked at the properties it has), and we have made our very
own bouncy balls and volcanoes.  We have also tested our reactions
and found out who was the quickest year 8 and we have sent plastic
bottle flying across the bus bays by changing them into rockets.

‘Squeak‘
Just before Easter in Science Club we had a
’squeaky pop’ contest where the pupils
carried out a chemical reaction that produced
hydrogen gas. They then collected the
hydrogen gas and tested it with a lit splint to
see who had made the ‘best’ hydrogen.

Congratulation to Jonathan Smyth whose
hydrogen gave the most impressive squeaky
pop! Science Club has had yet another
successful year, with great enthusiasm shown
by the students who attended it every week.
A big thank you to the teachers and to Mr.
McCann (Science) for helping each week.  

Science Club
Goes...

SCIENCE WEEK
PRIZE WINNERS
As part of Science Week pupils in Years 8 to
10 produced short video clips to report on a
current science topic, or one from the future.
Pupils looked at a wide range of topics
including global warming, future careers in
science, health issues and advances in
technology. The reports were all scripted by,
videoed and presented by the pupils
themselves with excellent results.

In first place was Miss Ritchie’s Year 9 class with a
report on Obesity, congratulations to N Donnan, J
Kennedy, E Riddel and D Geddis. In second place
Mrs Bingham’s Year 8 class produced a report on
Climate Change, congratulation to J Trodden, T
Maxwell, C Stanley, E McNight and M Donnelly.
Finally, in third place, Miss Wightman’s Year 9
class produced a report on Space Travel.
Congratulations to L Rattray, P McKeown and J
McIlwrath.

I hope all the winners enjoyed their prizes
and look forward to seeing them in front of a
camera sometime soon.

SCIENCE CLUB

Year 8 & 9

SCIENCE CLUB
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Science Club moved to Miss Fairley’s room to carry
out a chemical reaction that could be eaten.  We
mixed sugar and syrup together and watched as
the gas produced during the reaction made
delicious honeycomb.

The honeycomb is easy to make - but be careful
with the hot sugar, please ask an adult to help you.
The recipe can be found on the Science
department’s website –
www.lagancollege.com/science

The STEM Module at Stormont
Andrew Johnston, Peter Gunning, James Gallen and Miss Wells attended a BT
Young Scientist celebration in Stormont Buildings on December 10th 2009.
Proceedings were opened by the Education Minister, Caitríona Ruane - we got
the chance to see the latest developments in classroom technology and the STEM
module.  The STEM Module is a mobile laboratory and workshop designed to
bring high quality learning experiences in STEM subjects to pupils across the
North of Ireland and is funded by the Department of Education from the
Innovation Fund.  The Module will visit schools and deliver stimulating and
challenging courses that will augment the curriculum in STEM subjects, providing
incentives to pupils to develop their interest in and enthusiasm for these subjects.

Some of the courses developed will be based on forensic science,
biotechnology , data capture and sensing, CAD/CAM, 3D scanning, micro-
routing and laser cutting. Pupils can gather and analyse evidence from "crime"
scenes. They can compare finger prints and even compare DNA profiles!

Pupils can design and make model racing cars that can be tested on a
racetrack against models constructed by pupils on a world wide basis. Using
modern light microscopes with high resolution cameras, pupils can investigate

the fascinating world of cell life and
microscopic structures or use a Scanning
Electron microscope to study the fine
details of insects and parasites.  We hope
the STEM module will visit Lagan College
in the near future.

The Magic of

Harry Potter
On Wednesday 2 June 2010, Mr.
Ewart and Mr. Carleton visited the
P6 class at Forge Integrated Primary
School where the students were
studying Harry Potter.

Mr. Ewart had arranged with the
Principal, Mr Watson, and their
teacher, Mr T (aka Mr Thompson), to
visit the class and show the students
some “Harry Potter” magic. After
warming his magic wand up,
(available to purchase at
Ollivander’s Wand Shop, Diagon
Alley), with a few easier magic
tricks, Mr. Ewart, with the help of his
beautiful assistant, Mr Carleton, was
able to balance butterflies, collapse
cans, create bangs, produce coke
fountains and write with fire.  Did
Mr. Ewart attend Hogwart’s School
of Witchcraft & Wizardry or was
there another explanation for these
amazing tricks… who can tell? 

Our thanks to, Mr Watson, Mr T and
the P6 class at Forge for allowing us
to come down and practise our
magic.

Science
You Can Eat!
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We rounded off an extremely successful National Science Week with a visit from Paul McCrory from Think-Differently.
Paul is a fantastic scientist and amazed over 300 students from Years 8, 9 and 10 with his Magic, Science or Mystery
demonstrations.

Approximately 380 students were able to experience the Pharmacists in Schools, National Trust visits and Think-Differently
demonstrations.  In addition, over 600 students took part in the video competition.

Think-Differently @ Lagan
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• Primary 6 pupils from Forge Integrated Primary School with their teacher Mr. Thompson (left) and with Mr. Ewart (right).
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TALKING OF:
LANGUAGES

And so it was March again and time
for the legendary Lagan College
Céilí. It took place on the Thursday
evening before Saint Patrick’s Day,
falling this year on the 11th. Students
from all year groups eagerly
participated in the dances along with
members of staff from all departments.
As usual, the dances were called by
the legendary Mr G. ‘fear a tí’
Lenaghan assisted by the equally
legendary Head of Irish, Miss
O’Connor. This year, we continued

the tradition of inviting members of
staff to learn and perform a song in
the Irish language. Last year, it was
the Head of Spanish, Miss Orr, and
this year Mrs Beckett, Head of
English, and Miss Poland, also from
the English Department entertained us
superbly with gorgeous renditions of
‘Cailín Álainn’ and ‘Gleanntáin Ghlas
Ghaoth Dobhair’ respectively. Both
singers were accompanied by Miss
Hoy on keyboards and Anna Scott,
Year 11 on fiddle. As for next year...
well who knows?!!

As well as the usual special display of
Irish dancing by the ‘Trim the Velvet’
school of Irish dancing, we witnessed
a very competent display from a duo
of dancers from Year 9 - Rosie Killick
and Aimee Nelson. The traditional
music group, under the very capable
leadership of Anna Scott, 11OCN, on
fiddle, included Rosie Killick 9MLY
also on fiddle, Patrick McKeown
9WHT on guitar, Michael McManus
10FLN on bodhrán, and the superb
MacMahon twins Deirdre 8POL and
Conor 8NB on tin whistles. They kept
the evening swinging with a fabulous
selection of jigs and reels! They were
joined by past pupil, Stephen
Ebbinghaus, on fiddle who for the
second year running just couldn’t stay
away! As usual, the music for the céilí
dancing was provided by John and
Patsy of the John McGurran Céilí
Band. Yet again it was a great night’s
craic - a truly integrated event!!
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• Aimee Nelson and Rosie Killick.

Annual Céili
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Thursday 24th June, 2010 was
designated ‘Schools Low Carbon
Day’ - a day set aside to make
young people more aware of
climate change. Rather than such a
vital issue being confined to
science lessons, it was felt, rightly,
that it should be a whole school
issue and to this end, the Spanish

department with Miss Orr and Mr
Lenaghan organised a poster
competition with their Year 10
classes, 10MHD and 10FLN,
where students had to design a
poster, using only Spanish, which
pointed out the dangers to the
environment posed by global
warming and which proposed

SPANISH
CARBON PRINTPRINTS
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• Miss Poland
and Anna Scott.
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possible solutions to the
threat. The environment is
covered in Spanish at
FCSE, GCSE, and for AS
level.

Miss Wells, Head of
Science, was well impressed
by the standard of posters
designed by both classes
and pointed out in her visits
to the Year 10 Spanish
classes the vital importance
of tackling this issue both
within the school and at
home and how important it
was to reduce our own
carbon footprint.

She selected Samantha
Cummings, Michael Burns and
Emma Martin as winners from
10MHD and Shannen Magee,
Jessica McShane, and
Natasha Russell as the 10FLN
winners. A selection of the
posters, including the winners,

went on display in the Science
corridor until the end of term.

Miss Wells’ visit to the prize
winners in Mr Lenaghan’s
class coincided with their
end of Key Stage Three
Spanish ‘tapas por la tarde’
day where they savoured a
variety of Spanish tapas
including jamón serrano,
chorizo, aceitunas, anchoas,
tomates hispanicos, queso
manchego, pulpo,  dulce de
membrillo, and of course the
perennial favourite - tortilla
española - lovingly prepared
by Mrs MacParland. The
exquisite tapas were
washed down with lashings
of sangría sin alcohol. And
if you don’t know what any
of these things are, go and
ask the students in 10FLN –
they’ll tell you!!!

Mr Lenaghan

EUROPEAN DAY
OF LANGUAGES
WEAKEST LINK
Special guest “Ann Robinson” put teachers and students
through their paces in this year’s Modern Languages
Weakest Link on the 25th September. Mr Mulholland was
the strongest link in the Junior event and the Senior students
managed to see off the teachers and unanimously voted

Ann as the Weakest Link. It
was great fun and we
raised £83.41 for Christian
Aid. Big thanks to Mr Elliott
for all the technical know-
how and all the staff and
students who participated.

Miss A Bell 

IRISH QUIZ
On Thursday 22nd October a group of Year 9 and Year 10 Irish
students attended an Irish language quiz organised by Gael Linn
in the Falls Road Leisure Centre accompanied by Miss O’Connor
and Mr Lenaghan.  We had 8 teams in total and we were
competing against seven other schools including St Malachy’s
College, St Patrick’s College, Barnageeha, Rathmore, St Mary’s
CBS, St Colm’s, St Dominic’s and Dominican College,
Fortwilliam.  Despite fierce competition, Lagan College achieved
first place with a team from 9MAX winning!  The winning team
members were: Stephen Hare, Claire Livings, Lauren Lewis and
Jack Brady and they are now through to the final round against
other winning teams from Northern Ireland.  The quiz was
followed by a Céilí and a great day was had by all!

Miss L O’Connor

AromaHygiene
Units 1-4, Rosneath Gardens, Dundonald BT16 1UN

TEL: (028) 9048 1663. FAX: (028) 9048 6505

www.aromahygiene.co.uk   Email: info@aromahygiene.co.uk
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MATHS, THE SUM OF IT ALL!
THE 24 GAME

The 24 GAME is a high speed
mental arithmetic game that involves
using the four operations; add,
subtract, multiply and divide to
make 24 from four numbers. The
cards have a varying degree of
difficulty with the scores of 1, 2 or 3
points. The Library was the location
for the first 24 GAME Tournament in
Lagan College. This was held on
Wednesday 20th January and
almost 40 pupils in Year 9 took
part. The Year 13 Mathematics
students played a vital role in being
judges at each table so thank you
for their support.

The scores were totalled and we had
5 finalists. The high tension 24
GAME Final took place the following
Tuesday. The finalists were Erin

Riddel, Ross Hanna, Jonathan
Matchett, Josh Gardiner and Curtis
Cowan. Erin proved to be very fast
and although Curtis gave her good
competition she won with a very
good score.

The winning prize was a £24

voucher for HMV with runners-up
prizes also. Congratulations to the
finalists and in particular to  Erin!

Mrs Danter

• 24 Game Maths Winners.
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FANTASY FOOTBALL

Yet again the department led, by Mr
Mooney, helped organise the school
fantasy football league. There were
many junior students and staff who took
part in this competition. Each month,
throughout the season, certificates were
given to the “Manager of the Month”
by Mr Mooney.

Ross Finlay came 1st in the whole
school league, winning the Lagan
College School Fantasy Football
Medal. Mr McCloskey came 2nd.
Daniel Allen (Yr 11) won the FA Cup
competition. 

WORLD MATHS DAY
The Maths Department took part in World Maths Day on Wednesday 3rd March
2010. Students worked with over 1 million students worldwide and answered
almost 500 million questions. Participants from Years 8 and 9 competed against
students from as far away as China, South America and Australia.

It was a race against time to complete sums and there was a lot of excitement,
pressure and enjoyment. Here, we had our own competition and there were
prizes of HMV vouchers and chocolate given out. Kevin Kozak from Year 8 won
the competition with more than 18000 correct quiz answers and won a £25
voucher. Lydia Blakely and Stephen Hare were runners up and each got a
voucher too.  Congratulations to all 258 students who took part answering a
total of 211,790 correctly.

Try www.sumdog.com 

• Daniel Allen Fantasy Football
FA Cup Winner.

• Winner School Fantasy League
2009-10 Ross Finlay.

THINKATHON MATHS
PUZZLE DAYS
(JUNE 2010)

After the success of the Maths
Puzzle Days last year, the
Maths Department organised
days of different mathematical
and logical puzzles in the
library. Students seemed to
enjoy the puzzles and
challenges that the department
offered. Many students were
exercising their brains on some
very perplexing challenges.

YEAR 8 AND 9
MATHS POWERPOINT CHALLENGE

During term 2 all students in Years 8 and 9 were
encouraged to take part in the first ever “Maths
Powerpoint Challenge”.

Students were asked to prepare a presentation and
deliver it to their class on a small topic in Maths given to
them by their teacher. This enabled the students to use
their ICT skills and communication skills. The results were
amazing. The powerpoints were collected and shown at
the Open Day in January. The best were awarded prizes
of vouchers for HMV. Well done to Michael Sage, Yves
Mathieu and Daniel Currie. • Year 8 Maths Powerpoint Challenge winners

Michael Sage and Daniel Currie.
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Abba mania conquered Lagan this
year with the school’s lively
production: “I Have a Dream” based
on the musical “Mamma Mia.” The
release of the film in July 2008,
sparked off the ‘Abba fever’ in Mrs.D
and Miss M Bell, who shared their
love of the 70’s. Before we knew it, a
letter arrived on our doorsteps, asking
us to attend rehearsals for our own
version of the smash hit show!

Many of you know the story of
Mamma Mia. However, “I Have a
Dream” had a bit of a twist. The story
takes place on the Greek Island,
Kalakari, where Diane (Orla
Thompson) is preparing for her
wedding to Scott (Daniel Massey) and
the search is on to find her dad!
Unbeknown to her mother Donna
(Emily Dunwoody) and her two best
friends Mandy (Jessica Stanley) and
Josie (Caroline Galbraith), Diane’s
potential fathers are on their way to
the island for her wedding! However,
which one will give her away? Dan
(Jonny Li), Will (Tim Hamley) or Larry
(Conor Gormally)? The script was
cleverly adapted by Mrs.D to suit a
younger audience, so on discovering
that Dan is the biological father, the
wedding is a success!

Although the rehearsal process started
in the summer, we still found ourselves

running short on time! This was the
first Lagan College production in
which we were able to have every
chorus member on stage at different
points. However, this was not an easy
task. For the climax of act one, Mrs.D,
assisted by her team of dancers
(Nysha Bodell, Hannah Dugan, Trevyn
Hooks and Ella McEwen)
choreographed a ‘Greek style’ dance
for the dramatic song: “Voulez Vous.”
A lot of rehearsal time was devoted to
this and although it was the cause of
a lot of stress, it had a great end
result. The entire chorus were
definitely happy to be able to strutt
their stuff on the dance floor!

This was not the only opportunity to
show off their talents, as for the lively
numbers: “Mamma Mia” and “Money,
Money Money”, each of the chorus

members was incorporated to give a
wonderful overall effect of the hustle
and bustle of the Greek island. The
chorus members convincingly became
adorners, beauticians, bar staff, and
personally, I adored all of their careful
attention, especially the pedicure!

Of course, there were many other
elements that added to the overall
atmosphere. I, for one, greatly
enjoyed the hen night scene in which
Donna, Mandy and Josie got to
perform the popular number: “Super
Trooper” with our own dance routine.

To top it off, we got to
wear vintage gear from
the 70’s! These costumes
were kindly donated by
our own Miss M Bell
and Mrs.Cowie. Who
knew our English
teachers were closet
Abba fans?

If you were fortunate
enough to see the
show, you definitely
would have been

“I HAVE A DREAM”
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impressed by the numerous Greek
costumes throughout the entire cast,
and some of you may have noticed
some of the extremely quick costume
changes. A quick change in a show is
enough for the whole cast to be
stressed as to whether or not the fellow
cast member will make it on stage on
time, preferably in costume! However,
you can imagine the pandemonium
backstage when the six principals had

just the tune of one song to get
changed from their best wedding gear,
into full on hippy gear for the big
finale, “Waterloo.” Fortunately, we had
a little extra time, as Jonny Li, Conor
Gormally and Tim Hamley had

recorded a short video for the
audience of them dressed in their
70’s gear reflecting on the show.
This greatly amused the audience
and gave us just that extra bit
longer to get dressed and go!

This was not the only video
projection used in the
production. We were trying to
make the film stage adaptable.
You can imagine it was quite
difficult set wise, as we had
limited space. So our wonderful
technician, Kevin Elliot, hugely
assisted by Jack Morrow, helped us to
record many different videos we could
use throughout the show. They were
often used for flash back scenes, for
example, during the song: “Our Last
Summer” when the three men are
reminiscing the time they spent with
Donna.  We were able to use a green
screen to transport us back to various
different places around the globe that
were mentioned in the song that Donna
and the three men had been, such as,
Paris, Egypt and Glasgow. This was
great fun to film, as it mainly involved
myself and Conor Gormally playing
‘chasies’ on the stage in front of the
green screen! The video gave the
audience a good laugh (and
sometimes the cast on stage!)

With the spectacular visual
extravaganza designed by Mr Burch,
Mrs Hill, Mrs Cooke, Miss Rogan and
Miss McConville, the audience really
were transported to the sunny Greek
island.  This included the intricate
detail from the netting on the boats at
stage left and right, to the palm trees
at the front door as the audience

entered
the hall. The main stage was designed
to duplicate the set from the film, with
the bright blue skies and the white
hotel covered in pink bougainvillea.

The sound and lighting team (Ryan
Hollinger, Matthew Gill, Adam
Maguire Wilson and Peter Gunning),
headed by Kevin Elliot, were on the
ball every night to make sure we got
that seventies disco feel with the
flashing coloured lights right down to
the Greek sunset. Although they were
put to the test every night with
somewhat challenging radio mics, they
were able to pull off a wonderful
technical display.

The Abba mood was really captured
by our fantastic band: Mrs Killick on
keyboard, Mr Strain on guitar and
Anto Fusco on drums. Although the
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band was considerably smaller this
year, it did not take away from the
overall effect of the show and they
certainly held the cast and chorus
together and got the audience going.
But, of course, a huge thank you must
go to Mrs Donnelly and Miss M Bell
who once again put the whole show
into motion. Their dedication and
enthusiasm throughout the process
made the show the success that it was.
Miss M Bell’s creative direction and
Mrs.Donnelly’s ability to do a thousand
demanding jobs at once, made the
process fun and delivered a fantastic
end result.

In conclusion, playing the role of
Donna was a challenge but I loved

every minute of it, although I may have
generated the greatest number of
decibels ever produced in the Lagan
College hall when I belted my way
through: “The Winner Takes it All.”
Being involved in the annual
productions has been the highlight
throughout my time at Lagan; they
have enabled me to make new friends;
build my confidence as a performer
and “give something back” to the
College. It has been a rollercoaster of
emotions during my last Lagan show,
having taken part in every school
production since first year! The
experiences have added greatly
towards my decision to pursue
dramatic arts as a career, and I will be
doing this in London at Mountview

Academy of Theatre Arts from
September. I really would encourage
anyone who has considered taking
part in a school show to go for it and I
am positive they will not regret it!

Emily Dunwoody
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lagan college

Schoolwear offerS

Special early

Shopper DiScount

at least off all wool blazers

GOWDYS 121/131 Woodstock Road,
Belfast BT6 8AB

Tel: 028 9045 9052

EASY PARKING - ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
OPEN: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9 A.M.-5 P.M. OPEN LUNCHTIME

For that all important

“FORMAL”
GOWDYS

are

UNBEATABLE

• School Dept. Open All Year
• 6th Form Blazer
• Full stocks of Rugby, Sports and PE gear
• Tights and Socks with School colours
• Knitwear with School Colours
• 6 Gore Skirts plus Games Skirts for school

15
%
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LAGAN’S
GOT...

Congratulations to all the staff and students
who took part in ‘Lagan’s Got Talent’ in
March. It was an excellent evening of
entertainment which showcased some of the
hidden talents we have here at Lagan College. 

Special mention must go to Pearse McCrory
whose breakdancing performance was
deemed to be the best in the Junior Category
and to Julia Brown whose ‘Florence and the
Machine’ rendition propelled her to success in
the Senior Category. Miss Poland performed
Amy Winehouse’s ’Valerie’ on the night and
won the Teacher Category. 

Many thanks go to our panel of judges - Mr
Burch (Ryan Powell), Miss M Bell (Beryl Bole),
Mrs J Philpott (Jenny Finogue) and Mr
McGuckin (Huey Walsh). 

• From left to
right: Mr P

Burch, Miss M
Bell, Mrs J

Philpott and Mr
F McGuckin

Above: Miss Poland (Amy Winehouse)
who was a winner in her category.

Pearse McCrory
who was a
winner in his
category.
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Julia Brown
(playing
guitar) who
was a
winner in
her
category.

‘Soul Central’, an RAF band,
visited Lagan College in January
as part of their week long tour of
a variety of schools in the greater
Belfast area. Mrs Donnelly
provided our Year 8 students with
a wonderful opportunity to listen
to and enjoy a big band sound.

The soul band performed a
number of classics such as
‘Mustang Sally,’ and ‘Soul Man’
and even got some of the

teachers, including our Principal,
Mrs McNamee, to sing backing
vocals! 

Indeed, by the end of the concert
students had not only seen a
great live performance but
students and staff were left
rocking in their seats and calling
‘encore!’ A great deal of thanks
goes to ‘Soul Central, and the
Music Department for another
wonderful event.

SOUL CENTRAL!

Mrs Beckett, Miss Poland, Miss Rogan and Mrs McNamee
showed the Year 8 students that they have soul!
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LAGAN COLLEGE
STUDENTS WEAR
SOMETHING BRIGHT
AND TURN OUT THE
LIGHT FOR WWF’S
EARTH HOUR

WWF-UK is the UK arm of the WWF
Network, the world’s leading environmental
organisation founded in 1961 and now
active in over 100 countries. WWF's
mission is to stop the degradation of the
earth's natural environment and to build a
future in which humans live in harmony
with nature, by conserving the world's
biological diversity, ensuring that the use of
renewable natural resources is sustainable,
and promoting the reduction of pollution
and wasteful consumption.

Using our unique combination of practical
experience, knowledge and credibility, our
300-strong staff work with governments,
businesses and communities both here in
the UK and around the world so that
people and nature thrive within their fair
share of the planet’s natural resources.
Lagan College supported WWF’s Earth
Hour, a high profile global event which
took place on Saturday 27th March 2010,
between 8.30-9.30pm. The initiative urges
schools, individuals, businesses and cities
around the world to switch off their lights

for one hour, sending a strong message to
world leaders that climate change
demands urgent action.

Over 1000 schools across the UK signed
up to Earth Hour this year and students
were encouraged to get involved with the
theme of ‘Wear Something Bright, Turn
Out The Light!’ to show they care about
climate change. On Monday 22nd
March, many pupils and staff came to
school wearing ‘something bright’ and all
the lights in the College were switched off
between 10am and 11am.
WWF has produced a range of

resources to support schools including a
tool kit with a climate change
information pack for teachers, classroom
activity ideas, Earth Hour challenges and
climate change games. In 2009, millions
of individuals in 4,088 towns and cities
from over 80 countries took part in
WWF’s Earth Hour – to demonstrate their
concern about climate change and the
future of our planet to world leaders.
800 iconic landmarks around the world
switched off their lights for one hour and
transformed the global skyline in a
dramatic call for action. In the UK alone,
Big Ben, Buckingham Palace, the London

ECO NEWS...
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BRIGHT
CLOTHES, OLD
PHONES AND
ANOTHER
GREEN FLAG!

The Eco Committee has had
a very busy year. We co-
ordinated a whole school
Earth Hour between 10-
11am on Monday 22nd
March as part of the WWF
campaign and turned out all
the lights in the college. The
theme of the day was ‘Wear
something bright-turn out the
light’ and many pupils and
staff wore some spectacularly
colourful clothing in support
of the event. 

The Committee also co-
ordinated a new phone
recycling campaign and
gathered over one
hundred old phones.

The College hosted a
training day for ten new
Eco-Schools judges who
carried out a mock
assessment. We would

have passed with flying
colours… and that’s just
what happened when our
formal assessment took
place on the 14th April!

The Eco Committee are
delighted to have won our
second Green Flag award,
making us one of only fifty
schools in Northern Ireland
to have a second flag. The
judges were very
impressed with the Eco
work undertaken by the
school. They watched the
brilliant Eco film made by
Ryan Hollinger and had a
tour of the campus to see
the recycling containers,
the trees we have planted,
the new bicycle racks, the
new bins (made from
recycled plastic) the bird
boxes and the greenhouse
where fruit, vegetables
and herbs are growing
(due to the awesome work
of the ‘Slow Food’ group). 

Another important
development for the
committee is Mrs McNamee

announcing that the new
school building work will be
going ahead. We are
pleased it is going to be an
eco-friendly school with a
national trust wildlife pond,
solar panels and hopefully
a windmill or two!  

Future projects for this year
include setting up a clothes
recycling bin. The
Committee will raise £100
for Eco work in the College
and other good causes
every time it is filled and
collected. So now you
know what to do with your
old socks and frocks!

The Parents Council have
also organised a visit to a
recycling plant in Newry for
the Committee, with lunch
and a visit to Carlingford
Lough as a reward for
winning the Green Flag.

Report by: 
Daniel Bassett, the
Junior Eco Committee
and Mr Patton
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Eye, Edinburgh Castle, the Millennium
Stadium in Wales and Stormont were
among 200 buildings that signed up
and switched off. Other global
landmarks such as the Sydney Opera
House, the Pyramids of Giza and the
Empire State Building also turned out
their lights.  

Climate change is one of the most serious
threats facing people and nature, and
demands urgent global action. Last year,
world leaders missed a key opportunity to
agree a global climate deal in
Copenhagen, but with each year of
delay, the impacts on people and wildlife
become more severe and the window of
opportunity gets smaller. 

“WWF’s Earth Hour is an inspiring
opportunity for schools to do something
positive to help tackle climate change,”
said Colin Butfield, Head of Campaigns at
WWF-UK.  Children have a key role to
play in the fight against climate change as
they will potentially inherit the worst
impacts of it.  By supporting and taking
part in the initiative, the younger
generation sends a powerful message that
they care about the future of our planet.”

More information on signing up
for WWF’s Earth Hour can be
found at wwf.org.uk/earth hour
or by texting 80010 

www.wwf.org.uk/earthhour
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The Castlereagh Council Eco-bus rolled into Lagan College in May
to the delight of over 100 Year 8 pupils and members of the
junior Eco-Committee who attended the educational extravaganza!
Pupils took part in an interactive quiz on a whole range of
Environmental questions focused on the theme of Reduce-Reuse-
Recycle. Pupils were also introduced to a number of exciting
products made from recycled material such as a stylish fleece and
a schoolbag made from plastic bottles. Pupils were also horrified
with tales of how any disposable nappies from their childhood will
still be around in over 100 years time and how Sea Turtles are
dying due to eating plastic bags that they think are jellyfish. The
day was a great success and was crowned with the gift to all
pupils of a plastic pen… made from… recycled CD cases!

ECO BUS
VISITS 

LAGAN
COLLEGE!
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POLITICS DEPARTMENT
LAGAN COLLEGE

As part of their Peacebuilding
Conference, a delegation from
Westminster recently visited the College
and met with Politics students. Many
topics were discussed including the
pupils’ experience of integrated
education and how they felt they have
benefited from it.

The visiting delegates also conveyed
some of their educational experiences
from their own countries and were very
keen to find out all about our education
system, about the political situation in

Northern Ireland and about Lagan
College in particular. There were some
very illuminating and interesting
exchanges between the delegates and
our well informed Sixth Form Politics
students. The delegates hailed from a
diverse array of Commonwealth
countries, including Pakistan, the
Seychelles and Peru to name but a few.

Mr McGuckin said “We were both
delighted and honoured to receive such
esteemed guests from all over the world.
It was amazing to hear how genuinely

interested they were in our education
system and how supportive they were
about Lagan College and the Integrated
Education sector in general. I trust they
found the whole experience to be as
positive and enlightening for them as it
was for us.

Our guests certainly left an indelible
impression upon our pupils, who were
both fascinated and entertained by what
they had to say. All in all, it was a very
successful event, so a big thank you to
all of the staff and pupils involved.”

Political Delegates Visit
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The Lagan College Politics
Department had a busy Autumn term
this year.

We  signed up for the inaugural NI
Youth Assembly/Parliament, whereby
4 or 5 of our students will become
representatives in a parliament for
young people at Stormont. This is a
very exciting opportunity for those

involved and it is hoped that this will
provide a voice for all young people
in Northern Ireland within the
corridors of power. They will be
seeking to hear your views and raise
your concerns with the Folks on the
Hill, so don’t be afraid to approach
them. 

The Politics Department also recently
played host to the new Speaker of
the House of Commons, the Rt Hon
John Bercow MP. Local MP, Iris
Robinson was also in attendance. We
conducted a very successful Question
& Answer session in the library. This
was a great opportunity for many of
our Sixth Form students to meet a key
player within the UK political system.

Speaking of key players, Mr
McGuckin and Politics student Ciaran
Galway were privileged to be given
the opportunity to attend Stormont for

the visit of Hilary Rodham Clinton,
US Secretary of State. We were
guests of the Speaker of the NI
Assembly, William Hay. This was a
fascinating experience and Ciaran
used the occasion to network with

very influential people; the
boy will go far!

Finally, it’s back to Stormont
again, our Youth Parliament
Rep’s began their work on the
‘Hill’ on the 28th October
and then in November both
our AS classes will be
attending our annual
educational full-day visit to

Stormont to tour the building and
meet with local politicians.

F McGuckin,
Head of Politics

• Mrs Helen McHugh,
Basil McCrea MLA.

• Left: John Bercow.

POLITICS
UPDATE

• Mrs Helen
McHugh and
John Bercow.
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On the 10th June six lucky Year 10
students got the chance to take part in a
conference of integrated schools at
Stormont.

The day was started brilliantly by Anna Lo
MLA celebrating the impact of integrated
schools and congratulated all the students
for taking part in the day. She also
encouraged the young people to get
involved in politics and hoped that they
would be working in Stormont in the near
future. Afterwards there was a brief tour of
the Assembly Buildings including a chance
to sit in the main debating chamber where
the Lagan College representatives found,
to their surprise, that they had taken the
seats of Sinn Fein MLAs.

Being an eco-friendly school, we were
the only students to walk, rather than
drive, to the next stage of the day at the
Stormont Hotel. This may have had

something to do with the fact we had no
bus with us! However, we soon perked
up, as when we finally arrived, we were
treated to a fabulous spread of food
including a chocolate fountain!

Lagan College did not just attend as
delegates to the day because after break
Mrs McKnight and the dance team did us
proud by producing a brilliant display
that brought the whole place to its feet.

If this was not enough, Ayca Lacey , ex
Lagan College pupil (and reality TV star),
gave a lovely speech about the positive
difference that integrated education had
made in her life including, of course, the
chance to meet her husband who was
another ex Lagan College pupil. The
reality TV reference, in case you were
wondering, was to the fact that the pair
got married on the BBC3 show “Don’t Tell
the Bride”.

Students then broke into workshops taken
by youth groups and charities including
Amnesty. All our students seemed to think
these were informative and thought
provoking exercises. The students were
challenged to promote and be proud of
integration in their schools.

The final activity was a superb interactive
musical display by an African musician
who arrived only with a number of
lengths of different coloured plastic pipes. 

Through a quick demonstration he had
over a hundred people banging out a
really rhythmical beat – truly something to
be seen and heard!

Thanks to the six Year 10 students that
took part and to Mr Menagh for
organising the transport.

Mr P. Mulholland

YEAR 10 NICIE CONFERENCE TO STORMONT

• Year 10 NICE Conference (108).
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Year 10 had the opportunity to see
democracy in action in late January
2010.

Even before we started, pupils were
impressed at the approach to the
buildings up the long driveway to the
spectacular white Portland stone
buildings at the top of the hill. 

The visit began properly as we
gathered in the Great Hall and were
met by the Assembly Education
Guide. Soon I was asked many
whispered questions, “Is that
Caitriona Ruane? Have I seen him on
TV? Do those cameras mean we are
going to be on TV?”  There was
certainly a buzz around the place as
crucial talks were taking place about
whether or not the Assembly would
survive at all.

Within the Great Hall we were told,
amongst other things, of a secret
coating on the ceiling that meant that
it had never needed to be repainted
and that the German Kaiser had
donated the main gold chandelier.

In the Long Gallery we were treated
to a presentation on the workings of
the Assembly and took part in a
mock election showing how our local
votes decide on more than one
politician for each constituency. A
special mention must go to Aaron
Dunlop for being the most pleased at

winning and for giving the shortest
victory speech ever, “thanks
everyone!”

Each group then got the chance to sit
in the viewing gallery to see our
politicians in the debating chamber.
One group got to see our Education
Minister in a heated debate about
special educational needs. The
Minister was frequently interrupted
and it was good for us to see such
lively debate.

Finally we gathered in the Senate
Chamber that has largely been kept
in its original condition. Here
students could sit on the benches and
see the ornate fittings close up. One

pupil said the room had a “funny
atmosphere” and another asked if it
was haunted!

Some pupils even did manage to get
on TV, even if it was for only a
couple of seconds, and some have
even been inspired to want to
become future politicians! Thanks
must go to all Year 10 pupils and
Citizenship teachers for taking part
and making it such a worthwhile and
interesting visit.

P. Mulholland
Coordinator of Learning
for Life and Work

Year 10 LLW/Citizenship visit to Stormont
25th/26th January 2010
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PARIS TRIP
Nearly a year of planning finally came
to fruition in early February when 35
students and 5 staff made their way to
Paris. In between performing and visiting
the many great sights in Paris they wrote
a log of their trip. Here is a selection of
the highlights…

CULTURE
The Louvre itself is something that truly
has to be seen to be believed. The giant
glass pyramid, which extends above and
below the main entrance, only warms
you up for what is to come. The kids
have seen everything from the Mona Lisa
to Monet, and far too much else to even
begin listing. From there we went to the

Tuillerie Gardens for lunch by the pond
accompanied by a small army of birds,
then onward to the Musee D’Orsay to
see the works of Gauguin, Van Gogh,
Monet, Matisse, Manet, Cassatt and
plenty more. Then back onto the Metro
toward the Eiffel Tower and our Seine
tour cruise (narrated by a woman of
seemingly endless languages), then Metro
to Notre Dame for a spiritual and musical
experience not easily forgotten! A short
train back to Fiap and straight to bed for
35 pretty exhausted children!

DISNEYLAND
What can you say really? Even though it
rained and hailed at first, the enthusiasm
never waned. Poncho’d up like a mass
escape from Teletubby land the various
groups were let loose in the strangely
enchanting but ultimately infectious
Disneyland. With half the day spent at
either 100mph or upside down it was
amazing that breakfast managed to stay
down. The Tower of Terror, Space
Mountain and the Rock N Rolla
Rollercoaster held no fear for students
and staff alike. Eventually we had to say
goodbye to Mickey and head back to
Fiap for tea, rehearsals and the long
awaited Talent Contest. Ultimate winner
Gavin’s beatboxing was only the

TRIPS & TRAVEL...
fRom ARound ThE WoRLd

TRIPS & TRAVEL...
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highlight of a bizarre variety of talents.
Magic, impersonation, origami, music and
dance all made an appearance, ably
hosted by Daniel Massey (who proved
himself as quite the compere!).

MUSIC MAKING AT ECOLE BILINGUE
The earliest wakeup call yet was met by more
than a few bleary eyes as we made our way
to Ecole Bilingue for our second concert. Set
in a plush theatre we tailored the set to a
younger audience, and hosted by french

speaking compere Oisin [with a little
prompting by Mrs Donnelly] the kids had a
great time. A bountiful lunch was had before
heading back to the theatre for the second
performance where Mrs D rounded the show
off by inviting the entire audience onto the
stage for a picture. Amidst screams of ‘HELLO
OISIN!’ and questions about guitars the tiny
fans rounded off their afternoon with a great
photo. A marvellous time was had by all. If
you wish to see the entire blog, go to our
website! (www.lagancollege.co.uk)

• Out and about on the Metro. • Performing at Ecole Bilingue.

• Hello Doc!.

• Rosie and Anna rehearse
for the performance.

• Lunch and bird feeding at
Tuillerie Gardens.

• Outside the Lourve.

• Fun at Disneyland!

TRIPS & TRAVEL...
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SCHOOL 
FORMAL

CLANDEBOYE LODGE Deborah Carson 
and Mark Graham. 

Matthew Davis Sarah Morrison 
Claire Johnston Jonny Thompson.

Pearse Leitch, Jennifer Smyth, 
Niamh McCormick and Ben Murphy.

Laurie Gaffney Gareth Leckey 
and Claire Moynes. 

Jessica Stanley, Orla Kerr 
and Anna Crozier.

Gareth Schaefer (Deputy Head Boy), Megan Cunningham
(Deputy Head Girl), Amanda McNamee (Principal) Carla
McGaharan (Head Girl) and Adrian Beggs (Head Boy).  

Hayley Barrett 
and Aileen Moloney.

Selina Lewis and
Jamie Huddleson

Nicole McQuillan Fiona McDonnell, Aimee
Ferguson and Leah Lynch. 

Andrew Wilson 
and Rebekah

Neill. 
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Year 8 students explored the themes ‘Organic’
and ‘Circys Figures’. Using printmaking,
paint, collage, chalk and charcoal they went
on to create multiple pieces of work.

YEAR 8
PAINTINGS
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After studying Picasso’s ‘Guernica’ Year 9
students planned and created their own
mixed media collage pieces based on
their own personal reactions.

• Caolan Preston and Ian Hanna.

• Bas Wylie

• Roslyn Neill

• Gareth Irvine and Daniel Cunningham• Jonathan Kennedy

• Conor
Chung, Adam

Heron and
Reagan

McConnell

• Luke McWilliams and Marc Allen

YEAR 9
PAINTINGS
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Students studied the work of graffiti artist
Banksy. Using stencilling techniques they created
pieces of art work with social comments as well
as Banksy style ‘Hole in the Wall’ paintings.

• Camille Hepburn

• Shannon Magee

• Hannah Fitzsimmons

• Frazer Audley

• Frazer Audley

• Kaitlin Barlett

YEAR 10
PAINTINGS
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• Rebecca Donnelly

• Natalie Hayes

• Teana McHugh

• Ciaran Donnelly

• Claire Beeton

• Anthony Cooley

YEAR 10
PAINTINGS
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• Tatiana Demidyuk

• Sarah Murray

• Darren
Beattie

• Anna Crozier

• Amber-Zoe
Cheesman

• Mary Brown

• Lucy McAlorum

• Julia Brown

• Sarah Lunney

AS LEVEL
ARTWORK
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• Megan McCrea

• Erin Atkinson

• Gemma Donnelly

• Deborah Murdock

• Fiona McDonnell

AS LEVEL
ARTWORK
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The 3-day Politics, Drama and Arts Trip to
London is a highly anticipated bi-annual
event! As always, we had an “awesome”
time and yes, even fair weather. Forty five
Sixth Form students and five staff were
energised by their specialist programme of
events for each department. Our Politics pupils
made up 63% of the party! This is a strong
indicator of our students’ desire to perceptively
re-engage with Politics today! Their visit to the
Imperial War Museum was insightful and
invigorating. At the Cabinet War rooms they

witnessed the heart of Churchill’s government
in W.W.II. Their highlight was going to the
seat of British Government, visiting both the
House of Commons and the House of Lords.
They were also privileged to observe the
ceremonial march of M.P.s attending Prime
Minister’s “Question Time”. Indeed, they hob-
nobbed with the highest people in
power…and the MP’s. No expenses were
claimed!

Drama students particularly relished the

timely opportunities to broaden their
theatrical horizons, given that we must be
going through one of the leanest periods
for many years in Theatre history. This is
due to the pared down Lyric Theatre
Programme and closure of the Old
Museum Arts Centre, while their newbuild
programmes are in working progress.
They enjoyed three fascinating and fun
tours to the reconstructed Globe
Theatre, National Theatre and the Royal
Theatre, Drury Lane, participated in a
‘Macbeth’ workshop tailored for them,
and managed to squeeze in a matinee
of ‘The Woman in Black’. This thriller
has become a firm fixture in our London
calendar. It never disappoints –

LONDON
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cracking story! Beautifully and simply
executed! 

The Art & Design students who took part in
the London Trip had a fantastic time. We
managed a lot of gallery and museum
visits including the British Museum, the
National Gallery, the National Portrait
Gallery and the Tate modern. A chance to
see ‘Van Gogh and his letters’ exhibition
at the Royal Academy was a particular
highlight. London itself was as exciting as
ever and the art group contributed to the
atmosphere with some very creative
busking on the tube! 

We ended our visit with a last minute
spending spree and lunch at Camden
market before heading back to Gatwick
and home. We all met up each evening for
a pre-theatre dinner, raving, ravenous and
mostly, roaring to go! Our choice of musical
this year was “Hairspray”. It was hugely
entertaining to both males and females and
of course we were madly jealous of the
wizardry of the West End’s technology on
stage. The play, “Enron” by Lucy Peebles is

the hot, new, topical, London sell-out. We
saw it during week two of its transferral
from the Royal Court Theatre. This powerful
interpretation is based on the collapse of
the energy company, Enron.

In the current economic climate, Enron is
like a hall of twisty mirrors. Mr Wishart’s
antennae were switched on enough (!!) to
spot the C.E.O. of R.B.S.Bank! He resisted
the urge, however, to tap him for a tenner!

TRIPS & TRAVEL...
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OUR TRIP TO ROME
OCTOBER 2009

At the end of our visit to Rome, it was like
we’d been in the eternal city for much
longer than four days.

Despite travelling in the early hours of
Tuesday morning, our spirits were not stifled.
From Belfast to Dublin, Dublin to Rome, our
enthusiasm continued throughout the entire
trip matched only by Ms Lemon’s ability to
sleep at the drop of a hat!

We arrived in Rome at around 10am, and
were welcomed by the sun, much to our
delight! However it has to be said that Mr
Dowd did promise us the good weather. After
settling into our hotel we had our first taste of
authentic Italian pizza from the pizzeria next
door. We were famished even though some
of us had already tasted the delights of
McDonalds at 4am – hmm nice one!

This was followed by an informative bus
tour, which took us on a journey around the
main sites and dropped us off outside the
one and only Vatican City. We then received
the official Dowd tour of St. Peter’s Basilica
before descending to the crypt of the Popes.
Needless to say, the Basilica impressed each
of us with its immense size and beauty.
Following dinner, we all very willingly
travelled to the most famous fountain in
Rome- the Trevi Fountain. As Mr Dowd
explained, this would be just the place for

‘ice-cream and coin throwing’. And he was
quite right! We soon realised that of all the
treasures Rome had to offer, Gelati (the ice
cream of the gods) was the pinnacle. It was
for this reason, that even after just one day
there, we threw a single coin into the
fountain; an action which, tradition dictates
will see us returning to Rome at some point
in the future. Day two and we awoke
insanely early at ridiculous o’clock, but we
were nonetheless eager to embark on a tour
of the Vatican museum. The museum oozed
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culture and history, and consisted of
tapestries, sculptures, tombs and of course
the Sistine Chapel. Our tour guide was very
useful in her description of the three periods
of Roman history, and her explanations of
Constantine gave more substance to the
course we are studying this year. The Sistine
Chapel was the highlight of this visit, as
each of us realised that the artwork was
definitely not overrated! Of course we met
the man who knows only two words of
English – the guard who repeatedly insisted
on saying “No photo!” with increasing
vehemence and volume. Mind you one little
bonus was a glimpse of Pope Benedict as he
greeted pilgrims in St Peter’s Square. He
was asking for you all!

We continued on to the Pantheon, a
beautiful circular Church which some of us
recognised from a scene from Angels and
Demons. It is most famous for having a great
big hole in the roof. At this point, our hunger
took over once again and were able to grab
some lunch in the surrounding area. It was
here that, like real tourists, the majority of
the group purchased an ‘I love Roma’ t-shirt.
Donning our new t-shirts, we had dinner in
the Piazza Navona that evening and were
able to walk around and do a bit of
shopping afterwards before returning to our
hotel for some much needed sleep.

Day three began with a spooky visit to the
Catacombs where we saw the underground
burial chambers of the first Christians. We
were given a great tour, informing us how
early Christians were treated. This was very
useful, as we have an entire module of
Church History this year, and persecution is
a key topic. Speaking of persecution it was
at this point in the trip that everyone who
had not brought trainers wished that they
had as our feet were beginning to take the
strain of the walking.

Another highlight of our trip was the chance

to visit the British
Ambassador to
the Holy See, His
Excellency
Francis
Campbell, for tea
and biscuits. This
was an
unbelievable
experience as we sat out on the
balcony with the most fantastic
view of Rome available. From
this balcony we could see all the
sites we’d be visiting over the
past few days. It was here that
we spoke to Mr Campbell
about his career, the life of a
diplomat, and debated the
topic of his recent article ‘Is
God dead?’ It was such a
unique and wonderful experience; one
which we won’t forget easily!

A trip to the Spanish Steps proved very
popular as the girls were desperate to do
some shopping! Quickly, everyone saw that
the shops like Gucci, Versace and Prada
were a little out of our price range, but it
was amazing to see all the high-fashion
stores, and we were able to find lots of
affordable shops too! Strangely the girls
never complained about sore feet or hunger
at this point in the trip. After dinner, we
were all a little sad as we remembered that
this was our last night in Rome. 

We finished our trip to Rome on the Friday
with a visit to St Paul’s Basilica and the tomb
of St Paul, outside the city walls. This was
the perfect way to end our trip, as our study
of Acts of the Apostles revolves mostly
around Paul, his missionary journeys, and
his passion of preaching the Gospel. 

Everyone had an unforgettable time in the
eternal city, one which benefited us in terms 

of future examinations, but also gave us
great experience of the world outside
Northern 

Ireland. Here is hoping the legend of the
Trevi fountain is true!

Thanks to all for a wonderful trip.

Carla McGaharan
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DUBLIN TRIP

In March 40 Irish students went to
Dublin, it promised to be a fun
holiday and it was. We stayed in the
Belvedere hotel and although the food
wasn’t great the craic was brilliant!
On our first day Miss O’Connor was
yelled at by the bus driver
before we left the
school and we got a
tour of Dublin by our
guide Helena and then
went on to the
Christchurch Cathedral.
After an exhausting day
we finally got to the
hotel, we unpacked and
then had an Irish film
hour with English
subtitles.  The next
morning, after no sleep,

we spent an hour on the bus to get to
Glendalough.  We had lunch at a
take away van called ‘St Kevin’s
Kitchen’.  We then spent another 2
hours on the bus going to the Irish
heritage Centre in Wexford where we
enjoyed a tour with Jimmy.  After a

three hour drive back with Steven
Hare singing all the way, we had a
Céilí led by Mr Lenaghan.  The next
day with no sleep yet again we set
off for Croke Park, then on to
Malahide Castle.  When we
eventually got back to school
everyone was exhausted.  We all
had a wonderful time.  Finally on
behalf of all the students who went
I would like to thank all the
teachers.  I am sure that next year
will be an even bigger success.

Michael Burns Year 10
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NICE TRIP

70 VOICES

We were up with the lark at 4am to
catch a 10 o’clock flight to Nice in
June. We were herded through
security into the departure lounge
and before we knew it we were on
our way! We landed in Nice airport
and then had a 20 minute coach ride
to our hotel. We dumped our bags
and headed for the town square.
After a briefing from our teachers we
broke up into smaller groups and
headed off in search of McDonalds!
That evening we went to the Old
Town where there were market stalls
selling everything from jewellery to
art.

The next morning we were up early
once again for a trip to Monaco.
Sight-seeing, ice cream licking and
souvenir hunting were all on the
agenda but first a trip to the Princes
Palace where we had a tour.
Afterwards we walked the 200
hundred steps down to the marina
where we had a tour of Monaco on
a train, which played the most
annoying music in the world! We
saw the Casino Royale, designer
shops and millionaire mansions. We
all ended up in the park on the cliff
near the palace at the end of the
day.
Day 3, and we were up early again,
and away on a walking tour of Nice
with some lovely local women. They
showed us the French Law Courts, the

building where Monet painted and
then we went up more steps to a
waterfall, from which we could see
all of Nice. On our way back we got
some fresh fruit in the market and
delicious ice cream from the shop
that sold over 100 weird and
wonderful flavours, black olive,
cactus and lavender included, none
of which were very nice!

The beach beckoned that afternoon
and it was a perfect day. The water
was royal blue and the sand was
hidden under an array of rocks. The

‘2 euro’ inflatable beds were blown
up (eventually) and although
incredibly difficult to get on to we
persevered. We also played water
volleyball.

Marine Land was what everyone had
been waiting for! 

The water park/aquarium style
attraction was great fun with 7
different slides and a wave pool. We
were dried and changed by 1
o’clock in order to go to the
aquarium side of the park to watch a
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I went to Nice in
June this year for a
French trip. It was an
amazing experience!
We went for five
days, Monday to
Friday.

Everyday was packed
full of things to do, like
visiting the old town of
Nice, going on a boat
trip, relaxing in the
beautiful town of Nice
(and getting lost in it!),
going to Monaco and
sunbathing on the beach
in 33 degree heat!

Then, at night, we would
sometimes go and visit the
evening market in Nice, or go
shopping. We even went
bowling one night!

As well as being an amazing
trip it was also a great way to
learn French! Everywhere we
went we heard people
speaking French so we started
to get used to hearing the
language and managed to
pick up a few words.

I loved the day we went to
the beach, it was a great
day and we stayed for
ages, playing in the sea
and then drying off on the
beach. Even the teachers
joined in! However, the
highlight of the trip was
the day we spent at the
water park. 

I had a great time and I
would love to do it
again!

Hazel Peacock
10MLY
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killer whale
show. The

whale splashed everyone in the
lower seats and with its massive tail
soaked us all once again! The
dolphins and polar bears were
another great attraction but I felt
sorry for the polar bear sitting in the
hot sun. That evening we spent more
time in the town square before
heading back to the hotel to pack.

After breakfast we had to
lug our cases up to the
‘left luggage room’
which was on the 6th
floor! We weren’t
allowed to use the lift
as someone had gotten
stuck in it on the day of
our arrival. We then
went to the now familiar
market in the square for
our last chance to buy
presents and souvenirs.
Then we headed to the

Musée National
Marc Chagall which was our last
stop in beloved Nice. We sat on the
lawn outside for an hour after the
tour of the gallery before returning to
the hotel to collect our bags. The
coach ride to the airport and the 2
hour flight delay was tiring but we
were all happy to finally arrive home
at half one in the morning.

Sophie 10MLY
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TEAM 1 
YEARS 13 AND 14

In February 2009, twenty students
ranging from Year 11 to Year 14
signed up to the World Challenge
programme, introduced by Mr
McKee.  This was the start of a year
and a half long journey which would
finish with a once-in-a-lifetime
expedition to India in August 2010.
From the off we knew we would have
to train for trekking in the Indian
Himalayas and raise a huge £3,600
to fund our trip away.  Although we
would be climbing real mountains in
India, raising the funds would be a
mountain climb itself.  From signing
up to the expedition and flying off to
India, the students took part in fund-
raising events such as bag-packing
in Sainsburys, car washing,
organising table quizzes, bun sales,
and some even abseiled down the
side of the Europa Hotel.  We did
many training walks to help our
fitness levels as trekking and
camping in the Himalayas would not
be an easy feat to conquer.

Once the funds were raised, the kit
was bought and fitness improved, the
students, along with four school
leaders and a World Challenge
instructor, went to India and began
their month-long expedition.

Once we touched down in Delhi, the
“India Experience” began. The chaos
of the city, with stray cows and pigs
on the roads, ensured us that this
would be an unforgettable each
experience. The students split into
two pre-arranged teams and went
their separate ways, embarking on
their expedition.  

As part of the trip, we were required
to complete a project in India to help
a local community there. The Sixth
year team organised with ‘Volunteer
India’ to spend six days digging the
foundations of a new school for the
children of the local tea gardeners in
Palampur.  It was a challenge
working in the searing heat to dig
3ft around the perimeter of a field,
but meeting the community and
playing with the children made it all

worthwhile.  It was even better when
we saw the kids enjoying the gifts
we had brought from Belfast, with
colouring books, beach balls and
bubbles being their favourites.  

After completing the project phase
and the challenging Himalayan trek,
the team had earned their rest and
relaxation time which they took full
advantage of to receive the full India
experience.

One of the undisputable team
favourites was getting an elephant
ride in Corbett Tiger Reserve.  The
reserve is a safari park where we
saw tons of wild monkeys, deer and
coloured birds in the greenery.
Getting an elephant ride in its’ home
environment made the experience so
much more fulfilling.  

We toured around many other parts
of India, including Jaipur, Shimla and,
of course, Agra, where we visited the
world famous monument - the Taj
Mahal.  Other highlights included
visiting a Hindu monkey temple
(where a member of the team got his
glasses stolen by a wild monkey);
swimming in sacred hot springs, a
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second elephant ride, cycling around
a bird sanctuary and witnessing the
Dalai Lama enter his palace in the
Tibetan town McLeod Ganj.

Our World Challenge expedition to
India was an amazing experience;
the team have brought back so many
good memories and have so many
stories to tell, I’m sure it will take
years before anyone outside the
team has heard everything about our
time in India.

By Jamie Baird

TEAM 2 
YEAR 12

Our rest and relaxation period was
spent in Jaipur. We only had 3 full
days here but they were crammed
full. A few of the local tuc-tuc drivers
offered to take us all around the part
of Jaipur we were in for those three
days, showing us all the main
attractions as well as some less well
known places which a lot of the time
turned out to be nicer!  First we went
to The City Palace in a place called
The Pink City and here all of the
buildings are painted pink!

The City Palace is where the royal
family lives however, the part we
were in is basically just a big
museum where you could see the
different weapons and clothes. There
were also lots of different shops
within the palace where you could
buy souvenirs, Indian clothes and
beautiful jewellery. After that we
were brought to the Jal Mahal which
means the Water Palace. This was a
palace originally built on dry land,
however unfortunately for them, due
to the annual monsoon season this
didn’t remain the case, and the area
around it flooded leaving it in the
middle of a huge lake, hence the
name The Water Palace.

There was also the Monkey Temple
where we could feed all of the
monkeys running about everywhere
peanuts! The guys could also go
swimming here in a giant pool in the
temple! We were also taken to a
place called the Royal Gaitor. It
contains memorials of all the
maharajas of Jaipur and sits in the
beautiful Nahargarh Valley and is a
very peaceful place. We were also

taken to some shops including the
famous Bazaars. We were taken to a
local jewellery shop where we
bought some beautiful handmade
jewellery. There was also a huge
crafts shop where many of us bought
presents for friends and family as
well as a textiles factory where we
were shown how they do block
printing and where we bought
handmade clothes including saree’s
as well as some Ali Baba trousers!

That’s how we spent our R&R time in
Jaipur however, we also spent some
time in Manali and McLeod-Ganj.
McLeod Ganj was the first place we
stayed in and was quite small but it
was full of stalls and markets! We
also went to visit the residence of the
Dalai Lama and even got to see the
man himself speaking later on in
Manali! There were loads of Tibetan
refugees here including lots of monks
which were really interesting to see
and we visited lots of Buddhist
temples during the trip.

We went on a walk to visit a lake
one day which turned out to be a
puddle under a bridge basically but
this was the first time we got to visit
a Hindu temple so it was worth it!
We even went to a restaurant that
Pierce Brosnan had been in! After
McLeod Ganj we headed for Manali.

Here we visited even more temples,
one of which made annual animal
sacrifices so there was lots of lovely
blood splatters on one of the walls.
We also went on lots of day treks
around Manali visiting lots of
villages on the way as well as Old
Manali and a waterfall where
everyone had a freezing cold dip in
the water! It’s also here that we saw
the Dalai Lama! 

This was once in a lifetime
opportunity and turned out to be the
best experience of our lives even
though throughout our trip there
were highs and lows but I don’t think
any of us forgot how lucky we were
to be in such a remarkable and
different country. We also learnt to
appreciate back home – not just our
parents and friends but also the
luxuries that we tend to forget. India
showed us not just what they had but
what we had back home too. 

Ashleigh Allen
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MISS POLAND

WHAT WAS YOUR CHILDHOOD
AMBITION?
I wanted to be a Hairdresser or
Beautician.  Oh how different my life
could have been! 

WHAT WERE YOU LIKE WHEN YOU
WERE AT HIGH SCHOOL?
I was constantly being told off for being
too chatty! I loved English (of course!),
and I really enjoyed Art.  I am afraid
Science and Maths were not my
favourite subjects!

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST
IMPRESSIONS OF LAGAN
COLLEGE?
Without sounding cheesy, from the
moment I stepped foot in Lagan College
I was welcomed by the friendly staff.  I
definitely came away thinking that it
would be a positive place to work.

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Mrs Knipe!.

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO 
YOU LIKE?
I enjoy all different types of music.  At
the moment though I love Lady GaGa,
Beyonce, Florence and the Machine
and Take That.

IF YOU COULD PICK ANY
ACTOR/ACTRESS TO PLAY YOU IN 
A FILM OF YOUR LIFE STORY WHO
WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
I would probably choose Sandra
Bullock as she is my favourite actress.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE
WORDS.
Friendly, fun (I hope!) and loyal

WHAT IS YOUR FUNNIEST OR
MOST EMBARRASSING
EXPERIENCE?
When I was about 15 I fell down a
flight of stairs at school.  I would not
recommend this to anyone, as it cost me
indescribable humiliation!

WHAT WAS YOUR
CHILDHOOD AMBITION?
It was really very simple. In
primary seven I captained
our five-a-side team to
victory in the school cup. I
scored 4 goals in a 5-3
romp. I was carried
shoulder high around the
playground with the cup in
the sight of my proud
parents. From 
that very day I decided I
wanted to be the Pope.

WHAT WERE YOU LIKE
WHEN YOU WERE AT
HIGH SCHOOL?
I went to St Malachy’s
College in Belfast and had
a love for Latin of all things.
I also played a lot of sport,
mostly basketball. I was
quite good at school but
never top of the class. 

WHAT WERE YOUR
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF
LAGAN COLLEGE?
Totally different from my
previous school, St Louise’s,

where I had spent ten very
happy years. I quickly
learned Lagan’s best
feature - its students. In my
eleventh year that is as true
today as it was then.
However, what unites both
places is a fundamental
belief that all children
regardless of their ability
should be offered an equal
chance in life. Long live all-
ability education!

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
I have been lucky in my life
to have worked with lots of
brilliant people, a few
amazing people and a
couple of heroes who
embody all that is good and
true about the vocation of
teaching. The most inspiring
for me is undoubtedly Mr
McNally. He is selfless, hard
working, fair and talented -
an inspiration to all who
know him.

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC
DO YOU LIKE?

I love a real variety of music
from Stiff Little Fingers and
The Clash to Rachmaninov
and Christy Moore!
However it has to be said
that there a comes a time in
everyone’s life when they
begin to sound like their own
father whining on how “They
don’t write melodies
anymore.” or “Is there a
decipherable lyric to be
found in this piece?” Plus ça
change.

IF YOU COULD PICK
ANY ACTOR/ACTRESS
TO PLAY YOU IN A FILM
OF YOUR LIFE STORY
WHO WOULD YOU
CHOOSE? 
Jimmy Stewart (old movie
star who played the lead in
the best Christmas film ever
‘It’s a Wonderful Life’) –
only because when I die I
hope people say about me
“You know despite all his
faults he meant well.”

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN
THREE WORDS.
Determined, loyal, funny-ish..”

WHAT IS YOUR
FUNNIEST OR MOST
EMBARRASSING
EXPERIENCE?
I parked outside a post office
in Donegal one day, went
in, completed my business
and left. I got into the car
and had the strangest
sensation that something
wasn’t right. I put the key
into the ignition still with a
sense of foreboding. I
suddenly realised I was in
the wrong car and the
owner was standing by the
window.
Would that they had been a
little gentle old lady with a
sense of understanding and
forgiveness – no such luck!
He was a 6’4” mountain of
a local who was ready to rip
my head off for trying to steal
his car. Luckily he didn’t!
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WHAT WAS YOUR CHILDHOOD
AMBITION?
I was born in St Helens and so my childhood
ambition was to play professional Rugby League
for St Helens.  Unfortunately, as in so many
cases, a fairly serious back injury in my late teens
put paid to that one and I eventually took up
coaching and administration in both the GAA
and Rugby Union. It was my enjoyment of sport
that caused me to consider teaching Phys Ed.

TELL US WHAT YOU WERE LIKE WHEN
YOU WERE AT HIGH SCHOOL…
I would like to think that I was a model pupil
but that’s probably not the case. I enjoyed
school and had many friends there. In
addition to the academic work I was fully
involved with the school Rugby and Athletics
teams and took part in a couple of the school
shows – not as a principal character though!

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSIONS
OF LAGAN COLLEGE?
My first contact with anyone from Lagan
College came through Eoghan Rainey, the
School’s first Head Boy when I was coaching
the Youth Team at Malone RFC.  He certainly
was an excellent ambassador for the school –
respectful and very well mannered.  Since I
started to work at Lagan I have found that
although some pupils may struggle to reach
Eoghan’s standards, the vast majority of
students are very polite and respectful.  The
first time I visited the school campus I
remember thinking how lucky the pupils were
to have such a wonderful setting.  The school
in which I taught was built in the early
1960’s in the middle of a huge housing
estate and had no trees or fields anywhere in
sight.  As you looked out of the classroom
window the predominant colour was grey!

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
I think I learned my work ethic from my Dad. I

was growing up just after the 2nd World War,
money was tight and Dad had two part time
jobs as well as his full time one in order to
make sure we never went short. He wasn’t able
to finish his education because of the war and he
always stressed the importance of working hard
at school. He was an optimist by nature and
never seemed to let the pressures of life get him
down.He taught me that things happen in life
over which we have no control – but we can
control how we react to those things.  We can
be sad if something bad happens but we mustn’t
let it ruin the rest of our life.  Focus on the good
things and work hard to keep them good.

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO YOU LIKE?
I was a teenager in the 60’s so I was brought
up with Elvis, Cliff Richard, The Beatles and
The Rolling Stones. I still enjoy listening to all
that stuff and it is on in the car all the time.
My favourite artists would be Buddy Holly
and the Drifters.  Having said that, I can
listen to pretty much anything as long as it
has a recognisable lyric.  I have to admit
though that the volume is not as high now as
it used to be

IF YOU COULD PICK ANY

ACTOR/ACTRESS TO PLAY YOU IN A
FILM OF YOUR LIFE STORY WHO
WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
Sean Bean for the accent and Danny De Vito
for the rest!

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE
WORDS.
Silly old Duffer!!!

WHAT IS YOUR FUNNIEST OR MOST
EMBARRASSING EXPERIENCE?
Just recently.  I decided to give my hair a trim
when we were off for the May Bank Holiday.
I had taken the razor and attachments out and
was about to begin when my son phoned.
After speaking to him for some time I returned
to the task and ran the razor over my head
from front to back.  Unfortunately I had not
used the attachment so my hair had been
parted like the Red Sea.  There was nothing I
could do but shave the rest of it off and face
the staff & students the next day. Thankfully
most of them were very kind – to my face!!!

WHAT WAS YOUR 
CHILDHOOD AMBITION? 
When I was younger I wanted to be 
a nurse.

TELL US WHAT YOU WERE LIKE
WHEN YOU WERE AT HIGH SCHOOL
I was quite popular but I always worked
to my best ability.
WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST
IMPRESSIONS OF LAGAN COLLEGE?
I started working at Lagan College in

1996 and it was a nice surprise to find
staff who were very friendly. This
helped me to settle into my new job
very quickly.

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Mrs Alex McClung was Head of
Special Needs when I started in Lagan
College and for many years after. She
was an inspirational person and I’m
glad to say we are good friends to this
day.

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC DO 
YOU LIKE?
I like a wide variety of music but ‘Easy
Listening’ is what I like to listen to most. 

IF YOU COULD PICK ANY
ACTOR/ACTRESS TO PLAY YOU IN
A FILM OF YOUR LIFE STORY WHO
WOULD YOU CHOOSE? 
I would have to choose Judy Dench. I
think she’s a fantastic actress.

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE WORDS.
Caring, kind and trustworthy.

WHAT IS YOUR FUNNIEST OR
MOST EMBARRASSING
EXPERIENCE?
I can’t think of anything that’s suitable
to share with the general public!
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MR CARLETON WHAT WAS YOUR
CHILDHOOD
AMBITION?
To become a Royal
Marine Commando

WHAT WERE YOU
WERE LIKE WHEN
YOU WERE AT HIGH
SCHOOL?
I can’t remember back
that far…but I’m sure I
was the perfect student!

WHAT WERE YOUR
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
OF LAGAN COLLEGE?
I thought it was fun,
friendly and relaxed. It’s
a great place to work!

WHO INSPIRES
YOU?
My colleague and fellow
Science Technician, Mr
Barry McCann. (I have to
say that, otherwise I’d
have to walk to and from

work everyday!!)

WHAT KIND OF
MUSIC DO YOU
LIKE?
Pretty much anything,
apart from dance music.

IF YOU COULD PICK
ANY
ACTOR/ACTRESS TO
PLAY YOU IN A FILM
OF YOUR LIFE STORY
WHO WOULD YOU
CHOOSE?
Vin Diesel. 

DESCRIBE YOURSELF
IN THREE WORDS.
Droll, playful and bald

WHAT IS YOUR
FUNNIEST OR MOST
EMBARRASSING
EXPERIENCE?
That would have to be
when I put a hospital
gown on back to front! 

spotlight 
on

WHAT WAS YOUR
CHILDHOOD AMBITION?
To become an English
teacher like Anne of Green
Gables.

WHAT WERE YOU LIKE
WHEN YOU WERE AT
HIGH SCHOOL?
Very high achiever, very into
drama and very nerdy.

WHAT WERE YOUR FIRST
IMPRESSIONS OF LAGAN
COLLEGE?
I’m going to need a Porta-loo.

WHAT KIND OF MUSIC
DO YOU LIKE?
Old time Jazz, for example
Louis Armstrong and Ella
Fitzgerald.

WHO INSPIRES YOU?
Miss Poland.

IF YOU COULD PICK ANY
ACTOR/ACTRESS TO PLAY
YOU IN A FILM OF YOUR
LIFE STORY WHO WOULD
YOU CHOOSE? 
Kate Winslet (or if she’s not
available, Megan Fox)

DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN
THREE WORDS?
Stubborn, Passionate, 
Positive Thinker

WHAT IS YOUR
FUNNIEST OR MOST
EMBARRASSING
EXPERIENCE?
Falling up the hill on the way
to my mobile and getting
covered in mud from head to
toe.

MRS KNIPE

ONE YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION

FOR £20
For £20 receive
• 2 Year Subscription 
To The Ulster Tatler
• Free Subscription To 
Living Design Magazine

Purchase now:
For online subscribers go to
ulstertatler.com and enter
UTLS01 in the additional message
box for this offer or
call Christine McGoldrick on

028 9066 3311
Office hours Mon - Fri: 9.00 - 5.00

*All orders will be acknowledged and subscribers
advised to start issue within 14 days. The minimum
subscription term is 12 months. The normal cost of
12 issues is £35.40 based on the cover price of £2.95.
Offers applies to UK residents only.

SUBSCRIBE

NOW
ONLINE

EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO L
AGAN COLLEGE
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I Never Thought I’d Do It!

Your place was cold. So cold. Yet I was
sweating like a pig. There was jagged
rocks to my left and right and screams
that came from every direction. The Devil
sat opposite. He smirked. “So are you
ready?”

It was simple really. If I win, I go back to
my normal life. A life I was not grateful
for. A life that, now I am in the deepest
realm of Hell, I wish I could go back to. If
I lose, I go to the darkest depths of Hell,
for eternity.

The contest consisted of me, the Devil and
two fiddles. The Devil picked up his
fiddle. It was golden and gleamed in the
fire that surrounded us. He played one
note that seemed to go on forever. It had
a pure sound. If it had been under other
circumstances I would have complimented
the player for such a rich tone. Then the
Devil started to play a tune. He played so
fast and with such concentration. The tune
was beautiful.

He stopped abruptly and smiled at me,
oozing with confidence. Now all I had
to do was to play something better than
that to gain my freedom. I picked up
my fiddle. One of its strings was
broken and it had woodlice growing
out of the body of it. I played a note. It
was so sharp, it hurt my ears. I tried to
tune it but the sound just got worse. I
started to play a tune, shakily with no
confidence whatsoever. It started slow,
me hitting wrong notes every other
note, stopping and starting. But then an
overwhelming power took over. I was
no longer in control of my hands. I
played so well, I started to cry. I had

done it! I had played better than the
Devil! I stopped. The Devil looked
confused and angry. A huge smile
spread across my face.
“I did it!” I screamed “I beat you! I get to
go free!”
The Devil went from confused to happy.
“Oh, don’t you get it?” he said slyly. “You
are playing by my rules now!”
And he sent me down to the darkest
depths of Hell, to stay there for eternity.

Ronan McCann 8SM

My Dad

My Dad is a whirlwind
He rushes around everywhere
And hardly stops for breath
He rushes past you like a flash of
lightning
And he’s here, then he isn’t.

My Mum

My Mum is a tortoise
She thinks things through
And plans ahead
She thinks before she says
She thinks before she does.

Jill Heatley 8FRL

Recipe for Disaster

Round and round the cauldron dance,
Add a touch of Ronan’s pants,
A fang of a fearsome rattle-snake,
The handle of a garden rake,
And a shrivelled monkey’s toe,
Around the cauldron you shall go,

Add a dried tiger’s claw,
Ground up by Natasha’s claw,
Give your potion a bit of flair,
Add a strand of Megan’s hair,
She’ll give you a detention so be wary,
Add Miss Poland’s dictionary,
Mix in a snout of an old grey mole,
With the screams of a thousand souls,
If he’s near you must be quick,
Add Mr Mooney’s child-whacking stick,
Nobody knows to this day and age,
Why we added Michael Sage,
Mix it fast, boil it slow,
You’ll love the end of our little show.
Finally,
Add a squirrel’s tail you may have found,
And watch your school burn to the ground!
(Everybody cackles!)

Hannah Cooke, Josh Trodden, Ethan
McKnight, Jonathan Smyth 8SM

Sleep

Sleep. I love it. Your mind goes on a
journey. Infinite possibilities. Do nothing
but fantasize. Where will I be? In the
desert wrestling alligators or under the
sea talking to the sharks and the seals?
But no, I find myself worse than anything
you could imagine. I’m in school. 7
hours a day is more than enough never
mind in my dreams.

I’m in L3 Geography. Michael rallying
the troops, it’s a do or die situation. The
war against…The Teachers. We run out
onto the field of battle (the lower
playground). We see the enemy. It is
foggy and the air is stiff. As grey as the
ground beneath our feet. You could cut
the tension with a knife.

The Maths teachers come out with their
1930’s style rulers slashing like there’s
no tomorrow. Mr Mooney throws his red
and yellow rod, from M21, like a javelin
hitting poor Danny. The H.E. teachers fire
the rock hard soda breads. We protect
ourselves from the huge Spanish
textbooks that we never use. One of the
breads narrowly misses my head.

The battle is long and wearing. Many
have fallen but we must fight on. The
Science teachers get giant magnets to
pull pupils from their belts and braces.
Some of the pupils go around the back
of the lower building to attack the
teachers without them knowing.
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The sun was setting. Many lay scattered
all around me without a single drop of
life. Steven lay on the ground with a
protractor wedged in his skull. Emotions
and exhaustion were starting to get the
better of everyone. The Technology
teachers came angrily and started to
attack some more.

200 Year 8 students down to about 20.
So many had fallen in one day. 8STR
were killed with the sound of ear splitting
recorders from the music room.

It was dark. I imagine 11 o’clock and
we smelt victory. We were about to win.
An epic victory.

“WAKE UP!” “WHAT?” “You’re going to
be late for school” my Mum said. That’s
when I realised it was a dream and it’s
the same every time. I wish school was
as fun as in my dream.

Daniel Currie 8SM

The Pains of War
The dead lay scattered along the battlefield,
The result of a war caused by hate and
anger,
Not a sound can be heard apart from
the moans,
Of the dying,
There is silence in the battlefield,
As hate and anger creep away,
Looking for their next victims.
.
Hannah Cooke 8SM

Central Peace

Heavens golden gates
Shine up high
So every soul can lie with pleasure
and joy
Like a candy boy with a lolly toy.

Behind the flashing gates
There explodes dazzling light
Making every living and standing still
present
Shine and have centre
Joy like the bold moon in darkness
That can only reach around light
That has a great might in amazement
That darkness can but hold very bold.

This light exposes our joy to be
everlasting peace
This light is indescribable

But describable in our ability 
To hold the light in silence
To hear.

Gareth Burton

Bullying
Anti-Bullying

Always picking on people
Not very nice
Tall or small any shape or size
Intimidating and scary

Big, bad and scary
Upset and scared of the big scary bully
Loud and evil
Lonely and scared
Young, old, any age at all
Ill mannered and badly behaved
Neglected and left out
Genteel, definitely not!

Lisa Maguire 8FRL

Beat the Bully

“Boom” went the bully
Expecting me to jump

At once to his
Tune.

But I am better than them
Under my
Lightning umbrella
Lies an
Image so powerful even he will
Not
Glee anymore.

Victoria Roberts 8FRL

Bullies are Cruel

Big and mean
Using you for money
Likes to punch and kick
Loves to threaten you
Is boring and hard
Evil and cruel
Selfish and strong
Aggressive and angry
Rough and tough
Enough is enough

Confident and cheeky
Rude
Underhand
Everyday they bully
Likes to see people cry.

Jill Heatley

Bullies Aren’t Funny!

B-rash and big!
U-gly and selfish!
L-eft alone!
L-onely!
I-diots!
E-mbarrassing!
S-wears a lot!

G-reedy and selfish!
O-bsessed with being nasty!

A-lways hits people!
W-eird!
A-lways says bad words!
Y-ells at people for no reason!

Marcello Pazod Torres 8FRL

Bully Business

Bullies are bad people
Unless you sort them out, it will get worse
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Lots of bullies are big
Loser is their favourite word
You shouldn’t mess with them.

Bullies aren’t cool
Under the power of the bully, you are
very restricted
Spoiled but sad
I hate bullies
Never let them take control
Everyone is a victim
Stupid is their middle name
Sly is their game.

Joshua Stewart 8FRL

Bullying Poem

B – Big headed show off.
U – Upset, terrified.
L – Leaving people out.
L – Lonely, weak.
Y – You can be so horrible.
I – Intimidating other people.
N – Nasty and cruel
G – Get away from me and leave me 

alone!

Victoria Roberts 8FRL

Stop the Bully

Stick up for yourself.
Tell someone what is going on.
Or tell your Mum and Dad.
People can help you if you are alone
and afraid.

Teachers will stop the bullying.
help more children who are scared
of getting hurt.
Emotional about how you feel.

Big, bad, cruel
Unacceptable, trying to hurt you.
Learn something about them.
Look for your friends and stick together.
Ignore the nasty names they call you.
Embarrassed in front of everyone.
Sneaky at getting away with things.

Danielle Kelly 8FRL

Shakespeare
Our Sonnet 

Should I compare you to a light most
bright?
You are more beautiful and more Godly:
Strong winds blow all the buds out of my
sight
And summer isn’t long enough for me.
Sometimes the heavens shine too long
over me,
Often his wonderful glow is not seen,
All other lights one day will cease to be
And in the destined darkness, none shall
gleam.
But, your eternal light will not falter,
Neither will your fair beauty be ever lost.
Death won’t stand victor at the altar,
At Time’s hands your beauty suffers no
cost,
So long as men breathe and see through
eyes
I promise this, your beauty never dies.

By Gavin Ludlow, Andrew Clarke,
Andrew Bradley and Michael Whitla.
Year 12.

Shakespearian Sonnet

Shall I compare you to an ice-cream
cone?
You’re more refreshing and much more
cool,
When I’m thinking of you I’m never

alone,
Your hair, face and eyes make me
want to drool.
The weather may not be in our
favour,

Sometimes it’s scorching hot or
bitterly cold, 

But you’ll always be my favourite flavour,
And my love for you will never grow old.
You’re like the hot fudge or flakes on
top,
Strawberry sauce or an extra chocolate
dip?
I’ll always pick you at the ice-cream
shop,
I’ll always recommend you as a tip.
So long as mint is green and bubble
gum’s blue,
I’ll always carry my love for you.

Thank you!

Sarah Donnelly, Shannon Russell and
Taylor Pollock.
Year 12

Shall I Compare Thee to Some
Poetry?

Shall I compare thee to some poetry?
You are far nicer and less tedious:
As teachers drone of Thomas Hardy
Wooden desks meet pupils’ faces.
Sometime too long the double period
lasts
And attention starts to wane,
As only the threat of papers past
Can make consciousness remain.
But the memory of poetry shall not fade
Nor we lose sight of the grade we must
own,
Nor shall others brag we wander in their
shade.
For in years to come when we have
grown
As long as men keep writing poetry
So long lives this damn anthology!

Sarah Bingham, David McGibbon
and Louise McCorry

Will I say you are like a sunny
day?

Will I say you are like a sunny day?
You are even better and don’t fret:
Harsh breezes sneeze on bulbs of May
And even the sun on a sunny day will set.
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Sometimes the sun burns too bright
To make your auburn sunburn glow;
The wind dies down and kills your kite
But no anger you will show.
But your sunshine will never drain
And you will keep your youthful dew,
And death could not claim it in vain;
As forever this poem holds you.
So long as we live and our eyes can
read
So grows time and your beauty just as a
seed.

Leo Pele 9BLA

Seasons
Summer

Summer’s colour has exploded
Everywhere the eye can see;
Summer is smiling down on us
Wherever she may be.
Gentle breezes, refreshing rain.
Summer’s dancing throughout the day
Streams sparkling like there’s no tomorrow
But soon the day will end
Children go back to sleep
But in the morning summer’s up and ready
to start the day.

Victoria Robert 8FRL

Seasons

Winter is cold
Rain, wind, frost
Winter is cold
People make snowmen and see the
Snowmen melt like an ice cube
People have snow fights
And you shiver like if you
went in the Arctic with t-shirt and shorts.

By Conor Devenney 8NB

Spring

Spring awoke
With the sun slightly developing into a
warm Shepherd’s delight.
The clouds began to overlap upon one
another,
As colours, red and orange connected
to each one and
As the flowers then blossomed beside
the lambs that glanced towards the
sheep

Spring then approached the air with a
shine or light.

By Rebekah Wynn 8NB

Summer

Summer beamed, flashing through the
brushing of trees,
Suddenly as the bees, buzzed
And as the wasps, zoomed,
They began to quiver.
The children full of joy and laughter,
bouncing, jumping and happily
skipping with
excitement among each other, then as
their sunburn developed softly into the
natural
beauty of tan.
Summer, shown brightly among the sun
kissed air.

By Rebekah Wynn 8NB

Summer 

Summer is hot
Sitting out in the sun
Sweating and burning
With no cover in sight

Summer shines
Sun shining through the trees
Sitting licking ice-cream
Until it’s gone into my belly

Summer sand
Sitting by the sea
On the hot crispy sand
While it is burning my feet.

By Georgia Toughry 8NB

Seasons

Summer has come
BBQ ribs eaten, water
balloons thrown at people,
people sunbathing.

Autumn leaves turn gold
Yellow and brown flooding
The streets with leaves.

Winter snowmen built
Icy roads
Tongues sticking on
Lampposts!

Anesu Karanda 8NB

Seasons

Spring blew,
Calmly to the blooming fields,
And watched the baby lambs play,
Giving space to new colours,
Like yellow and green.

Summer bounced,
Into the warm beach,
Warming up the sea,
For young children’s holidays,
To be extreme.

Autumn fell,
Into the trees,
And fell with all the leaves,
And found a baby squirrel,
Falling fast asleep.

Winter sneaked,
Slowly through the grass and trees,
Leaving behind a glowing trail,
It scared away the magpie,
But not the brave robin.

By Rachel Beckett 8SM

Seasons

Spring
Spring awoke
Banishing winter until next time
Spring helped
Bring back warmth and light
And Spring smiled
Please that her work was done.

Summer
Summer strolled
Making things even warmer
Summer grinned laughing at the water
fights
And summer skipped
Happily through the holidays.

Autumn
Autumn pranced
So the leaves would wither and die
Autumn danced
And it suddenly got a little colder
And Autumn twirled
Glad he was working for Winter.

By Ethan McKnight

Mum

If my mum were a flower
Her natural petals would be breathing
Her beauty glowing
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Her hair rising
As the sparkle of the sunlight hit her
steam
Her eyes glowing
Her hair whispering
Her person crisping
Her warmth comforting
Her speech laughing
Her ears blooming
And her growth sprouting.

By Rebekah Wynn 8NB

My Sister

My sister is like a building,
If you make her topple you’re in trouble,
But she can stand sky high,
She stands tall and proud,
And she never lets anything get in her
way.

By Lauren Burton 8SM 

My Friend

My friend is like a park,
She is so much fun,
And she makes you happy all the time,
You can play with her anytime,
She can make the world go round.

By Lauren Burton 8SM 

My Mum

My mum is like a dress,
She is extremely elegant,
She flows back and forth,
She can keep you warm inside,
And comforts you when you feel sad.

By Lauren Burton 8SM 

My Dog

My dog is like the weather,She can
turn anytime,
But yet she can be like the sun, friendly
and nice,
If she doesn’t like you, you had better
be careful because
She can roar like thunder!

By Lauren Burton 8SM

My Mum

If my mum was a flower she would be
a rose.
She smells so sweet she’s good enough

to eat.
She is the sun that shines in the sky.

By Naomi Foat 8NB

My Mum

My mum is like the sun
She’s warm and bright
She lights up the day, but
When night time comes
She hides away.

By Natalie McKinney 8NB

My Brother

My brother is like a bin
He’s always talking rubbish
He’s always eating trash
He smells like garbage
And he always needs cleaned.

By Natalie McKinney 8NB

My Mum

My mum is a flower because she is
bright
She is also as nice as a warm
summer’s day
And lastly she would be Florida
because she is tanned!

By Lydia Blakley 8NB

My Cat

If my cat was a season she would be
summer, because she is bright.
She was also be a flower because she
stands out in the garden.
And lastly she would be a beast
because you can’t win any battle
against her.

By Lydia Blakley 8NB

My Friend

If my friend was an ice-cream
She would be strawberry swirl
because she sweetens up my day
She also might be a sunflower;
even shining on a rainy day.

By Casey Smith 8NB

My Dog Wilf

He’s a rusty old banger who is

extremely slow.
He is an oak which takes forever to
grow.
He’s the bus that never arrives.
He’s that maths question that never
gets done.
He’s that lost play by William
Shakespeare.

By Dan McParland 8NB

Simile Poem

The writer of this poem
Is taller than his sister
As funny as Russell Howard.

As strong as a cow
As sharp as a knife
As quick as Usian Bolt.

The writer of this poem
Has always been funny
He is a rich man.

By Ryan McClure 8SM 

If Hannah was a Tree

If Hannah was a tree,
She would shine in the sun,
And dance all day long,
Singing a weird song,
About a bike and a bee!

By Rachel Beckett 8SM

The Writer of this Poem

The writer of this poem is as happy as
Elf
As she climbs to the top of a cherry
tree.
As sweet as a flower,
As busy as a bee,
As funny as a jelly tot,
As silly as a sock!

By Rachel Beckett 8SM 
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READATHON 2010 &
WORLD BOOK DAY
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Readathon is a charity that runs the UK’s
biggest sponsored reading campaign.  It
provides a stimulating focus for
recreational reading and raises money
for seriously ill children.  Since the launch
of Readathon’s first campaign in 1984,
Readathon has raised more than
£22,000,000.  As the National Literary
Trust states: “Reading for pleasure has
been revealed as the most important
indicator of the future success of a child.” 

Over the past four years, Lagan College
Year 8 pupils have raised over £12,000
for Readathon.  The money is split
between two charities: CLIC Sargent and
The Roald Dahl Foundation.  Roald Dahl
loved Readathon, particularly because it
let children read what they wanted to.
Michael Rosen, Children’s Laureate
states: The world’s wisdom is in books.
Get children excited in books and then
they’ll get the world’s wisdom.”  

The money raised in Northern Ireland is
only used in Northern Ireland and is not
used for medical research.  Instead it is
used to help victims and their families
cope with horrific diseases: such as
cancer, Hodgkin’s disease, leukaemia,
epilepsy, blood disorders or head
injuries.  The two charities will send
people into the family’s home to help
with general household chores or even
just to be there to support the family.  It
helps mums and dads with transport to
visit hospital, household costs,
wheelchairs, special nurses and social
workers.  They also make dreams come
true for children by sending them on
holidays and trips.  Our money has
enabled a sick child to make happy
memories in a very unhappy and painful
time in their life.

For the fifth year running, Lagan College
pupils eagerly participated in the
Readathon challenge, promising to beat
last year’s total of £3334.59!  Year 8

pupils were excused from regular English
lessons, in favour of reading.  The pupils
read books and got sponsored to do it!
During the week many friends, family
members and hapless passers by were
‘hit’ for sponsorship money.  

To make Readathon more exciting this
year, Readathon and World Book Day
were celebrated together in style!  On

Thursday 4th March, whilst Year 8’s
read in ferocious competition; English
teachers came to school dressed up as
their favourite literary characters.  Pupils
were rather shocked to encounter
Cleopatra (Mrs Lowry) and Lady
Macbeth (Mrs Knipe) putting on their
make-up in a nearby classroom.
Unsuspecting pupils were then
thoroughly chastised by a rather bitter
Miss Havisham (Miss Bell) who took
particular aversion to the boys!
However, Sherlock Holmes (Mr Killen)
was on hand to search for clues and
find the guilty culprit.  Dorothy (Miss
Poland) and Toto kept everyone’s spirits
up with a mixture of singing and
dancing which was a little too jolly for
poor Juliet Capulet (Mrs Beckett).
Combining a love of reading with
raising money for charity proved
extremely beneficial this year as our
Year 8’s proved to be record breakers
by raising more than ever before. For
the English Department, Readathon is
not just about raising money, it’s about
raising readers!

In a Special Assembly, prizes were
presented to those who raised the most
money.  Some individuals made

• Miss Bell, James Burton, Razzak Turnbull and Conor Ellson present
Claire McAuley and Fionnuala Savage with a cheque for £5249.59.

• Miss Havisham and Mr Hare,
who for some reason came to
school wearing his pyjamas.
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outstanding contributions: Conor Ellson
of 8MRG raised an impressive £175.08
and James Burton of 8STR raised an
amazing £192.  Special mention goes to
Razzak Turnbull, also of 8MRG, for
raising the highest amount with a
staggering £198.  Well done!  8STR
were successful in raising the highest
class total with a whopping £942.  Mr

Killen happily collected the class prize
on behalf of 8MRG, photographing
himself in the process; emphasising his

modesty!  Mrs Brenda McMillan,
Assistant Bursar, was also warmly
thanked by Miss Bell for her hard work
and support and much to her
embarrassment was presented with a
bunch of flowers.

Claire McAuley and Fionnuala Savage
from CLIC Sargent kindly agreed to
come and receive the cheque.
Fionnuala displayed a jar of sweets to
show how many tablets one child would
have to take during their treatment –

there were nearly 5000.  She explained
how traumatic it is for a child to be
diagnosed with cancer and gave an
insight into the work of CLIC Sargent.
Fionnuala and Claire were overwhelmed
with the magnificent amount Lagan
pupils had raised - £5249.59 and
congratulated us warmly.  This is the
highest amount Year 8 has ever raised!
In fact, over the last five years, pupils at
Lagan College have raised over
£17,000 for the Readathon appeal – a
fabulous achievement!

Readathon annually contributes to sick
and disabled children and without it
there would be more very miserable
children in the world.  In the words of
Michael Rosen, Children’s Laureate, “If
you read, the world is yours!”  All pupils
who took part in the Readathon should
be very proud of themselves – you have
created an immense challenge for next
year!

Miss M Bell

• Miss Bell presents Mrs McMillan
Assistant Bursar with a bouquet of flowers
to thank her for all her hard work.

This month, Mrs Knipe’s Year 10 English
class had an Elizabethan Day in the
College Library. Different groups had
varying themes and were set up in stalls
showing what we had learned about
Shakespeare and the Elizabethan age.
Classes from History and English throughout
Years 8, 9 & 10 were all invited to join in
the fun. Each stall had their own unique
attraction, which their visitors thoroughly

enjoyed! There was a range of activities,
food tasting, puppet shows and writing with
a  quill and ink to name a few. Furthermore,
there were prizes awarded for an
Elizabethan poem writing competition.
Everyone enjoyed the day and Mrs Knipe’s
class showed a lot of knowledge and
interest in the subject. Thanks to the
enthusiasm and hard work of everyone
involved. We especially wish to thank Mrs

Knipe for the opportunity to take part in this
practical activity and to Ms Durkin, our
Librarian, for the use of the Library.

By Teana McHugh, Mark Freel,
Gary Watson, Melissa Craig, Jamie
Strudwick and Michael Sloan,
Year 10

ELIZABETHAN DAY

• Miss Knipe (Lady Macbeth), Mrs Beckett
(Juliet Capulet), Miss Bell (Miss Havisham)
and Mr Killen (Sherlock Holmes).
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‘ME’ BOXES
Year 8 students were given the
opportunity to create and present a ‘Me’
Box based on the important things in
their life.  Students either used an old
box or made one themselves, decorated
this in their own personal style and
placed items or symbols of value to them
including family and friends, places they
have travelled to, objects that are special
to them and symbols of interest/hobbies.
Year after year we are amazed at the
standard of boxes the students create
and many of them were displayed for
Year 8 parents to view when they met
with their Form Tutors.

This project links with the theme of
Identity which is the main area of focus
for Term 1 in English classes.  The
students presented their ‘Me’ Box to their
English class and learned valuable
presentation skills as well as boosting
their self-confidence.  In an integrated
school, being able to share personal
information in an environment of mutual

respect and trust is really important.  The
‘Me’ Boxes provided many giggles and
laughs along the way, not to mention
tears, as we learn about the lives and
experiences of our Year 8 students.  

Mrs M Beckett

A  Book Fair was held in the
College Library for a week in
October. As always it was very
well attended at break and
lunchtime 

The fair was very successful with
lots of books being purchased. As
a result we were able to obtain
new books for the library through
the commission earned.

Many thanks to the pupils, staff and parents who
supported this venture.

P. Durkin, Librarian

• Hugh
Mackey.

• Wiktoria Jopek.

• Nicole Taylor.

• Courtney Bell. • Nathan Migan.

• Sam Howard.• Patrick Smyth.

84 VOICES

COLLEGE LIBRARY
HOSTS BOOK FAIR
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Year 8 student Michael Sage recently
became the first winner of Junior
Mastermind.  Michael battled his way
through three dramatic and nerve-wracking
rounds, beating some stiff opposition to
claim the title.  

The competition was the brainchild of
caretaker Mr John Menagh, and proved to
be a huge success.  Running for 8 weeks
in the school library over junior lunchtimes,
the event comprised of 12 first round
heats, three semi-finals and the Grand
Final.  In total, 960 specialist subjects and
640 general knowledge questions were
posed by quizmasters Miss Poland, Mr
Killen and Mrs Knipe. Contestants had to
answer 15 questions on their subject
choice and 10 on general knowledge.
While the standard of specialist topics was
very high, the general knowledge
questions had a few contestants squirming
in their seat.  

Chosen subjects included Lord of the
Rings, Harry Potter, The Simpsons, Family
Guy, Eastenders, famous battles, Glee,
Hannah Montana, Metallica, Dr Who,
Gavin and Stacey and the Bible to name
just a few.  Slightly more bizarre choices
were JLS, Miami Ink and PS3 games!
Needless to say, all the contestants
enjoyed taking part, with the black chair,
Mastermind theme music, audience
participation and the famous phrase, “I’ve
started, so I’ll finish…” all adding to the
tension and drama of the event.  

The competition was so popular that within
only a matter of days after publicizing it,
we had a massive number of entries.
Eventually, after narrowing the field down
to 48 contestants from Years 8, 9 and 10,
the first heat of Junior Mastermind took
place on Monday 26th April.  Erin Riddel
won the opening heat, her specialist
subject being the popular television series
Ashes to Ashes. Other early winners were
Caitlin Kearns, Joshua McDonald and
Michael Burns.  Notable highlights during
the heats included poor Sophie Bateman
having to answer some rather strange
questions which had been set by Miss
Poland herself.  (What knowing David
Tennant’s favourite book or breakfast
cereal has to do with Dr Who is beyond
me!)

Those who also fell at the first hurdle were
James ‘The human body’ Burton, Piaras
‘WWE’ Nulty and Mairead ‘Justin Bieber’
Carter.  Most of the questions were set by
staff, with Mr Menagh and Mrs Durkin
doing most of the ‘Googling’ on the
specialist subjects. Eventually, 48
became 12 as the semi-finals took
place at the end of May.  The Year 8
students showed the rest how it should
be done, with 3 of the 4 finalists
coming from the year group.  The
four contestants to survive and make it
through to the final were Joshua ‘Lord
of the Rings’ McDonald, Rosie ‘Gavin
and Stacey’ Killick, Hannah ‘Miracles
and Parables of Jesus’ Cooke and
Michael ‘The Beatles’ Sage.  The
final itself was a tense affair with
almost nothing between the four
after the first series of questions.
However, Michael pulled away in
the final round to win with an

amazing 21 points out of 25.  Hannah just
managed to hold off Joshua and Rosie to
finish second.

The Principal, Mrs McNamee, was on
hand to present the trophies and gift
vouchers to Michael and Hannah.  The
large audience of staff and pupils showed
their appreciation for the efforts of Mr
Menagh and his team of staff and pupils
who set up the entire event.  Hopefully, this
year’s Junior Mastermind is only the first of
many! 

Mr J Killen

MASTERMIND 
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LAGAN COLLEGE
STRENGHTENS PARTNERSHIP
WITH DOANE STUART
During the mid term break, Lagan
College welcomed students and staff,
from the Doane Stuart School in
Albany, New York. Our American
visitors were hosted for one week by
five incredibly kind and generous
local families. The five American
students and their teacher - Mr
Seamus Hodgkinson, a native from
West Belfast, spent the week touring
the sites of Northern Ireland and
appreciating the positive impact that
over a decade of peace has had on
what used to be, a very troubled and
divided society. Throughout the week
long visit the group was cared for by
Lagan College Sixth Form students
past and present including Tony
McGaharan, (studying in Sweden)
Darron O’Hare (studying at UUC),
Carla Mc Gaharan, Ruth Agnew,
Claire Johnston, Mary Brown and
Chloe McIlwrath. 

The group’s programme was jammed
packed with educational visits to
Stranmillis, St Mary’s, the St Patrick’s
Centre in Downpatrick, Millennium
I.P.S, Priory College and the One Tiny
Step Office. Three other significant
highlights of the visit were the candle
lit mass at Clonard Monastery, the
Sunday morning service at the Free
Presbyterian Church, Ravenhill Road
and an opportunity to meet our Cross
of Nails link school- Coventry Blue
Coats at the Corrymeela Centre in
Ballycastle. Mrs Beckett, Miss Ritchie
and I were also on hand
throughout the stay for a bit of ice
skating, touring, shopping and
mooching around the museum. The
American students enjoyed the variety
of things to do but in particular
appreciated the numerous social
events that were organised that
enabled the Doane Stuart students to
network with their Lagan College
peers. 

A private playtime at Indiana Land
brought out the fun side in all (no

teachers allowed thankfully) and the
Giant’s Causeway received a thumbs
up – even Mr Nesbitt, the Building
Supervisor, had a great day out
driving the mini bus.

Goodbye hugs and kisses were
exchanged at the International Airport
on Saturday 22nd February before
our American friends headed off. It

was a memorable and amazing week
for all! Our sincere gratitude goes to
our students, their families and not
least Mrs Beckett and Miss Ritchie
who gave so willingly of their time
and energy. We are already looking
forward to next year’s visit.

Mrs McNamee
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LAGAN COLLEGE 
WELCOMES MINISTER
FOR EDUCATION

Lagan College welcomed a visit from the
Education Minister, Caitriona Ruane to their
Campus in November, where she was met
by the Chairman of the Board of
Governors, Staff and pupils.

The College is currently awaiting the start of
its new building programme and were
delighted the Minister was able to spare the
time to come see our site first hand.

Ms Ruane was firstly given a quick tour
around the College campus and then she
joined the Students Council representatives
from Years 8 to 14 in the Library. Many
topics were discussed including the transfer
procedure, the school’s building
programme and the possible introduction of
Politics classes in the Junior School. The
Minister was very interested to hear the
views of the students and they in turn
listened to her opinions on academic
selection.

We were delighted to welcome the Minister
to Lagan College. Our students particularly
enjoyed having the opportunity to engage
with her and urged her to do everything
she could to ensure the school buildings
were completed as quickly as possible.

• Left to Right: Adrian Beggs, Head
Boy, Carla McGaharan, Head Girl,
Ms Caitriona Ruane, Minister for
Education, Mrs Helen McHugh,
former Principal & Dr Ian McMorris,
Chairman of the Board of Governors
of Lagan College.

• Caitriona Ruane was given a tour of the College grounds
before meeting with Students Council representatives
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Lagan College celebrated student
success at their annual Junior Prize
Evening, proudly watched by par-
ents, staff, governors and guests.
Special Guests of Honour at this
year's event was former Head Girl,
Emma Brannigan and former Head
Boy, Peter Ker.  An array of awards
were presented including those for
Excellence in Effort, Academic
Achievement, Outstanding Service
and Sporting Achievement.  

Mrs McHugh spoke of achieve-
ments and successes throughout the
year and the audience listened to
Emma and Peter’s comments and
encouraging words.  Stephen Hare
(Year 8), Megan McDowell (Year 9)
and Roseanna McGill (Year 10)

also shared their thoughts on the
highlights of their year. 

The audience were entertained by
the Junior Group and the Junior
String Trio before enjoying refresh-
ments at the reception afterwards.

JUNIOR PRIZE EVENING

88 VOICES

Mrs Helen McHugh

Eimear Lambe, Luke Withers 
and Ben Hounsell. 

Mr McFadden, Mrs Mills, 
Mrs McHugh and Mr Connolly.

Peter Ker, Emma Brannigan, Johnathan Nugent and Mrs McHugh

Peter Ker, Emma Brannigan, Anna Scott, Eimer Lambe,
Jacqueline Livings and Mrs. McHugh.

Lagan College 
Choir.
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Megan McDowell, Rachel Alfred, Eimear Lambe, Una McAughey and Pannah Begum.

Peter Ker, Emma Brannigan, 
Mrs. McHugh and Mrs. McNamee.

Peter Ker, Luke Withers and Emma Brannigan. Sarah McKinley, Aine Barbour and Nicki Chambers.

Peter Ker, Emma Brannigan, Johnathan Nugent and Mrs McHugh
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JUNIOR AWARDS
2009-2010

AWARDS FOR
ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT 

Year 8
Roslyn Neill
Gail McLean
Autumn Forbes-McVeigh
Louise Curran
Rosie Killick
Riah Geddis
Jena McGeagh
Stephen Hare
Ryan Migan
Gareth Irvine
Patrick McKeown
Jonathan Whyte
Tony Salami
Mark Stephens
Tiarnan O’Callaghan

Year 9
Chloe Currie
Talitha Taylor
Dempsey Andrews
Miriam Johnston
Helena Bartlett
Matthew Townsley
Zoe Hanna
Katie Thomson
Daryl Rawson
Sean Hughes
Mark Coulter
Michael Hamley
Harry Henry
Ben Thomas
Ciaran Donnelly

Year 10
Catriona Acheson
Eimear Lambe
Roseanna McGill
Sarah McKinley
Melissa McBride
Sarah Lambe
Nikki Chambers
Chloe Latimer
Jonathan Nugent
Connor Chapman
Ross Babb
Ben Hounsell

Luke Withers
Luke Morton
Jheryn Wong
Christopher Streight

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS IN
CCEA KEY STAGE 3 TESTS

English
Eimear Lambe, Aidan Sloan

Maths
Eimear Lambe, Luke Withers

Science
Eimear Lambe, Ben Hounsell

ICT
Jacqueline Livings, James Irvine

MOST IMPROVED PUPILS
IN YEAR GROUP

Year 8
Cara Stewart 

Year 9
Miriam Johnston 

Year 10
Jonathan Nugent 

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT
(YEAR 8)

Kiera Donnelly
Reagan McConnell
Louise Rattray
Hannah Kennedy
Rosa Knox-Bradley
Clare Livings
Caitlin Kearns
Emma McCartney
Laura Patterson

Sian Burns
Emer Cafolla
Cara Stewart
Luke Williamson
David Beattie
Jonathan Matchett
Stephen Hare
Jonathan Kennedy
Andrew Rourke
Joel Pears
Mark Stephens
Lennin McClure
Tiarnan O’Callaghan
Cara Stewart
Catherine Cunningham
Jacinta Hamley
Rosie Killick
Kirstie Morrow
Riah Geddis
Rebecca Gill
Ciara Lavery
Louise McNeely
Niamh Murphy
Anna Friel
Jena McGeagh

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT
(YEAR 9)

Dempsey Andrews
Arathy Babu
Naina Babu
Helena Bartlett
Kaitlin Bartlett
Lauren Brabon
Megan Crowley
Samantha Cummings
Chloe Currie
Rebecca Donnelly
Lauren Ferguson
Hannah Fitzsimmons
Michael Burns
Mark Coulter
Matthew Grimes
Michael Hamley
Stephen Isaac
Michael Lynch
Natalie Hayes
Miriam Johnston
Megan McDowell
Antonia McIlhagger
Nicola Moloney
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JUNIOR AWARDS
2009-2010

Sophie Nicholl
Victoria Powell
Natasha Russell
Leona Tate
Ashleigh Taylor
Talitha Taylor
Laura Walker
Ruairi McCallan
Paul McKenna
Michael McNulty
Cameron Mosgrove
Michael Sloan
Nayem Samad 
Blaine Andrews

EXCELLENCE IN EFFORT
(YEAR 10)

Catriona Acheson
Rachel Aldred
Aine Barbour
Glena Knox-Bradley
Eimear Lambe
Jacqueline Livings
Sophie McAlorum
Melissa McBride
Roseanna McGill
Naomi McGlynn
Anna Scott
Max Burns
Ben Hounsell
Luke Morton
Luke Withers
Craig Agnew
Jim Peacock
Elle Rowan

ENTERPRISE
COMPETITION WINNERS
(YEAR 10)

Carol McAfee
Rachel Aldred      
Eliza Heathwood
Katherine Campbell
Katerina Vikingson

EXCELLENT
ATTENDANCE DURING
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Craig Agnew
Rachel Aldred
Daniel Allen
Calvin Angove
Max Burns
Nikki Chambers
Tommy Cheng
Olivia Gamble
Benjamin Hounsell
Eimear Lambe
Duncan Macmillan
Jack McCready
Alexandra McNaney
Alexander Pollock
Daniel Rea
Simon Taylor
Jheryn Wong

ROINN NA GAEILGE
AWARD

Una McAughey

LINGUA AWARD

Anna Scott/Eimear Lambe

THE ALEXANDRA
MCCLUNG LITERACY
AWARD FOR YEAR 8

Eoin McManus

JUNIOR ECO COMMITTEE
(WINNERS OF GREEN FLAG AWARD)

Daniel Bassett

Matthew Grimes
Michael McNulty

SERVICE AWARDS

Sophie Fusco-McKeown
Louise Rattray
Michael McNulty
Chloe Bell
Katie Thomson
Lauren Shannon

CREATIVITY AWARDS

Kiera Donnelly
Reagan McConnell
Stephen Hare
Fintan Gargan
Pannah Begum

NATIONAL SCIENCE
WEEK COMPETITION

Miriam Johnston
Shannen Magee

MOST VALUABLE
PLAYER AWARDS

Basketball
Year 8 -    Stephen Hare
Year 9 -    Lee Hallam
Year 10 -    Liam Scott

Football
Year 8 -    Curtis Cowan
Year 9 -    Aaron Dunlop
Year 10 -    Daniel Allen

Athletics
Year 8 -    Christy O’Kane
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JUNIOR AWARDS
2009-2010

Year 9 -    Mark Coulter
Year 10 -    Craig Lindsay

Lagan Legends
Year 8 -    Stephen Hare
Year 9 -    Mark Coulter
Year 10 -    Daniel Toal

Hockey
Year 8 -    Emma McCartney
Year 9 -    Laura Walker
Year 10 -    Abbie Townsley

Netball
Year 8 -    Natasha Donnan
Year 9 -    Kelsey Nolan
Year 10 -    Eimear Lambe

Dance
Year 8 -    Farrah Hughes
Year 9 -    Helena Bartlett
Year 10 -    Naomi Finlay

Athletics
Year 8 -    Zoe Kynes
Year 9 -    Camille Hepburn
Year 10 -    Raisse Magne

Lagan Legends
Year 8 -    Natasha Donnan
Year 9 -    Laura Walker
Year 10 -    Eimear Lambe

AWARDS IN MUSIC

Theory
Anna Scott Grade 4
Jacqueline Livings Grade 3
Catriona Acheson Grade 3
Rosie Killick Grade 3
Andrew Wilson Grade 2
Clare Livings Grade 2
Michael Sloane Grade 2

Alto Saxophone
Cameron Ewart Grade 4
Baritone
Rebecca Gray Grade 4

Clarinet 
Ciara Lavery Grade 4

Cornet
Jonathan Beattie Grade 3

Drums
Catriona Acheson Grade 2
Adam Burns Grade 1
Ciara Lavery Grade 1
Conrad McQuitty Grade 1
Andrew Wilson Grade 1

Piano
Michael Sloan Grade 3
Daniel Sloan Grade 3

Violin 
Rosie Killick Grade 5
Carly Burns Grade 2
Kirstie Morrow Grade 2

FOUNDATION
CERTIFICATE IN
SECONDARY
EDUCATION - FRENCH

Catriona Acheson
Craig Agnew
Nicole Armstrong
Megan Barr
Matthew Blakley
Louise Boyle
Max Burns
Katherine Campbell
Louise Cassidy
Adrian Crozier
Gavin Flack
Conall Gilmore
Rebecca Gray
Chantelle Harvey
Benjamin Hounsell
James Irvine
Jacqueline Livings
Melissa Martin
Hannah Maxwell
Sophie McAlorum
Colm McCann
Eadaoin Ni Mhaoilriain
Conleth O‘Grady
Rowan Patterson
Jessica Robinson
Anna Scott
Daniel Toal
Rebecca Young

ENTRY LEVEL SPANISH

Ross Babb
Lydia Baird
Cal Cleland
Frank Crawford
Christopher Doyle
Conan Kinnear
Chloe Latimer
Zoe Mayes
Joshua McBlain
Laureen McCartan
Blaine Moffett
Jonathan Patterson
Jasmin Shaw
Michael Williamson
Gregory Silson

ENTRY LEVEL FRENCH

Daniel Allen
Joshua Bolster Coates
Tommy Cheng
Carl Duffy
Mark Henning
Diarmaid Kielty
Sarah Lambe
Cliodhna Leeson
Barry Linden
Raissa Magne
Kyle Marley
Philip McDowell
Jonathan Nugent
Catriona Smith
Sabrina Starrett
Gerard Whyte
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SENIOR PRIZE-GIVING
Lagan College was delighted to
welcome back past students to their
Senior Prize-giving on15th December
2009 where they celebrated many
aspects of students’ successes. Special
Guest Speaker was Mr Gerry Kelly,
television presenter and broadcaster,
who gave an encouraging and
inspirational speech. This was to be
the last Prize Day for Principal, Mrs
Helen McHugh, who retired from the
College in December.  Head Boy and
Head Girl, Adrian Beggs and Carla
McGaharan, and their Deputies
Gareth Schaefer and Megan
Cunningham, also participated in the

ceremony.  The Chief Executive of the
SEELB, Mr Stanton Sloan and the
Chairman of the Board of Governors,
Dr Ian McMorris were also among the
audience.

Mrs McHugh spoke fondly of
achievement and successes throughout
the year; among many awards
presented included those for
Excellence in Effort, Academic
Achievement, Outstanding Service and
Sporting Achievements.  Bethan
Hughes received the President’s Plate
and Bursary Award and Best Overall
Performance at GSCE went to Finn

MacMillan and Kristine Dodds. Ruth
Agnew was awarded Best Academic
Award at GCSE Spanish, Catherine
Doherty the Best Academic Award at
GCSE ICT and Clare Johnston the Best
Academic Award at GCSE H.E.

The audience were entertained by the
College Choir and Band before
enjoying refreshments at the reception
afterwards.

• Mrs McHugh &
Nuala O’Loan.

 

• L to R: John Kavanagh, Sarah Gillespie,
Steven Hughes, Nicole Hagan

• L to R: Mr Stanton Sloan, Chief Executive of the SEELB, Carla
McGaharan, Head Girl, Mr Gerry Kelly, Guest Speaker, Mrs Helen
McHugh, former Principal, Adrian Beggs, Head Boy & Dr Ian
McMorris, Chairman of the Board of Governors

• The Senior Band entertained
the students and their guests

• Finn MacMillan and Kristine Dodds received
awards for the Best Results at GCSE, both
achieved 9 A* grades. 

• Mr Gerry Kelly,
Guest Speaker
presenting Bethan
Hughes with the
President’s Plate
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EDITOR’S CORNER

CI

AWARDS IN EXCELLENCE
IN EFFORT

Key Stage 4
Callum Shaw
John Evans
Ryan McNaney
Finn MacMillan
Ella McEwan
Maeve Nethercott
Felicity Goddard
Kristine Dodds

Sixth Form
Ben Murphy
Aileen Moloney
Daniel Patterson
Stephanie Boyle
Jonathan Cousins
Nicole Blackburn
Tom Evans
Kerri Lewis
Conrad Johnston
Bethan Hughes
Ciaran Conlon
Rachel Brown

AWARDS FOR CREATIVITY

Ryan Hollinger
Ella McEwan
Trevyn Hooks
Felicity Goddard
Gavin Peden
Andrew Johnston
Emily Dunwoody
Jonathan Li
Ali Taylor

AWARDS FOR SERVICE

Claire Rattray
Lauren Hughes
Orla Thompson
Nadine McLaughlin
Kathryn Quinn

Jazzmin McClure
Rachel Brown
Fiona Stewart
Nuala Hanley
Bethan Hughes
Rachel Twaites
Natalie Rowe
Emma Gallen
Malachy Clarke
Hannah Charlton
Megan Cunningham
Emma Cunningham
Judith Spiers
Selina Lewis
Kerri Lewis
Chloe Allison
Rachel Neely
Alice Taylor
Conrad Johnston
Hannah Bryson
Tom Evans
Archana Babu
Lauren Davidson
Carla McGaharan

AWARDS FOR ACTION

Lauren Hughes
Maeve Nethercott
Selina Lewis
Kerri Lewis
Jazzmin McClure

OUTSTANDING
SPORTING
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Jamie McCulloch
Ireland under 19 Ice Hockey Squad 

(European Championship Turkey 2009)
Maeve Nethercott
Capped for N.I. Ladies Football Team

Ella McEwan
Belfast Netball Team

Jonathan Cousins
U16 Ulster Basketball Squad
/National League Basketball

Rachel Laverty
N,I School Girls Football Team/Netball
Dermot McAteer

N.I. Taekwondo
Matthew Davis
Ist place in Ulster Championship Quad

Racing
Laura McConville

4th place in U18 World Dance
Championship

SENIOR INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC ACHIEVEMENTS

Theory
Hannah McKechnie Grade 5
Conor McCartney Grade 4
Orlagh Thompson Grade 4
Gavin Peden Grade 3
Conor Gormally Grade 3
Ruth Nugent Grade 2
Tiarnan Belshaw Grade 2
Ross Patterson Grade 2
Jack Goligher Grade 2
Kyle McGeagh Grade 2
Louise McCorry Grade 2
Oisin Jayat Grade 2
Philip Curry Grade 2
Mary Ellen McCartan Grade 1

Saxophone
Bethan Hughes Grade 8

Trumpet
David McGibbon Grade 3

Drums
Tiarnan Belshaw Grade 2

Violin
Conor McCartney Grade 3

SENIOR AWARDS
2009-2010
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BEST ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE AT GCSE

Kristine Dodds Additional Mathematics
Julia Brown Art & Design
Finn MacMillan
Lucy McAlorum
Eilidh McCann
Zoe Hollinger Biology
Stephen Hughes Buiness Studies
Kristine Dodds Chemistry
Nicole Hagan Child Development
Kaya Carville Drama
Finn MacMillan English
Finn MacMillan English Literature
Paul Maguire Wilson French
Zoe Hollinger Geography
Ruth Agnew
Mary McDowell History
Claire Johnston Home Economics
Catherine Doherty ICT
Ines Mathieu Irish
Kristine Dodds     Modular Mathematics
James Harper MVRU Studies
Andrew Johnston Music
John Evans  P.E.
Zoe Hollinger Physics
Zoe Hollinger R.E.
Finn MacMillan Science Core
Finn MacMillan Additional Science
Ruth Agnew Spanish
Peter Gunning   Technology and Design

BEST OVERALL
PERFORMANCE AT GCSE

Finn MacMillan
Kristine Dodds

GCSE CERTIFICATES

Ruth Agnew
Megan Alexander
Yasmin Al-Halabi
Matthew Allington
Aaron Andrews
Natalie Archer
Jamie Baird
Sonya Bakker

Sarah-Jayne Beale
Darren Beattie 
Louise Beers 
Siofra Berndt
Anthony Black
Aaron Black
Alice Blackstock
Shane Bolster
Jacob Bradley
George Brown
Zowie Brown
Daniel Brown
Julia Brown
Mary Brown
Danielle Brownfoot
Christopher Bunting
Kristoffer Cairns
Johnathan Canavan 
Anna Carr
Kaya Carville
Amber-Zoe Cheesman
Isobel Clarke
Jennifer Coates
Nichola Connor
Ciaran Copeland
John Crawford
Conall Crossey-Malone
Ben Crossley
Anna Crozier
Carrie Cupples 
Stephen Davey
Tatiana Demidyuk
Kristine Dodds
Catherine Doherty
Luke Donaldson
Karl Dowdall

Simon Dowling 
Jack Downey 
Megan Duff
Jemma Dunn
Kasim El Alaoui Lasmaili
Simon Elliott
John Evans
Rhonda Flanagan
Louise Franklin 
Mateusz Gajewski
Caroline Galbraith
Sarah Gallagher
James Gallen
Daniel Galway
Craig Gibson
Sarah Gillespie 
Alexandra Gilroy
Ben Goan
Mark Goodall
Michaela Gray
Peter Gunning
Linda Haddick 
Nicole Hagan 
Tim Hamley
Conor Hammond
Clare Hanna
Andrew Harper
Ross Hartley
Kym Harvey
Melissa Hastings
Jordan Henderson
Tasha Henderson 
David Henry
Mikaila Hepburn
Zoe Hollinger
Harley Hughes
Stephen Hughes
Rebekah Hunter
Jonathan Irvine
Rachel Jess
Andrew Johnston
Claire Johnston 
Lauren Johnston 
Catherine Keane
Philip Kemp
Marianne Kennedy
Simon Kernaghan
Glenn King
Rebekah Kirkwood
Sophie Knox
Matthew Lambe
Zoe Latimer
Rachel Laverty
Lauren Little 
Patrick Livings 
Kyle Lockhart

SENIOR AWARDS
2009-2010
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CONGRATULATIONS!
NORTHERN
IRELAND ASSEMBLY
YOUTH PANEL

Our congratulations go to Chris
Shanks in Sixth Form who secured a
place on the newly appointed
Northern Ireland Assembly’s Youth
Panel.  Chris was shortlisted from
400 young people.

He represented the Youth Panel
during Community Relations Week,
30 April 2010, and will undoubtedly
be an excellent ambassador for
Lagan College.

STAFF SUCCESS
Congratulations to Mrs Moreland
and Mrs Walker from our Learning
Support Department who both
qualified with an NVQ Level 3 (0-18
years) in Childcare, Learning and
Development.

Their assessor Mrs Karen Lowes,
from South Eastern Regional College,
said that they were both dedicated
and exemplary students and was

privileged to have her signature on
their certificates. Well done to them
both on achieving this qualification.

BREAK
A LEG!

Our congratulations also go to Emily
Dunwoody who succeeded in securing
a place at the prestigious Mountview
Academy in London. Emily embarked
on a 3 year BA course in Musical

Theatre at the Academy in September,
which will incorporate singing,
dancing and acting.

All of you who have seen Emily in
action in Lagan College’s annual
musical productions will know that
she is a star in the making!

ART GRADUATES
Well done to past Head Boy, Chris
Burns, who graduated from
University of Ulster with a First Class
Honours Degree in Sculpture.

• Chris Shanks.

• Emily Dunwoody.

• Clare Gormley.

• Chris Burns.

• Mrs Moreland and Mrs Walker.
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Graduating alongside him was
former Lagan College student Lesley-
Jayne Williams who gained a
Second Class Upper Division Degree
in Print Making.

Another student from their year
group, also graduating with an Art
Degree, was Claire Gormley, who
gained a First Class Honours Degree
from the Glasgow School of Art. The
Lagan College Art Department are
extremely proud of their former
students and hope to see them
returning to the College to share
their experiences of art college with
our Sixth Form Students.

BABY BOOM!
There was another ‘Baby Boom’ in the College this year! We offer our
congratulations to the following:

Mrs Danter (Maths Dept) on the birth of her baby girl, Minnie
Mrs Fullerton (Science Dept) on the birth of her twin boys, Zach and Frazer
Mrs Bingham (Science Dept) on the birth of her baby daughter, Jodie
Ms Niblock (Art Dept) on the birth of her baby girl, Ellis
Mr Mulholland (History Dept) and Mrs Mulholland (ICT) on the birth of their 

baby boy, Ryan
Mr Privilege (Art Dept) on the birth of his baby girl, Sophia
Mr Mathison (Science Dept) on the birth of his daughter, Christine
Mr Ewart (Science Dept) on the birth of his son, James
Miss Lemon (R.E. Dept) on the birth of her daughter, Alex
Mrs McKnight (P.E. Dept) on the birth of her son, Logan
and Mrs Eddy (H.E.) on the arrival of her son, Natai

Congratulations to all of you!

• Lesley Jayne
Williams.
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OPEN DAY AT LAGAN COLLEGE
The staff and students of Lagan
College welcomed a large number
of prospective pupils and their par-
ents to our Open Day on Saturday
30th January 2010 where they sam-
pled the wide range of subjects on
offer. The children assisted with
experiments in Science, engaged in
activities in Home Economics and
Music and joined the students per-
forming in the Drama Department.
An enjoyable day was had by all.
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• Tasty treats in the
Home Economics
Department
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• Members of the
2010 World
Challenge Team
who travelled to
India in 2010.
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ANTI BULLYING WEEK
Lagan College was
chosen for the launch
of Anti Bullying week,
16th – 22nd
November. Anti
Bullying Week is
organized by the
Northern Ireland Anti
Bullying Forum and this
year it was sponsored
by Translink. The focus
was safety on the
buses; avoiding
bullying on the way to
and from school.

Two Year 11 students, Eimear Lambe and Craig Agnew were selected to
make an advert with Cool FM. They visited the studios in Newtownards and
using state of the art equipment in a sound proof studio they recorded the
advert in which they gave five tips for personal safety on the way to and from
school.

The message is a familiar one with bullying; travel with a friend, report
incidents to a member of staff, tell the bus driver, let your parents know. Do
not suffer in silence. The advert went out every day during anti bullying week
supported by Cool FM DJ’s Pete and Kirsty.

Visiting the studios was an exciting experience. Eimear and Craig got a wave
from the DJ in the studio next door who was live on air at the time of the visit.
They saw the news room and the little sudio where the news is read. Craig
was somewhat saddened that Leona Lewis wasn’t there as he had heard
rumours that she was due to visit the studios. However he bore his
disappointment very well. 

On Monday 16th November the Anti Bullying bus arrived in the College car
park with a media fanfare to give a series of workshops to the pupils. To Mrs
MacParland’s horror an announcement was made that the school would have
to close because we had no water supply. Ironically, that morning it was
teeming out of the heavens. We had no option but to cancel the workshops.
However Year 14 student Kieran Lambe proved to be the hero of the day
stepping in at short notice to take part in a feature by UTV live with his sister
Eimear. Kieran and Eimear also appeared in the following day’s Telegraph
and Irish News.

The handful of pupils who were still around at break time filled in at short
notice as well.  And Jay Jackson from Year 10 was filmed close up looking
immaculate in his school uniform.

All in all the event was a huge success thanks yet again to the willingness
and enthusiasm of Lagan College pupils.

Remember, we have to beat the bullies!

Mrs A MacParland
Head of Pastoral Care

PASTORAL CARE...
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PUPILS’
COUNCIL
The first meeting of Pupils’ Council
took place on Friday 16th
October.  Although it was not fully
attended due to other
commitments, there was no
shortage of discussion and ideas.

One of the main concerns of the
pupils of Lagan College is the
apparent lack of progress in terms
of the new buildings. Year 11 and
12 pupils were particularly
aggrieved as they had been
promised new buildings at some
stage of their time at the College
and now this is unlikely to be the
case. It was suggested that, as a
follow up to the petition delivered
by the Head Boy to Stormont in
June 2009, that Pupils’ Council
should write to MLAs to remind
them of our needs. The letter will
be dispatched after our next
meeting.

Another constructive suggestion is
that the college should commission
a sculpture to symbolise Integrated
Education. The suggestion was for
a statement piece and that pupils
should have some input into the
idea for the design. It would be
placed either outside the front
doors of the new building or in the
foyer. If anyone has any thoughts
about this, please pass them on to
your Pupils’ Council
representatives.

Please look out for the
photographs of your Pupils’
Council representatives on the
plasma screen. They are your link
with the college’s Leadership Team
and you can convey your concerns
and ideas through them. They are
also available to listen to your
concerns regarding bullying, if you
are reluctant to talk about this to a
teacher. Pupils’ Council meetings
will take place on the Wednesday
of the first week B of each month,
either period 1 or 2, in M23.

Mrs MacParland

• Eimear Lambe and Craig Agnew.
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RESTORATIVE PRACTICES AT
LAGAN COLLEGE
This year, the staff explored a new way of responding to conflict and
wrongdoing in the school community. The topic was introduced to staff in
August 2009. Further training for the staff took place during the inset days at
the end of October. Mr Jim McGrath, of NetCare Northern Ireland, ran a
workshop to introduce us to the basic principles and techniques associated with
Restorative Practices. With this approach, we hope to respond to conflict and
wrongdoing in a way that is fair and inclusive, offering everyone involved an
opportunity to reflect on what has happened, their thoughts and feelings about
it and how things might be put right or harm be repaired. 

This approach we believe to be fully in keeping with the College’s ethos. Our
hope is that it will give everyone in the College a better chance to learn
lessons about the best ways to relate to each other and thereby improve the
quality of the different relationships that exist between us.

The Homework Diary contains examples of questions we may ask your son or
daughter when dealing with a situation of wrongdoing. Restorative Practices is
becoming more popular around the world as a method that is in many cases a
valid alternative or complement to some well established more traditional
practices. 

Mr G McFadden
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COUNSELLING
SERVICES
I would like to warmly welcome
our new school counsellor, Ms
Ruth Hamilton. Ruth is available
on Friday mornings.  Pupils can
self refer using the post box
outside the Nurse’s room or be
referred through a Form Tutor or
Year Head.  Please remember, if
you are worried or concerned
about anything, there is always
someone here for you.  Mrs
MacParland is the teacher in
charge of Child Protection and is
happy to be approached by
anyone at any time.  The
Chaplains are also readily
available as are your Form
Teacher and Year Head.

Mrs A MacParland

This September Lagan College will be celebrating its 30th anniversary. If you have any photos from your Lagan College days, please
email to: lagancollegemagazine@yahoo.com
For further information on events celebrating the 30 year anniversary contact Lagan College.

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS

Y
EA

R
’S

CELEBRATING 301981 - 2011
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On a glorious Friday afternoon, Lagan’s
Bronze Award teams (Clueless and the
Magnificient 7) headed down to the
Mournes to begin their two day practice
expedition. The route on the first day
involved a walk along part of the Ulster
Way from Happy Valley, down the
Trassey track and in through Tollymore
forest to the Youth campsite. The teams

coped very well with their large packs
and made it to the campsite in good
time.

At camp they got their first opportunity to
use the trangias and scratched their
heads as they tried to remember how to
put up their tents. On day two, the route
took the teams to a high point in

Tollymore forest from where they crossed
into Donard Wood and finally made
their way to the waiting minibus in
Donard car park.

Overall both teams did very well and fin-
ished their walk having gained valuable
expedition experience and at the same
time hopefully had good fun. 

Duke of Edinburgh 
Bronze Award Practice:
MOURNE MOUNTAINS
June 2010
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Calendar Dates for the

ACADEMIC YEAR
2010 – 2011

AUGUST 2010
Tuesday 24th August 2011
GCSE Results Day
Staff Development Day

Wednesday 25th August 2010
Staff Development Day

Thursday 26th August 2010
Staff Development Day

Friday 27th August 2010
Year 13/14 Induction Day 1

Monday 30th August 2010
Bank Holiday (School Closed)

Tuesday 31st August 2010
Year 13/14 – Induction 2 

SEPTEMBER 2010
Wednesday 1st September 2010
Year 8 Induction Year 13 Induction 3
(Year 14 on timetable)
Newtownbreda Induction at 11.00am

Thursday 2nd September 2010
Term commences for whole school.
Collaboration Classes begin with
Newtownbreda.
Year 13 Parents’ Information Evening at 7.00pm
for Lagan College parents and students

Tuesday 7th September 2010
Year 13 Parent Information Evening at
Newtownbreda for Applied Science students

Thursday 9th September 2010
Year 14 visit to UUJ

Friday 10th September 2010
Year 14 visit to QUB

Tuesday 14th and
Wednesday 15th September 2010
Year 14 visits to St Mary’s College

Thursday 23rd September 2010
Junior Prize Evening tbc
Thursday 30 September 2010
Deadline for UCAS application

OCTOBER 2010
Tuesday 5th October 2010
Harvest Assemblies – periods 2-4

Friday 15th October 2010
Deadline for UCAS applications for Oxbridge,
Medicine, Dentistry, and Veterinary Science

Friday 22nd October 2010-05-20
Year 8 Interview Day

Monday 25 October 2010
Staff Development Day (Mid Term Break)

Tuesday 26th October 2010
Staff Development Day (Mid Term Break)

Wednesday 27th October 2010
Holiday (Mid Term Break)

Thursday 28th October 2010
Holiday (Mid Term Break)

Friday 29th October 2010
Holiday (Mid Term Break)

NOVEMBER 2010
Monday 1st November 2010
Staff Development Day

Thursday 11th November 2010
Remembrance Assemblies periods 2-4

Saturday 20th November 2010
GL Assessment Tests in the College

Monday 22nd November to
Friday 26th November 2010
Years 12, 13 and 14 Mock Exams tbc

Monday 29th November to
Friday 3rd December 2010
School Exam Week Years 8-11 tbc

DECEMBER 2010
Wednesday 1st December 2010
Advent Staff Service 3-45pm to 4-30pm

Saturday 11th December 2010
GL Assessment additional test

Tuesday 14th December 2010
Senior Prize Afternoon tbc

Wednesday 15 December 2010
Carol Services - Evening out of school

Christmas
Thursday 23rd December 2010 to
Wednesday 5th January 2011 (inclusive)

JANUARY 2011
Monday 10th January 2011
Year 12 Post 16 Presentation 

Friday 28th January 2011
Staff Development Day

Saturday 29th January 2011
Open Day 9.00am to 1.00pm all Year 13
students required to attend

Monday 31st January 2011
Business Insight Day tbc

FEBRUARY 2011
Tuesday 1st February 2011
Year 12 Parent information Evening
for 6th Form Options

Wednesday 2nd February 2011
Year 12 Open Afternoon tbc

Monday 7th February to
Friday 11th February 2011
PE Sports’ Tour to England tbc

Monday 7th February to
Friday 11th February 2011
Year 13 Work Experience

Monday 14th February to
Friday 18th February 2011
Mid-Term Break

Mon 21 Feb to Friday 25 Feb 2011
Year 10 Option Interviews

Mon 21 Feb to Friday 4 March 2011
Fair Trade Fortnight 

MARCH 2011
Monday 28th February to
Friday 4th March 2011
Integrated Education Week

Monday 28th February to
Friday 4th March 2011
Year 12 Option Interviews tbc

Wednesday 9th March 2011
Ash Wednesday Services periods 2-4,7-8

Thursday 10th March 2011
St Patrick’s Day Ceili 8.00pm to 10.00pm

Monday 14th to
Wednesday 16th March 2011
KS 3 Science Trip to Edinburgh

Thursday 17 March 2011
St Patrick’s Day (College closed)
(Re. Open Day)

Friday 18th March 2011
Prefect Application Deadline

Wednesday 23rd March 2011
Staff Lent Service 3-45pm to 4-30pm

Thursday 31st March 2011
Interview Skills Evening

APRIL 2011
Monday 4th April to Tuesday 5th April 2011
Interviews for Head Boy/Girl, Deputies and
Senior Prefects

Wednesday 20th April 2011
Holy Week Assemblies periods 2-4

Thursday 21st April to Friday 29th April 2011
Easter Holidays

MAY 2011
Monday 2nd May 2011
May Day Holiday

Tuesday 3rd May 2011
Year 13 Personal Statements to be completed

Thursday 19th May 2011
Year 13 Parent Information Evening for UCAS
at 7.00pm

Monday 30th May 2011
Staff Development Day

JUNE 2011
Wednesday 8th June 2011
Sports’ Day

Wednesday 22nd June 2011
Progress File Presentation Ceremony for Year 14

Thursday 30th June 2011
End of Year Assemblies periods 2-3

*2 further Staff Development Days
to be allocated

Proposed dates from Chaplaincy
to be agreed

Residential for new staff
Friday-Saturday in October (just after break?)

Residential for Yr 12 Alternative Curriculum
students late September

Peacewaves residential (group of 15 Year 13s)
5th-7th January

Visit of Bishop Noel Treanor (morning) TBC –
late Sept, early October.
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Sports Day
Records

Students and Staff alike gathered at Mary Peter’s Track on Tuesday 22nd June for
our annual Sports Day. A great day was had by all, not only because the weather

was so good, but because our students excelled once again in their sporting
achievements and really got into the spirit of the day. Thanks to the P.E.

Department for once again organising such a successful event!

SPORTS DAY
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BASKETBALL

SPORTS ROUND-UP 2010

DANCE
DISPLAY

106 VOICES

Lagan College held its
annual dance and
gymnastics display at
Lough Moss centre, on
19th March 2010,
showing off the gifted and
talented pupils we have.
The Primary Schools from
the local area were
invited to come and
watch the pupils dance
and tumble their way
across the floor. It was a
lovely contrast of styles
and artistic movements.
Thanks to all that took
part.

The first ever competitive basketball game
took place at the new Lagan Arena on
Tuesday 10th February. The Lagan Year
10 squad took on Our Lady and St. Pat’s,
Knock, in the Ulster Schools League. The
Lagan College team led by Declan
Stewart and Justin Cummings came out
firing and took a 8-2 lead at the end of
the first quarter. St. Pat’s came back into
the game in the second quarter behind
some fantastic rebounding by their 6′1
centre and went in to the break with a
15-14 advantage over the Lagan men.
Lagan regrouped at half-time and traded
scores with Knock with Sam Irwin, John
Gunning and Michael Hamley working
hard for the home team. St. Pat’s were
still causing us problems on the boards
with their two big men getting inside to
make scores to stretch their lead to 35-26
at the end of the 3rd. Or team, inspired
by Declan Stewart, stormed back into the
game in the 4th quarter and pushed their
neighbours right to the end but fell short
going down 43-36. Mr. Connolly was
delighted with the display of his squad
against such strong opposition.  

Lagan College Squad- M.Hamley,
L.Hallam, D.Stewart, J.McLaughlin,

J.Gunning, S.Irwin,
D.Steele,
J.Cummings,
M.Sloan,
M.Lynch,
R.McCallan, C.
McCartney,

S.Isaac, J.Jackson

A special thanks to table
officials Michael Morrow
and Andrew Bradley

from Yr12.

HISTORIC FIRST
BASKETBALL
GAME IN
LAGAN ARENA
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BOXING

GYNMASTICS

CHECK OUT NO.10 (front left) Yes this is the star striker who scored the first goal for NI against Australia. Rachel Laverty helped her
girls’ team defeat the aussie team 5-3. An excellent result and what an achievement to play for NI. Maeve Nethercott another Year
13 pupil is also on the NI football panel.  Keep up the hard work girls and looking forward to hearing more of your representative
honours.

NORTHERN IRELAND GIRLS’ TEAM

The annual Gymnastic and Dance Display was held on Friday 19th
March. All our feeder primary schools and parents of the performers
were invited to the display. Five feeder primary schools accepted
our invitation. This year we had 40 students participating in the
display ranging from Year 8 – 14. The display is aimed at
demonstrating the hard work of all our students during the 2009/10
academic year.  A wide range of artistic performances were
displayed at Lough Moss Leisure Centre. It was important in the
display to cover all genres of the dance world. Our two teams that
competed in NICMAC performed their competition dances at the
display. Both teams were more relaxed and the extra practice and
experience allowed the teams to perform their dances to a higher
standard. A lot of pupils train to a very high standard outside school
time. We felt that it was important to show off their skills,
performance and high levels of commitment. It was fantastic for
everyone to see the high quality of the dancers.

Solos and Duets
Felicity Goddard Year 12 Ballet Solo
Zara Philpott Year 12 Ballet Solo
Aimee Nelson & Rosie Killick Year 9 Irish Dancing Duet
Nicola Moloney Year 10 Irish Dancing Solo
(showpiece)
Pearse McCrory Year 10 Break dancing Solo

TRAMPOLINE
A group of GCSE PE classes performed their Trampoline
sequences and linked moves. These pupils performed the
advanced GCSE moves on the trampoline. Well done to them
all!

Trampoline performers: Gareth Bartlett, Ashleigh Donnan,
Declan Magee, Brian Cunningham, Ryan Irwin, Billy-Joe
Lovell, Michael Neill and Bryana Spence.

WELL DONE TO GARTH MCDOWELL WHO WON THE
57KG SECTION IN THE ULSTER CHAMPIONSHIPS.
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Year 8 beat St Brigids of Londonderry on
penalties after an epic encounter. The
match was 4-4! Goals Ben Carson 3
and Charlie Martyn 1.
Top men Ben Carson and Reece Whittle. 
Penalty kings - Charlie Martyn, Steven
Lynas, Sam Howard and Reece Whittle. 

4 Year 10 lads were selected for the
North Down District football squad, our
largest ever quota; Stephen McCleary,
Mark Coulter, Karl Devine and John
Gunning.

Year 9 had a poor defeat to De La Salle
in the league but play Newtownbreda
soon to get back on track.

Year 11 also lost to St Colmcilles of
Crossgar but can redeem themselves
against La Salle and Knockbreda.

Year 12 lost 2-1 with a late goal to
Newtownbreda. Topman - Ryan Irwin.
Goalscorer - Mark Montgomery. 

Year 12 lads face Wellington in the NI
Cup.

Maeve Nethercott from Year 13
represented NI Senior Ladies in an
international football match, our first
ever pupil gaining a senior cap and
while still at school!

Year 8 
The boys defeated Knockbreda 2-1 in a
very close match which could have went
to either team. Goalscorer: Peter
Freeland 2

Top men: Peter Freeland, Stephen Lynas,
Ben Carson and Reece Whittle.

The team then defeated our other local
rivals Newtownbreda an amazing 9-0!
Goalscorers: Peter Freeland 3, Charlie
Martyn 3, Scott Holmes, Ben Carson
and Sam Howard all got a goal each.
Top men: All 16 boys played to their
potential.

Year 11
The Year 11 boys had a great win
against Knockbreda on the coldest day
of this year. The lads battled to a 3-2
win in driving rain, sleet and wind. 
Goalscorers: Daniel Toal 2 and Gregory

Wilson 1
Top men: The whole squad of 14
freezing lads were well led by Alex
Pollock from defence.

Football Report 2009-2010

October Report - Football.

8/10/09
Year 10 defeated St Colmcilles,
Crossgar 5-1
Goals: Curtis Cowan 2, James Rowan 2,
Ben Lowry 1.
Top man: Nathan Rodney

14/10/09
Year 12 beat Sperrin College in the NI
Cup 3-1 goals. Jack Holywood 2 and
Top Man award.

14/10/09
Sixth form team lost 3-1 to Bangor
Grammar in the NI Cup. Goal by Jonny
Thompson. Top Man Michael Moynagh.

6 Year 10 lads went to North Down
District trials. Watch this space for
further news.

Year 10 play CBS Glen Road in the NI
Cup.

FOOTBALL
UPDATE

ARDNALLEY FORGE LOUGHVIEW SHAWS
Year 8
Reece Whittle Steven Lynas Charlie Martyn Ben Carson
Daniel Currie Sam Howard Conor Moore Paul Mellon
Year 9
Curtis Cowan Jack McIlrath Stephen Hare Ben Jeffrey
Yves Mathieu Ben Lowry Nathan Rodney Christy
O’Kane
Year 10
Mark Coulter Aaron Dunlop Mark Freel Karl Devine
Steven McCleary Conor Galway Jamie Maynes Gary Watson

BELOW ARE THE HOUSE FOOTBALL CAPTAINS 2010 RESULTS FROM THE
HOUSE FOOTBALL
MATCHES

FOOTBALL
Year 12 (March)
Lost away at Bangor after they scored 3 in 5 minutes in the second half, however they
are a strong team and deserved the points. Good performances from Andy Bell, Carl
Harvey and Jack Holywood.

Year 11 Football
A so called understrength Year 11 took on Bangor on 23rd March and put in a great
performance going down 4-2 after a comeback from 3 nil to 3-2. Superb goals from
Daniel Toal and Mark Coulter (Year 10) and top performances from all 12 players
especially the three Year 10 lads stepping up, Alex Pollock and Ben McCadden.

Year 8
Ardnavalley v Forge 7-2
Loughview v Shaws 0-1
Ardnavelley v Loughview 2-4
Shaws v Forge 8-5
Ardnavelley v Shaws 2-6
Forge v Loughview 1-4
Captains: Paul Mellon and Ben Carson
Winners: Shaws. Runner Up: Loughview

Year 9
Ardnavelley v Forge 4-2
Loughview v Shaws 9-5
Ardnavalley v Loughview 0-2
Shaws v Forge 4-2
Ardnavalley v Shaws 0-2 
Forge v Loughview 0-8
Captains: Steven Hare and Nathan Rodney
Winners: Loughview Runners Up: Ardnavalley

Year 10
Ardnavalley v Forge 2--3
Loughview v Shaws 1-6
Ardnavalley v Loughview 2-0
Shaws v Forge 3-3
Ardnavalley v Shaws 3-3
Forge v Loughview 5-2
Captains: Aaron Dunlop and Conor Galway
Winners: Forge. Runner Up: Shaws
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n Netball Finals
Report

The Belfast Netball League took place on
Wed 27th January 2010. Lagan College
had two teams in the Finals. Mrs
McKnight’s Minor team and Miss
Kennedy’s Senior team. Lagan was the
only other school apart from Rathmore
GS to have more than one school in the
final.

The minor team got beaten by Rathmore
10-6. Rathmore got off to a better start
and although Lagan fought hard they
were not able to pull back the 4 goal
deficit. The girls all played fantastically
even though nerves were high. Anna
Friel (GK) was awarded MVP. She
marked her player outstandingly and her
reach to the ball was phenomenal. Well

done Girls! Hopefully next time…

The senior team met Belfast Royal
Academy in the Final. It was an excellent
match with end to end goals. The team
were missing two senior players. Rachel
Laverty had an International Football
match so could not play. 3 Intermediate
players were brought up. They did not
let us down and definitely raised their
game to the senior standard. The game
was 14-14 with 2 minutes to go. We
had two chances but nerves and match
tension took over and we didn’t follow
through. BRA scored and won 15-14. A
lesson to be learnt for the future. An
excellent performance especially as the
team are a young senior team. They will
all be back next year as seniors to win
that title. MVP was Maeve Nethercott
and Mikaila Hepburn. The umpires could
not separate their performances. Well
done!

Lagan
College
Senior Team.

Lagan College Minor Team.

The U13 and U14 teams represented
Lagan College in very closely
contested finals. Both teams lost but a
fine performance for the girls left
Lagan holding their heads high. The
U13’s were beaten 2-0 and the U14’s
lost 2-2  in penalty flicks.  Slemish
Integrated teams were a great match
and hopefully we will meet again next
year and reverse the score line.

HOCKEY
INTEGRATED
FINALS DAY

NETBALL AND
HOCKEY TOUR
Congratulations to the 28 girls and 3
teachers who went on the tour to
Marbella in October 2009. The netball
squad got to their first final in this
competition and did us proud. Getting
narrowly defeated although beating
Strathearn on their route to the final
was a bonus.
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NETBALL
INTEGRATED
CUP DAY
This year 2 teams qualified for the
Integrated Cup Final Day organised by
Lagan College which was held on 4th
March 2010. Both the Minor team and
the Intermediate teams both reached the
final this year. 

Mrs Mc Knight’s Minor team played
some great netball but unfortunately lost
against Forthill Integrated in a closely
contested final resulting in a score of  8-
13.

Miss Kennedy’s Intermediate team beat
Newbridge in a very close game. The
Lagan girls always had the advantage
with the end result being 15- 23.
Congratulations go to Ashleigh Donnan
for picking up the MVP trophy. The winning team!

Inter-house Junior netballl competition.

Intergrated netball final.

Lauren Hughes received the Winners Trophy and
Ashleigh Donnan received the MVP Award. Integrated netball final.
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DEMSPEY ANDREWS YEAR 10 
ICE SKATING BIOGRAPHY
“A TINY ICE FIGURE SKATER WITH A HUGE
TALENT HAS DAZZLED AUDIENCES ACROSS
THE UK WITH HER UNIQUE TALENT!” 

This is the headline we read as Lagan College
student Dempsey Andrews is described in the
press.

“Amazing it may seem but from the age of 6
years old, talented Northern Irish Dempsey
Andrews has watched her life turn into a
whirlwind of success, propelled by the sheer
determination and ambition of a truly talented
child.”

Dempsey shot to fame at the young age of 6yrs
when history was made as she became  the
youngest and first ever British Ice Figure Skater
in the world to perform on ice with Olympic &
World Champions, The Wild Rose Russian Ice
Stars on UK tour. Now a well known name in
the Figure Skating World, Dempsey has had
numerous TV appearances
and requests for
documentary interviews both
nationally and
internationally, including TV
interviews as far afield as
Austria. Not only has she won
the hearts of thousands of
spectators in venues across the
UK in which she has performed
she has also gained the interest
from numerous TV companies.

To date, Dempsey has filmed for
national TV shows including Blue Peter, Disney,
Dancing on Ice, BBC,  ITV, Endemol Channel 5,
Newsround, Sportsround, TV3, with her latest
being filmed in London skating for Torvil &
Dean on the ‘Dancing on Ice’ show. BBC Blue
Peter sent their TV presenter Zoe Salmon here to
Northern Ireland especially to interview and film
Dempsey skate, before Zoe & Dempsey both
performed together in the Official Opening
Ceremony Gala of the Russian Ice Stars UK tour
‘Peter Pan on Ice’ in the Isle of Man’s Gaiety
Theatre. This was televised to the nation.
Dempsey, a member of the Northern Ireland Ice
Skating Association & National Ice Skating
Association UK, first started skating at
Dundonald International Ice Bowl at the age of
just 5yrs.

Moving from strength to strength Dempsey has

set and passed a
massive 25 National
Ice Skating
Association tests and
is the youngest in

Northern Ireland at this
high level.

Amazingly she won her first podium place at
just 6 years old.Now, as she has just reached
her teenage years, she is the winner of 16
GOLD Medals, 5 SILVER & 2 BRONZE in Open
& Club competition across the UK. She was
also named the 2007/08 Inspirational Child of
Hope with the Sunday Life Newspapers for her
dedication, determination & achievements.
Dempsey’s achievements and dedication to
sport has gained her an amazing amount of
trophies, medals and awards  including
recognition from the Mayor of Castlereagh who
arranged for a special  ceremony to be held in
her honour to congratulate Dempsey on her
achievements for one so young.  Also in
attendance was the Chief Executive and
Director of Leisure & Sport for the Castlereagh
Borough Council.

Dempsey was named the winner of the 2006
Lamon Bursary Awards hosted by the Borough
Council for her commitment and dedication to
sport and runner up in the 2009 Junior Sports
Person of the Year Awards & Best Girl. Being
the inspiration she is, Dempsey was also chosen
to perform in front of the awaiting crowds as
they turned on the Christmas lights and officially
opened the seasonal ice rink in the RDS Dublin.
She then had front page coverage as she was
guest of honour to officially open the Ice Rink in
Londonderry with the Mayor !The talented child
now nicked named “ ICE PRINCESS “ by press
& media has entertained & performed in front
of millions of spectators in Theatres across the
UK. Last summer saw Dempsey train with some
of the World's best coaches & skaters including
Olympic, World & European Champion Maria
Butryskaya (Russia), on top of her demanding
training schedule at home.

Dempsey just lives to skate and trains 5 days a
week at her home rink, whilst also travelling to
the mainland for specialist coaching on a
monthly basis with top Olympic & World class
coaching team at the International Ice Skating
School. Her demanding training schedule also
took her as far afield as Austria last year to be
coached by some of the World’s best. 
Despite all this hard work Dempsey also
manages to excel at high school, in which she
has managed to be awarded with the top girl
award in her year group for the past 3 years!

Dempsey comments “ I  just love to skate, it’s
my life ! It makes all my hard work, bumps and
bruises worth it, when I achieve my goals!! “ I
practise really hard but I have met many
exciting and famous people through my skating.
The Russian Ice Stars are a world class troupe
and I live a dream every time I perform with
them.” 

Dempsey has performed in Sleeping Beauty on
Ice, Cinderella, Snow White, Peter Pan on Ice,
Beauty & the Beast & the amazing production
of Cirque de Glace on Ice!  All choreographed
by Giuseppe Arena who had the honours of
choreographing the Opening Ceremony of the
Winter Olympics in Turin. 

Dempsey’s Website
Dempsey Andrews ‘Ice Princess’

www.freewebs.com/champsonice 
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8PTN
Front Row (L to R): Natasha Scullion, Caitlin Rodgers, Hannah Murtagh, Bronagh Finnegan, Molly Sneddon, Alexandria McCready,  Yasamin Sahafian, Samantha
Pizarra, Caitlin Smyth, Naomi Bolster Coates, Beth Cumming, Mr McCann.
Back Row (L to R): Jack Auld, Scott Fletcher, Jack Lemon, Alexander Spence, John Sinclair, Declan McCartney, Ben Fowler, John McCartan, Curtis Weatherup,
Brandon Jack Garland, Jack Little, Patrick Beatty, Declan McMullan, Sean Phelan, Leon Hawkins Letzner, Ben McKeown.

8GRA
Front Row (L to R): Zoe Henderson, Antoinette Magee, Courtney Coiley, Shannon Courtney, Robyn Wheatley, Chloe Evans, Rachel Lockhart, Caoimhe
McDermott, Bonnie Shaw, Charlee Moore, Molly McLaughlin, Megan Magee.
Back Row (L to R): Mrs Finnegan, Stephen Barr, Sam Fenton, Justin Smyth, Anthony Crawford, Reece McManus, James Roberts, Alexander Bingham, Jack Knox,
Lamar Alaka, Jonathan Caskey, Luke McMurray.

LAGAN COLLEGE
CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS 2010
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8WTN
Front Row (L to R): Eve Sumner, Emma-Nicole McIlveen, Emer Wong, Sophie Spence, Hayley Carson, Nina Cleland, Chantelle McAteer, Desiree McKee, Casey-
Jade Patterson, Victoria Heathwood, Anna Sadlier, Laura Quinn, Kirsten Rodney.
Back Row (L to R): Murray Hampton, Corry Hewitt, Amir Hossein Karamian, Jake McCourt, Jack Lang, Pearse Gillan, Harvey Sloan, Thomas Seaton, Michael
Kane, Matthew Breen, Andrew Breadon, Joel Rea, Declan Timperley, Ben Wiegleb, Daire Magee, Miss K. Wightman.

8CD
Front Row (L to R): Natasha Thompson, Megan Gray, Charlotte Beattie, Nuala Hurley, Meadbh O’Grady, Sarah Dawson, Ashleigh Ward, Anna Bradley, Keeva
Henrink, April Martin, Olivia McVeigh, Tara Locke.
Back Row (L to R): Daniel Francis, Ryan McCarney, Callum Hay, Thomas Cameron, Jake McCrea, Callum McCloskey, Jack Burns, Cain Freel, Christopher Carson,
Darragh King, Matthew Craig, Matthew Sloan, Conor Martin, Dominik Wisniowski, Pablo Couvert, Flyn Warnock, Cathal MacCabe, Ms Coudiere.

VOICES  113
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8PRV
Front Row (L to R): Aimee McGeown, Corinna McCoy, Megan Boyd, Katie Andrews, Claire Rooney, Christina McGeown, Joanne McCann, Rebecca Bassett,
Alannah Conlon, Beth Mulholland.
Back Row (L to R): Mr P Privilege, Gary Magee, Ryan McSherry, Yan Taylor, Justin Donaghy, Joshua Thomas, Jordan Donaghy, Dylan Dunbar, Cormac Lally, Jack
Cooley, James Casement, Mohammed Chowdhury, Francis Mulholland, Michael Black.

8BL
Front Row (L to R): Miss A Bell, Kim Rodgers, Sarah Kirk, Alexandra Powell, Kathryn McKee, Orla McArdle, Claudette Collado, Katherine Killick, Olivia McLean,
Maeve Finn, Sarah Topping, Aine Cafolla.
Back Row (L to R): Thomas Luney, Ayman Omar, Alex Thompson, Jack McArdle, Dean Burns, Ben Thompson, Niall Shannon, James Cooley, Ryan Jones, James
Cassidy, Daryl Castaneda, Cian Moran Cazauran, Carter Beattie, Conal McManus, Peter Coates, Mason Wilson.

114 VOICES
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8JMS
Front Row (L to R): Eva Hinds, Abby Stock, Cara Smart, Jennifer Bolton, Tori Dickson, Susie Brady, Virginia Corbetta, Sidonie Mussen, Natasha Longridge, Cerys
Speers, Emma Woods.
Back Row (L to R): Aaron Wilson, Gary Millar, Jacob Agnew, Gavin Stewart, Logan Ewart, Nicholas Jamison, Adam Rice, Nicholas Scott, Callum Lynas, Keelan
Sexton, Jordan Lavery, Miss James.

8MCE
Front Row (L to R): Rebecca Molloy, Tara Fennell, Caitlin Gray, Abbie Dunwoody, Koren Farrell, Monique Faloona, Beth McCarthy, Bronagh Magee.
Back Row (L to R): Miss Jolene Hamill, Niall McLaughlin, Samuel Moore, Jamie Gorman, Joshua Hawthorne, Owen Patterson, Ryan Walters, Conor Pollock, Finlay
Barrett, Tyler Power, John McClenaghan, Piaras McManus, Tristan Brennan, Dr McConnell.

VOICES  115
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9MNY
Front Row (L to R): Curtis McCarthy, Ammon Esmaily, Jodie-Lee Burns, Zoe Weir, Megan McElroy, Megan Montgomery, Lois Worthington, Rhys Robinson, Kate
Dickson, Leah Clydesdale, Niall Johnston, Stuart McCarroll.
Back Row (L to R): Miss Tara Irwin, Joshua McDonald, Nathan Meighan, Curtis Matthews, David McCartney, Joshua Hillis, Matthew Woods, Reece Whittle, Conor
Mills, Karl Martin, Marc Leckey, Charlie Martyn, James McMaster, Mr McCanny.

9POL
Front Row (L to R): Jordan Doree, Jai Booth, Kathryn Phillips, Megan Hanna, Ruby Heathwood, Emily Smyth, Emma Carville, Rachel Hindes, Brooke Andrews,
Anna Anderson, Phoebe McMillan, Anna Kennedy.
Back Row (L to R): Curtis Wade, Joshua Hagans, Robert Williamson, Matthew Zanker-Ovalle, Aaron Clawson, Christopher Boyle, James Mallaghan, Lewis
Williamson, Matthew McCooey, Dean Madden, Matthew Beggs, Aaron McKechnie, James Carinduff, Paul Mellon, Timothy Mo, Oisin O’Callaghan, Miss Poland.

116 VOICES
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9FRL
Front Row (L to R): Angelika Michalska, Jill Heatley, Katherine Kirk, Rebecca Carville, Sophie Mulholland, Sophie Donnelly, Chloe Ewing, Brenda Mami, Victoria
Roberts, Sian Sloan, Lisa Maguire, Danielle Kelly, Sarah Doyle.
Back Row (L to R): Dean Jones, Marcelo Pazos Torres, Stephen Clarke, Stephen Sleith, Glyn Roberts, Joshua Stewart, Jack McKillen-Murphy, Jonathan Carville,
Shea McGivern, Gavin Doyle, Reece Stewart, Miss Fairley.

9NB
Front Row (L to R): Rebekah Wynn, Victoria Stuart, Casey Smith, Megan Baron, Taylor Cowan, Grace Morrow, Naomi Foat, Georgia Touhey, Natasha McCoy, Lydia
Blakely, Natalie McKinney, Seema Khan.
Back Row (L to R): Steven Archer, Con McGirr, Dan McParland, Zack Murphy, Jaydan Van Der Merwe, Anesu Karanda, Jack McLaughlin, Kevin Kozak, Todd Finlay,
Conor MacMahon, Conor Devenney, Daniel Ellis.

VOICES  117
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9KDY
Front Row (L to R): Katy Hill, Melissa Francey, Orlagh Curtis, Shannon Kirkwood, Chloe Patton, Lisa Herron, Areta Kalungi, Ivy Kalungi, Niamh Gibson.
Back Row (L to R): Shaun Allen, Michael McCrea, James Allely, Michael Laverty, Martin Neill, Zed Quail, Daniel Gillan, Preston Neill, Callum Russell, Isaac Bolster
Coates, Dylan Van Der Merwe, Ben Owens, Miss L Gibson.

9MRG
Front Row (L to R): Lauren Floyd, Cara McColgan, Emily Sinclair, Meghan Kerr, Naomi Williamson, Morgan McNally, Victoria Haveron, Claire Francis, Amber Duffy.
Back Row (L to R): Razzak Turnbull, Peter Freeland, Thamsanqa Mbondiya, Conor Ellson, Matthew Rice, Steven Donnelly, Conor McMullan, Callum Graham-Hoy,
Conor Smart, Reagan McKee, Quentin Godfrey, Dylan McGlade, Shea McCrea, Miss Morgan.

118 VOICES
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9SM
Front Row (L to R): Natasha Crothers, Libby Mingle, Hannah Lapping, Megan Ferguson, Kathryn Neely, Hannah Cooke, Rachel Beckett, Holly Arnold, Kathryn
Laverty, Lauren Burton, Deirdre MacMahon.
Back Row (L to R): Stephen Roy, Daniel Humphrey, Duncan Spence, Jonathan Smyth, Thomas Nelson, James Campton, Ben Acheson, Keir Herink, Ben Carson,
Michael Sage, Sean O’Brien, Ronan McCann, Daniel Currie, Ryan McClure, Sean Vikingsson, Charles Tanyag, Josh Trodden, Se McKee, Ethan McKnight, Mrs Smyth.

9DWD
Front Row (L to R): Meadb Donnelly, Caroline Stanley, Shannon White, Nicole Taylor, Sarah Burns, Katie O’Hara, Lucie Giaccardi, Katy Milne, Courtney Bell, Laura
Magennis, Codey Louise Patterson, Miriam Dickison.
Back Row (L to R): Rebecca Drysdale, Caitlin Hounsell, Connor Marshall, Hugh Mackey, Matthew Goligher, Michael Reid, Christopher Gilhooly, Adrian Finnegan,
Jack Rainey, Conn Aiken, Nathan Migan, Matthew Rea, Patrick Smyth, Callum Roberts, Samuel Howard, Jonathan Presho, Wiktoria Jopek, Mr Dowd.

VOICES  119
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10MAX
Front Row (L to R): Natasha Donnan, Sarah Louise Jackson, Caitlin Kearns, Hannah Kennedy, Catherine Freeland, Aimee Nelson, Clare Livings, Emma McCartney,
Ellen Hayes, Jill Lapping, Rosaura Knox-Bradley, Laura Patterson.
Back Row (L to R): Sophie Andrews, Jamila Love, Roslyn Neill, Jon McClements, Stephen Hare, Dean Geddis, Jack Brady, Shay Horan, Kristian McConnell, Owen
Freel, Rhys Nolan, Yves Mathieu, Jonathan Matchett, David Beattie, Christopher Dickison, Lauren Lewis, Kiera Donnelly, Ellen Magee, Mr A Maxwell.

10MLY
Front Row (L to R): Erin Riddel, Rachel Millis, Emer Cafolla, Mairead Carter, Megan McBride, Hazel Peacock, Katie Brown, Kaya Rice, Samantha Scullion, Jacinta
Hamley, Kirstie Morrow, Brianna O’Grady.
Back Row (L to R): Hannah McPeake, Fiona Agnew, Sophie Fusco-Mckeown, Anton Salami, Mark Stephens, Curtis Cowan, Steven McClintock, Brandon Connolly,
Christy O’Kane, Nathan Rodney, Jonathan Kennedy, Caolan Hamilton, Jason Kelly, Andrew Rourke, Christopher Weir, Catherine Cunningham, Rosemary Killick,
Sian Burns, Miss E McClerry.

120 VOICES
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10SH
Front Row (L to R): Rowan Patrick, Neesha Daye, Amy Cooley, Anna Friel, Jena McGeagh, Cara Stewart, Melissa Hill, Keeva Engelen, Conor O’Grady.
Back Row (L to R): Kyle Murphy, Piaras Nulty, David Cullen, Dominic Murphy, Rory Stewart, Brandon Daly, Callum Ewart, Ryan Flaherty, Cameron Dodds, Jordan
Canavan, Mrs Shevlin.

10WHT
Front Row (L to R): Olivia McKee, Laura Girvan, Esther Moore, Sara Beattie-Campbell, Gail McClean, Louise Curran, Jennifer Shaw, Carly Burns, Maya McCloskey,
Louise Rattray, Natalie Magill, Rebecca O’Callaghan.
Back Row (L to R): Andrew McNally, Reagan McConnell, Ciaran Gillan, Iain Hanna, Caolan Preston, Ben Jeffrey, Ryan Migan, Gareth Irvine, Joshua Gardiner, Daniel
Cunningham, Ethan Lonsdale, Patrick McKeown, Lucas Macpherson, Samuel Reid, Ross Hanna, Cameron Austin, Lee Morrow, Mr Wishart.

VOICES  121
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10MCV
Front Row (L to R): Connor Chung, Jonathan Beattie, Caitlin McDermott, Beth Evans, Christina Robinson, Stephanie Phillips, Emma Rea, Hannah Jackson, Peter
Buckley, Ossian McCulloch.
Back Row (L to R): Cameron Houston, Adam Heron, Jamie McCusker, Luke Williamson, Nathan Crane, Elliot Wilson, Nathan Gray, Paul Hull, Ms McConville.

10BKT
Front Row (L to R): Kerri-Louise Evans, Sasha Martin, Amy Jackson, Niamh Murphy, Ciara Lavery, Megan Spence, Megan Walker, Elizabeth Myers, Zoe Kynes,
Shannon Johnston, Jude Bailey O’Hare, Riah Geddis.
Back Row (L to R): Miss Bryan, Tiarnan McAuley, Tiarnan O’Callaghan, Martin Gibson, Jack McIlwrath, Lennin McClure, James Ross, Andrew Henderson, Mark
Lynch, Gerard Keane, Tiarnan Russell, Ross Dodds, Jonathan Hutson, Lewis Aicken, Joel Pears, Daniel Zanker Ov Alle, Louise McNeely.

122 VOICES
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10EL
Front Row (L to R): Michael Campbell, Ruth Topping, Malorie Wishart, Rebekah Stuart, Alanis Clarke, Rachel Doyle, Sarah Cinnamond, Paige Combe, Caoimhe
Charters, Eoin McManus.
Back Row (L to R): Evan Harrison, Jonathan Whyte, Matthew Wilson, Callum Jeffrey, Neil Agnew, James Johnston, Killian Cleary, James Rocks, James Rowan,
Brendan Carville, Miss Ellis.

10MJR
Front Row (L to R): Jannah Gray, Destiny Carlisle, Shannen Agnew, Jade Wilson, Jody Malcolmson, Niamh Hurley, Kerri Doran, Xenia Godfrey, Amber Rutherford.
Back Row (L to R): Michael Cousins, Ryan Watson, Fintan Gargan, Marc Allen, Joel Marrs, Mncedisi Mbondiya, Jack Ireland, Samuel Harrison, Baz Wylie, Joshua
McCrainor, Garth Stevenson, Emmet Devine, Mrs Major.

VOICES  123
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11GH
Front Row (L to R): Charlotte Allen, Sarah Campton, Megan McDowell, Cinnamon Spence, Ashleigh Taylor, Jaid Redfern, Caitlin Quinn, Beth Fulton.
Back Row (L to R): Ross Finlay, Owen Collins, Jay Jackson, Matthew Patton, Kurtis Beggs, Matthew Townsley, Mark McMullan, Dylan Stewart, Glenn Johnston, Sean
Magee, Michael McNulty, Mrs Mills.

11MHD
Front Row (L to R): Samantha Cummings, Natalie Hayes, Leona Tate, Talitha Taylor, Sophie Bateman, Naina Babu, Tess Herman, Laura Walker, Emma Martin, Megan
Crowley, Kaitlin Bartlett, Lauren Ferguson, Amy McClintock.
Back Row (L to R): Ryan Brown, Harry Henry, Conor Galway, Jack Twaites, Aidan Vischer, Michael Burns, Dylan Dunbar, Daniel Steele, John Gunning, Andrew
McLaughlin, Lee Hallam, Michael Hamley, Aaron Dunlop, Ruairi Gilmore, Anthony McKeown, Cameron Ewart, Mrs Mills.

124 VOICES
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11HOY
Front Row (L to R): Kezia Iznerowicz, Aislinn Finnegan, Teana McHugh, Chloe Currie, Demi Clements, Nicola Moloney, Sophie Millar, Antonia McIlhagger, Raisa Todd,
Melissa Craig, Jamie Strudwick, Victoria Powell.
Back Row (L to R): Mrs Mills, Ruairi McCallan, Cameron Mosgrove, Michael Sloan, Stephen Isaac, Gary Watson, Justin Cummings, Niall Clarke, Stephen Carlin, Mark
Coulter, Stephen McCleary, Michael Spiers, Michael Lynch, Ralph Roulston, Eamon Kendall, Mark Freel, John Hutchings, Matthew Butler, Ross Arnold, Miss Hoy.

11KNP
Front Row (L to R): Ali Hasena, Cake Moore, Arathy Babu, Lauren Leckey, Sara Stevenson, Cliodhna Campbell, Kelsey Nolan, Sara Woods, Abigail Cooley, Hannah
Carinduff, Rachael Pollock, Greta Berry.
Back Row (L to R): Mrs Mills, Rachel Campbell, Georgie Roulston, Peter Wilson, Jonathan Dillon, Nathan Irvine, Peter Graham, Christopher Jones, Conrad
McQuitty, Sean Keane, Eoin McCluskey, Nayem Samad, Sam Irwin, Ben Thomas, Kai Tsang, Ellen Morton, Ms Bowyer and Eve Cullen.

VOICES  125
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11MEE
Front Row (L to R): Shelley Warke, Nicole Thompson, Deborah Wilkinson, Helena Bartlett, Claire Brogan, Kristina McSherry, Shannon Whitsitt, Sophie Nicholl,
Ashley Fulton, Mrs McKee.
Back Row (L to R): Matthew Ross, Dion Corr, Ryan McCartney, Ryan Ashwood, Jordan Turner, Carl McCartney, Christopher Barr, Daryl Rawson, Matthew
Grimes, Daniel Bassett, Michael Stuart, Jim Moore, Liam Curtis.

11FLN
Front Row (L to R): Lauren Brabon, Jessica McShane, Rebecca Donnelly, Aimee Gilmore, Mica Lai, Ashton McClean, Zara Ferris, Dempsey Andrews, Siobhan
Cunningham, Camille Hepburn, Jade Walker, Stephanie Orr, Blaine Andrews. 
Back Row (L to R): Natasha Russell, Shannen Magee, Dylan Boyd, Cody Millen, Joshua Laverty, Cameron Murray, Michael McManus, Christopher Watson, Paul
Wilson, Mark Rainey, Paul McKenna, Declan Stewart, Hannah Fitzsimmons, Ruby Savage, Mrs Fullerton.

126 VOICES
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11BNG
Front Row (L to R): Scott McClean, Kirk Coulter, Zoe Hanna, Catherine Simpson, Helen Moslla, Meghan McDowell, Danielle Barr, Naomi Trimble, Dyllon Carlisle,
Brien Bailey-O’Hare.
Back Row (L to R): Mrs Bingham, Masoom Chowdhury, Luke Biggerstaff, Matthew Bradley, Jordan Coulter, Garth McDowell, Fraser Audley, Andrew Wilson.

11EW
Front Row (L to R): Marc Curran, Philip Hill, Lauren Shannon, Lauren Reeves, Chloe Bell, Iona Collins, Natalia Haugh, Linzi Gildea, Sarah Stephens, Katie
Thomson, Andrew Topping, Joshua Strang.
Back Row (L to R): Mr Ewart, Gareth Smyth, David Allison, Luke Allen, Daniel McReynolds, Sean Hughes, Jordan Carr, Anthony Cooley, Jamie McLaughlin, Craig
Murphy, Ciaran Donnelly, Martin Moran.

VOICES  127
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12CV
Front Row (L to R): Chloe Latimer, Robyn Davidson, Kirsten Gordon, Angela Armstrong, Tori Martin, Zoe Mayes, Catriona Smith, Anastasia Convery, Laureen
McCartan, Rebecca Gray, Louise Cassidy.
Back Row (L to R): Kyle Marley, Benjamin McCadden, Andrew Brown, Benjamin Taggart, Dylan Stewart-McGovern, Kieron Cleary, Anthony McManus, Stefan
Haugh, Diarmaid Kielty, Michael Williamson, Miss Cavanagh.

12OCN
Front Row (L to R): Lydia Baird, Katie Morris, Olivia Gamble, Melissa Martin, Pannah Begum, Catriona Acheson, Sarah Lambe, Eadaoin Ni Mhaoilriain, Katie
McConnell, Jasmin Shaw.
Back Row (L to R): Mr Connolly, Rebecca Young, Karl McNaughten, Jonathan Stevenson, Conal Begley, Caelan Trodden, Adrian Crozier, Duncan MacMillan,
Conleth O’Grady, Calvin Angove, Owen Roberts, Peter McKenna-Boyd, Mr. McNally and Anna Scott.

128 VOICES
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12EDY
Front Row (L to R): Hannah Maxwell, Kinkaid Gray, Naomi Finlay, Rebecca Watson, Alexandra Devenney, Lauren Cairns, Aimee Dowds Roddy, Roseanna McGill,
Dearbhla McDonnell, Sophie McAlorum.
Back Row (L to R): Alice Popplestone, Raissa Magne, Joshua Bolster-Coates, Ethan Murray, Kyle Patton, Mark Bowers, Matthew Blakley, Shane Stock, James
Cropper, Sean Rocks, Ryan McCartney, Nicole McCaughey, Miss Murphy.

12LM
Front Row (L to R): Avril McIntyre, Laura O’Neill, Rebecca Ferguson, Jade Marley, Nicole Gildea, Elaine Jackson, Lauren Young, Chloe Dickson, Emma McCully,
Louisa Evans.
Back Row (L to R): Miss O’Doherty, Megan Millar, Rhianna Uprichard, Kyle Kenny, Adam Campbell, Morton McCracken, Dermot Moynagh, Connor McCrea, Mark
Coulter, Oscar Aiken, Benjamin Hounsell, Benjamin McLaughlin, Michaela Magee, Shannen Hewitt.

VOICES  129
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12RS
Front Row (L to R): Lahanna Magee, Emma Graham, Louise Boyle, Sarah-Jane Hawkins, Evanne Donnan, Amanda Wilson, Nicole Tully, Sarah Withers, Sophie
Mullaly.
Back Row (L to R): Daniel Allen, Adam Burns, Tommy Cheng, Conall Gilmore, Luke Withers, Michael Weir, Colm McCann, Gavin Flack, Connor Chapman, Fintan
Woods, Ross Babb, Ching Wong, James Fox, Edward Fox, Mr Rossi.

12CRR
Front Row (L to R): Una McAughey, Katherine Campbell, Carol McAfee, Sarah McKinley, Lauren Presho, Katarina Vikingsson, Eliza Heathwood, Rachel Aldred,
Yasmin McBlain, Sarah Ann McKinley, Oonagh Stewart.
Back Row (L to R): Owen Hadden, Jack McCready, Christopher Streight, Aidan Sloan, Rowan Patterson, Jordan Locke, James Irvine, Andrew Allen, Matthew Knell,
Liam Scott, Matthew Madeleine, Luke Morton, Miss Carr.

130 VOICES
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12DM
Front Row (L to R): Shannon McDowell, Nicole Armstrong, Aine Barbour, Alexandra McNaney, Dara McGeagh, Kathryn Dugan, Eimear Lambe, Helen McKinley,
Chantelle Harvey, Megan Barr.
Back Row (L to R): Mr Connolly, Conor Ellison, Joshua Donnelly, Devin Smith, Alexander Pollock, Gregory Wilson, Daniel Toal, Jack Carlin, Samuel McQuilken,
Simon Taylor, Cal Cleland, Philip McDowell, Frank Crawford, Mrs Diamond.

12MTN
Front Row (L to R): Georgia Clarke, Cliodhna Leeson, Abbie Townsley, Sabrina Starrett, Glenara Knox-Bradley, Uroosa Mahmood, Hannah Cairns, Jessica
Robinson, Jacqueline Livings, Naomi McGlynn, Melissa McBride.
Back Row (L to R): John Peacock, Max Burns, Craig Lindsay, Craig Agnew, Barry Linden, Christopher Doyle, Patrick Godfrey, Charles Jackman, Daniel Doyle,
Philip Kelly, Jonathan Patterson, Daniel Rea.
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13GHM
Front Row (L to R): Jenna McMillan, Helen Morrow, Hannah McKechnie, Ruth Nugent, Amy Stevenson, Ashleigh Baird, Nicole Andrews, Jessica McDowell, Nadine
McLaughlin, Hannah Hollywood-Harry, Ashleigh Donnan.
Back Row (L to R): Mr Graham, Ryan Bell, Thomas Cartwright, Michael Neill, Callum Shaw, Christopher Cousins, John Cahoon, Jordan Donnelly, Ryan Parry.

13LH
Front Row (L to R): Julia Hinds, Sarah Donnelly, Felicity Goddard, Hannah Brennan, Erin McKeown, Shannen Fletcher, Ciara McGivern, Lauren Hughes, Caitriona
McDonnell, Rhiannon Stewart, Orlagh Thompson.
Back Row (L to R): Mr Lenaghan, Odhran Crolly-McCabe, Gareth Bartlett, Brian Cunningham, Jason Rutherford, Paul Forte, Conor McCartney, Craig O’Hare.

132 VOICES
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13CW
Front Row (L to R): Kathryn Charlton, Gemma Higgins, Megan Alexander, Ellen Niblock, Catherine Duffield, Claire Marshall, Shannon Nicholl, Heather Agnew,
Erin Early, Mrs Cowie.
Back Row (L to R): Daniel Stewart, Adam Cochrane, Ryan Smith, Joshua Gill, Gavin Peden, Simon Elliott, Ryan McNaney, Tiarnan Belshaw, Michael Hutchings,
Andrew Clarke, Dermot McAteer.

13MRP
Front Row (L to R): Ella McEwan, Rachel Braniff, Niamh Blackburn, Ashleigh Allen, Naomi Bell, Shannon Russell, Jennifer McHugh, Bronte Reilly, Megan Rea, Clare
McCreesh.
Back Row (L to R): Gavin Ludlow, Andrew Bradley, Richard Marshall, Mark Petticrew, Conor Gormally, David McGibbon, Claire Rattray, Miss Murphy.

VOICES  133
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13MGK
Front Row (L to R): Kudzai Vellem, Sarah Bingham, Rebecca Hollywood, Niamh Mulholland, Nicole Leckey, Robyn Maxwell, Louise McCorry, Danica Marjanovic,
Charlotte Cropper, Daisy Allen, Nikki Douglas.
Back Row (L to R): Mr McGuckin, Michael Morrow, Declan Magee, Jack Hollywood, Andrew Bell, Jordan Vincent, William Skillen, Oisin Jayat, Michael Whitla, Mr
Farrimond.

14MCY
Front Row (L to R): Claire Johnston, Chloe McIlwrath, Jennifer Coates, Ruth Agnew, Rebekah Hunter, Catherine Keane, Mary McDowell, Maeve McPhillips,
Natasha Henderson.
Back Row (L to R): Aaron Andrews, Paul McCrory, Timothy Hamley, Peter Shannon, John Evans, Conor McKenna, Kasim El Alaoui Lasmaili, Michael Moynagh,
Matthew McCormick, Mrs Evans.

134 VOICES
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14BLK
Front Row (L to R): Clare Hanna, Alexandra Gilroy, Mikaila Hepburn, Anna Crozier, Lucy McAlorum, Anna Carr, Genevieve Taylor, Sarah Murray, Vicki McAlea,
Rachel Laverty.
Back Row (L to R): Jordan Henderson, Peter Gunning, Conor Hammon, Ben Crossley, Joshua Mayes, James Gallen, Stephen Hughes, Ms Black.

14SW
Front Row (L to R): Cathy McWatters, Megan Duff, Rebecca McMurray, Natasha Hunsdale, Sonya Bakker, Sarah Gillespie, Julia Orr, Rebecca Williamson, Sarah-
Jayne Beale, Michaela Gray.
Back Row (L to R): Mrs Seawright, Shannon McCaffrey, Nicole Hagan, Rian Watson, Peter Woods, Padriag O’Grady, Aaron Black, Matthew Dunseath, Brennain
O’Callaghan, Jonathan McConnell, Elizabeth Woods, Kristine Dodds.

VOICES  135
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14BR
Front Row (L to R): Ines Mathieu, Eilidh McCann, Danielle Thompson, Zoe Hollinger, Julia Brown, Yasmin Al-Halabi, Lauren Sutherland, Zoe Nelson, Sarah Lunney,
Amber-Zoe Cheesman.
Back Row (L to R): Sophie Knox, Finn MacMillan, Ruairi McGlynn, Matthew Reilly, Paul Maguire-Wilson, Mateusz Gejewski, Darren Beattie, Matthew Lambe,
Peter Stuart, Mrs Evans.

14MGN
Front Row (L to R): Miss R Morgan, Amanda Robinson, Sarah Gallagher, Caroline Galbraith, Kaya Carville, Natalie Archer, Lauren Johnston, Catherine Doherty,
Alice Blackstock, Mar   y Brown.
Back Row (L to R): Aidan McGrory, Simon Dowling, Kyle Lockhart, Patrick Livings, Ryan O’Reilly, Robert Magee, Aaron Pakenham, Curtis Martin, Francis Oliver,
Philip Mellon, Jamie Baird.

136 VOICES
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